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Mrs. Jane McTaggart, for over
forty years a
resident of Brooks, died suddenly Wednesday
morning, November 17th. She had risen early
and built the kitchen fire, as was her
custom,
and soon after was found
dying upon the floor
as the result of a shock. She had
been married
to James B. McTaggart 57
years.
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HARVEST HOME GRANGE.
Premiums Awarded at its Annual
Fair.
eek

Brooks correspondent gave
v. ellent report of the annual fair of
Home Grange, and this week by the
of Mrs. E. A. Carpenter he is able to
a

our

he following list of premiums
her for the committees:

;

as

pre-

gentlemen’s department.
L. A. Bachelder, Fall Harvey, 1st;
r.
Spy, 1st; Black Oxford, 1st; St.
:e, 1st; Benton Red, 1st; King TompCrab apple, 1st; Concord grapes, 1st.
L. A. Bachelder, 1st; M. W. Roberts,
*•
E. Barker. 3d.
>. L. A. Bachelder, 1st.
s. W. E. Barker, 1st; L. A. Bachelder,
ert Bowen, 3d.
f-, C. E. Bowen, Brooks Favorite, 1st.
C. E. Lane, Fameuse, 1st; Russian
Duchess, 1st; bouthem Darkey. 1st.
H. L. Reynolds, 1st.
kes, L. A. Baehelder, 1st.
; kins, W. E. Barker, 1st; L. A. BachelBaehelder, Boston Marrow, 1st.
.-d squash, W. E. Barker, 1st and 2nd.
W. E. Barker. 1st.
■os. W. E. Barker. 1st; C. E. Lane, 2nd.
L. A. Baehelder, 1st.
articles displayed by A. B. Huff,
■se, W. C. Rowe, Ethel Stover.
splay of preserves. Mrs. Edith Barker,
•a vegetables, Mrs. Edith Barker, 1st;
a Files, 2nd.
Mrs. Mary Lancaster, 1st.
Mrs. Flora Files, 1st.
k Curtis, A. B. Huff, E. A. Carpenter,
L. A.

i-.e.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.
.nows, Miss Inez Lancaster, shadow
-ed. 1st; Mrs. Milicent. Jenkins, hand-

Mrs. C. E. Lane, photo, 1st; Mrs.
bom, 2nd; Mrs. Miranda Roberts, 3d.
ed slippers, Mrs. E. A. Carpenter, 1st.
jod glove box, Mrs. Dora Sanborn,
t:

ade collar and jabot, Mrs. Edith Bal’d exican

work pillow slips, Erma Bar-

embroidery centerpiece,Erma Barker,
i

centerpiece. Mrs. Edith Barker, 1st.
broidered centerpiece, Mrs. E. A. Car-

1st.

;broidered centerpiece, Miss Nettie

2nd and 3d.
•: cushion.
Miss Erma Barker, 1st.
vide stand cover, Mrs. Dora Sanborn,

>ver, Mrs. Susie Lord. 2nd.
"chief with darned lace, Miranda
and 2nd.
handkerchief, Erma Barker. 1st.
in work handkerchief. Mrs. E. A. Car-t; Mrs. Dora Sanborn, 2nd.
erchief with crocheted lace, Mrs. E. A.

Trussell, Rev. D. L. Wilson and Clifford J. Pattee.
The flowers were many and very beautiful and included a beautiful broken circle from
Collins Hardware Co. of Lynn, Mass. The interment was in Grove cemetery.

1st

r.

They

four of

1st.

embroidered pin cushion, Mrs. Dora

The Churches.

hall

humble submission we realize how
inadequate
words of ours may be to convey our sincere
sympathy to the bereaved family in their first
great sorrow and to commend them to Him
who doeth all things well.
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, to the papers for publication. and that they be spread upon our records; also that our charter be draped for 30

on

High

street.

next

Sunday

at

10.45

a.

m.,

Sunday school

Monday.

Dell Dun ton brought in Monday a 218
pound deer which he shot in Belmont not far
from the Chenery farm.

with sermon by
noon.
Castle

at

Channing, K. O. K. A., meets Friday
ing at 7 o’clock.

-PERSONAL.

A. W. Pendleton and E. D. Hatch of Islesboro
were among the recent arrivals at
Bangor from
the big woods with two deer each.

Winslow]

next

NUMBll? d~

The University of Maine closed Wednesday
afternoon for the Thanksgiving recess until

There will be services in the chapel at East
Northport Sunday, November 28th, at 10.45 a.m.,
conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G.
followed by the Sunday school.
First Parish (Unitarian) church. Service
the pastor.

1909.

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

The Spiritualist Society will hold services at
2 o’clock next
Sunday afternoon in Knowlton’s

James Barker, for twenty-three years a resident of Pasadena, died yesterday at the home
of his son, James E. Barker, No. 438 West
Santa Barbara street, this city. He was 81
years of age, and resided in Pasadena at No.
409 North Los Robles avenue. The deceased
was born in Maine, and leaves a widow. Mrs.
Mary L. Barker: his son and a daughter, Mrs.

whom are now.living:
Mrs. Jennie Jewell of South Dakota; Gordon
McTaggart of Waterville; Sidney McTaggart
of Portland; Miss
Mary McTaggart of Brooks. N. S. Leithead of Seattle. He was a retired
Mrs. McTaggart was an honorary member
manufacturer. The funeral will be held this
of the Good Templar Lodge and of the afternoon at 2 o’clock, at the residence of his
Grange, and in her years of strength was a son.—Los Angeles Times. November 10th.
constant attendant at the
meetings and aided
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
in making them a success. She was a
devoted
Christian woman and always attended church
Tranquility Grange, Lincolnville, is holding
services whenever able to do so. Her best
most interesting meetings during the literary
endeavors were always exerted to the
bringing contest and has a large attendance. Master
up of her large family in habits of temperance
David McC-obb closed his last night at the regand morality. The funeral services were held
ular meeting last Saturday evening and a most
at Union church Sunday
afternoon. Rev. J. \Y. interesting program was furnished, consisting
Vaughan officiating. The bearers were T. I. of
dialogues, tableaux, character songs, original
M.
J.
Huxford,
Dow. Otis W Lane and Isaac
poems, etc. Ail deserved much credit as they
Leathers. The choir consisted of W. S. Jones.
performed their parts in a most creditable manH. M. Brown, Fannie Merritt and Hattie Meriner.
thew, with Mrs. Lena Jones as accompanist.
State Master Stetson made a telling report
The floral pieces were many and beautiful.
before the National Grange, now in session at
One fine piece was received from a lady in
Des Moines, Iowa. Maine is one of the great
Belfast, who with other children of a family
a membership of over
then in Brooks w*as cared for by Mrs. McTag- Grange States, having
60,000—which exceeds in per cent of popugart during an illness from scarlet fever, from
lation any State in the Union. Mr. Stetson
which some of the children died. This is but a
says: “The Grange in Maine stands for a square
sample of her willingness to aid at any sacrifice
deal, the election of Senators by the people,
to herself in times of distress and trouble. She
the conservation of our National resources,
was born in Quebec 76 years
and
was marago
and the Roosevelt policies.” Great applause
ried there to James B. McTaggart in the St.
followed his report.
Davis Presbyterian church.
They came to
Harvest
Moon Grange,
Thorndike, has
Brooks at the time of the building of our railroad, and had lived here ever since except for adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas. The hand of Death has again ena few' years spent in Dakota. She left 18
grand- tered the ranks of our order and taken
from
children and 3 great grandchildren.
our midst an honorable and
worthy brother.
H.
Femald;
be
it
Joseph
therefore,
Levi Lincoln Curtis died at his home in East
Resolved, That we, the officers and members
Belfast November 20th. He W’as born in Car- of Harvest Moon Grange, regret his removal
from our number, and mourn the severance of
roll. Maine, the son of the late Lincoln and
another link in the fraternal chain.
Mary Perry Curtis. He married Mrs. Sarah
Resolved, That this expression of our sinLappin of New York. His early life was spent cere respect and sympathy be sent to his widow
ami iamny.
in farming. He served in the Civil War from
Resolved, That in remembrance of our
1862 to 1865 in the First Maine Heavy Artilbrother, our Charter be draped in mourning
lery, Company E. For a number'of years he for thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions be placed upon our records, and
was engaged in the meat business in
copies
Jersey sent to The
Republican Journal and Bangor
City and while there he united with the church Commercial for publication.
of the First Born and for several years was an
V. N. Higgins, ) Committee
A. M. Higgins,
on
enthusiastic worker in the mission cause in
R. S. Ward,
Resolutions.
Belfast. His religious faith sustained him
North Waldo Pomona Grange will meet with
in life and in his dying hours.
His widow and
O. Gardner Grange. West Winterport, Decemone daughter, Mrs. Chalmers C. Ford of Eas*
Belfast, survive him; also two brothers. George ber 1st. Following is the program:
Curtis of Searsport and John W. Curtis of | Opening Exercises,
Music.
Address of
Emmie B* Dver
Jersey City, and one sister. Mrs. Mary Ames of Response, Welcome,
Charles H. Libby
Swanville. The funeral was held at his late
Business
residence at 10 o’clock November 24th. Rev
Conferring Fifth Degree.
Song,
May W. Bussev
Albert E. Luce, pastor of the Methodist church,
Recess.
officiating. The interment was in Grove Cem- Call to Order.
Music.
etery.
D. L. Dyer
Question—Resolved, That the Grange should
be more instrumental in the movement for
The funeral of Edward F. Carrow was held
the Preservation of the Forests.
at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Affirmative—George H. York
Carrow, last Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev
Negative—Nathaniel Littlefield
A. A. Smith of the Universalist church offici- Piano Solo,
Ruth Emerson
Successful Poultry Raising,
ating. Mr. Carrow had been ill at his home in Paper.
Harold
Clements
Lynn, Mass, for five weeks with a lung trouble Recitation,
Elva Clark
and was looking forward to coming to Belfast
Closing Exercises.
to regain his health, but he grew steadily worse
Granite Grange, North Searsport. has
adopted
and was taken to a hospital, where he died the
following resolutions of respect:
Had he lived until November
November 16th.
Whereas, The Divine Master in His infinite
20th he would have been 39 years old. He was wisdom has seen fit to remove from the earth
Sister Hattie Black; therefore, be it
an honest, upright man, a most devoted son
Resolved, That in the death of this member
and brother and a kind and indulgent husband we have lost a member
and sister who when
and father. He was a member of Phoenix with us was active and willing to do her
part
Lodge, F. & A. M. of this city, and the bearers for the welfare of our order.
Resolved, That while we bow our heads in
were brother Masons, Fred D. Jones,
Geo. C

Farms.

Means You <poem).
of a Philosopher.

children, only

The bruised and bleeding heart:
What wonder that with clouds of grief
Between us and the sky,
We turn to God with questioning heart
To know the reason why.”
—The Granite State Free Press, Lebanon, N.
H.. November 19th.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25,

The

connected with the church.

with

Mrs. Adelaide n escott of Knox arrived
cently to visit her son, Mr. C. W. Wescott.

with his

the

Clyde Pettee has been spending the

THE

Harold Alclntosh of Boston is
visiting his
H. McIntosh.
Miss Nellie H. Hopkins left the first cf the
on a 1 usiness
trip to Boston.

*

week

Abbie Caldwell left November 23rd to
winter with her sister. Mrs. I. B.
Mower, in Waterville.

the young
Tickets, 35

Thanksgiving

Mrs. Art'.ur Terry of Waterville has been
spending some days with friends in this city.
Miss Altana
spend
ville.

ladies of the Social Aid at 7.30.
cents, including supper and enter-

the town of

Mrs. N. S. Piper and Miss Ethel
Savery left
to
spend Thanksgiving with
friends in Portland.

Wednesday
E. P. Brc

home from Bangor to spend
and Mrs.
Frederick W. Brown.

Mrs. John Rhynas, whose maiden name was
1st.
•_
collar, Miranda Roberts, 1st; Mrs. Elizabeth Eldridge Jones, was born in Camden, days.
Rosa Kingsbury,
,
born, 2nd.
Maine, December 2, 1824, and died at the home
Carrie Spaulding, Committee,
v embroidered
pin cushion, Mrs. Dora | of her daughter, Mrs. John Pinhey in Hudson
E. W. Matthews,
\
1st.
Heights, Canada. November 18, 1909. Mrs.
lace, linen. Mrs. Dora Sanborn,
and sweet cream interest of the State than in
SECRET SOCIETIES.
uered towel, Miss Erma Barker, 1st. Rhynas was a daughter of the late Joseph and
offering largely increased premiums for the
•ted Corset cover, Erma Barker, 1st;
Ann (Brown) Jones of Camden, Mainee xhibit of these products in the present year
Mary
All
the
members
of
Waldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F.,
ra Sanborn, 2nd; Mrs. C. F. Files, 3rd.
The annual meeting will be held at SkowShe married in 1852 Mr. John Rhynas. a native are
ted doily. Nettie Bowen. 1st.
requested te meet at the lodge room next hegan, beginning Tuesday, November 30th and
of Keith, Scotland, and spent the early part of
ad doily, Nettie Bowen, 1st.
Tuesday evening to attend to special business. closing Friday noon, December 3rd.
Prof.
n spoons, M. L. Reynolds.
her married life in Portland, Maine, moving
Ivan C. Weld of the department of Agriculture,
bead purse, Ethel Stover.
At a meeting of the executive committee in
D. C. has been engaged again to
Two sisters, Mrs.
later to Montreal, Canada.
Washington.
>m the West Indies, Ethel Stover.
Waterville November 22nd it was voted to hold judge the market milk and cream, and he will
•d doily, Mrs. E. A. Carpenter, 2nd; Charles B. Hazeltine of this city, and Mrs.
the annual meeting of the grand lodge, A. O be assisted by a representative of the Maine
wen, 3rd.
Jose R. de Casanova of New York survive her;
Creamerymen’s Association and the departU. W., in Augusta in March.
mbroidered tray cloth, Mrs. Edith
ment of agriculture.
The first day of the
Mrs.
Clement
Coles
of
also her four children,
1st.
association meeting will be given over to the
Members
in
this
of
Kora
city
Temple, discussion
ed Infant’s socks, Mrs. E. A. Carpen- Montreal. Mrs. John Pinhey and Miss Mary
of matters connected with the milk
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, have received j
Rhynas of Hudson Heights and Mr. Simpson
and cream interest.
The following speakers
notices for the annual session to be held at
nen, handkerchief bag, Erma Barker,
will deliver addresses:—
Rhynas of Mexico. The interment was in
Kora temple in Lewiston,
Prof. James O. Jordan, milk inspector of BosFriday evening,
Montreal.
:r Photography, Mrs. E. A. Carpenter,
December 10th, at 7.30 p. m. The usual busi- | ton for twenty years, will speak on “ObservaI tions by a City Milk Inspector.”
died
at
his
Scott
Macornber
home
Winfield
ness
of
an
annual meeting including the elected bed spread, Mrs. Hattie Jenkins,
Prof. Ivan C Weld of the department of agin Castine November 22nd of acute indigestion
tion of officers and four representatives to the
riculture, Washington, D. C., on “Improving
: randa
Roberts, 1st.
He
drove
after a few hours illness.
stage in imperial council at New Orleans will be held, ; the Nation’s Milk Supply.”
lered silk shawl, Miranda Roberts,
Mr. E. L. Bradford, Manager of Turner Cenhis younger days, and for several years was concluding with a grand ceremonial.
ter Dairying Association, on “Looking Ahead.’
ted wool shawl, Mrs. Millie Emmons, messenger on the steamer between Belfast and
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will leave this,
Prof. P. A. Campbell of the Maine AgriculCastine and was well known throughout this
Thursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock from Lewis’ tural College on “Dairy Butter Making.”
ninted panel, Mrs. Milicent Jenkins, ;
a large number of letters have been
section. He was 68 years old last May. He wharf on the steamer Castine for
Already
a special
received from dairymen throughout the State
was
miss mary
visitation to Casting wVioro
d Quilt, Mrs. Milicent Jenkins, 1st; is survived Dy ms wue, wuo
indicating tneir intention to enter in eitner
ilicent Jenkins, 2nd,
Perkins before marriage, and by one son take
part in a street parade and give the the milk or cream class, and a successful exr;u two squares alike, made tumbler
Harry, who lives in Castine.
“Snake Dance” in the evening before the an- i hibit is assured.
Mrs. Dora Sanborn, 1st.
While Skowhegan is well supplied with honual Thanksgiving ball to be given by Penta'nian Bureau scarf, Mrs. E. A. Carpentels, it would be well for those desiring reserThe death of Mrs. Alice Thompson Gates
Tribe of
vation
to attend to the matter at once.
astine.
Good
guet
The
team
of
degree
rillow, top outline stitch, Mrs. E. A. occurred at her home on Bank street Friday, Tarratine Tribe is to
confer the Adoption and accomodations can be secured at the following
November 12th. Mrs. Gates was the daughter
•Tier, 1st.
hotels: Hotel Coburn, Skowhegan House and
Tainted oil cloth bedroom set, Inez of Timothy and Rebecca Thompson and was Warrior's degrees and will take over a number Maine Central Hotel.
bom in Belfast. Maine, January 19, 1854. Here, of candidates from this
1st.
city. All members are
Programs, entry blanks and other informag dish apron, Erma Barker, 1st.
August 7, 1880, she married Thomas W. Gates
tion concerning the meeting will be supplied
to meet at Pythian Hall at one
p. m.
of
Woodstock, Vt. Four years later she, with requested
work apron, Mrs. Dora Sanborn, 1st.
the Secretary, Leon S. Merrill, Augusta,
by
bird, hawk specie, Mrs. Ethel Stover, her husband, came to reside in Lebanon, where today.
Maine.
she spent the remainder of her life. Her funeral
me platter, Mrs. A. B. Huff,
The
newly-elected officers of Corinthian
services were held at her home Monday, Noue sugar bowl, Ethel Stover.
THE NEWS IN A NUTSHELL,
vember 15th, Rev. Mr. Barker of the Unitarian Royal Arch Chapter were installed November
ie
pitcher, Mrs. John Jenkins.
C.
and
D.
F.
H.
Hoschurch officiating
Smith,
—
16th by Grand Master of the Second Veil Wiljug, Ethel Stover,
There has been a grand shakeup in the U. S.
ford, I)r. D. A. Currie and Alden A. Babbitt liam C.
me bread and butter plates, Mrs. John
Libby, assisted ty Past High Priest Customs service, and 73 employes of the New
acting as bearers. Interment was made in the
custom house were removed from office
Beside her husband, Mrs. George R. Doak
Following the installation, York
A. Carpenter, Mrs. Bertha Reynolds, village cemetery.
last Friday.
More are to follow.Richard
Gates leaves a daughter. Miss Erma Gates, and the Mark Master’s degree was worked on two
•i Barker, committee.
Watson Gilder, editor of The Century Magaof
Maine.
one brother, Willis Thompson
Belfast,
after
which
and
Wm.
M. Laffan, publisher of the New
candidates,
refieshments were zine,
Mrs. Gates wras a woman of positive character
i HE BARREL INDUSTRY.
York Sun, died last week
.The dissolution of
and decided intellectual abilities. Genuineness served. The officers installed were: High the Standard Oil
company is oidered by the U.
was the prominent trait of her character, true
priest, Charles R. Coombs; king, Augustus D. S. Circuit court for
was made last week of the demand
the
eastern district of Misand sincere in all her relations to home, friends
Rev. David L. Wilson; treasur- souri, on the ground that it is illegal. An apbarrels,but that cuts a small figure in and society. Whatever she had to do she did Hayes; scribe,
Frank R. Wiggin; secretary, Clifford J. Patpeal will be taken to the U. S. Supreme court.
n with the call for barrels from the
it faithfully and to the best of her ability, put- er.
.Yale defeated Harvard, 8 to 0, in the big
abundance of enthusiasm tee: captain of the host, William H. Hall:
llizer plants in this section—two at ting into her work an
prin*
football game last Saturday_The granite for
and energy. She possessed great kindness of
C.
Trussed; chaplain, I the additions to the State house is to come
■,
oint, Searsport, and one in Belfast. heart, one*of her chief desires was to be help- cipal sojourner, George
Rev.
A
Ashley
Smith; royal arch captain, C. from a Hallowell quarry.Because of the
North Belfast, have a large con- ful and useful, and she was exceedingly ap;
alarming increase in the epidemic of diph:
he Coe-Mortimer Co., R. E. Cottrell preciative of any kindness shown to her. Many D. Tibbets; masters of the veils, D. F. Steph- theria, which has been prevalent for more
times during her last sickness, while suffering
enson, Isaac Hills and Allen Curtis.
than a month, the board of health of Bidde'<ut staves at his mill in East Belfast on
intensely, she spoke with keenest appreciation
ford has forbidden the opening of all schools,
road to Searsport, and the Searsport of the kindness of her friends and neighbors.
Grand Chief of the Pythian Sisters, Flora E. |!
ordered the public library closed, and placed a
Mrs. Gates was emphatically a home maker,
-re busy.
In Bucksport J. E. VVitham
|
Rowe of Boothbay Harbor and District
Deputy ban on the holding of any public gathering
to the demands of her family, and here
devoted
tract to furnish 100,000 or more barGrand Chief, Miss Georgia M. Sheldon of Bel- ! and on the conduct of all places of amusement.
|
her interests centered, still she kept constantly
the Armour Fertilizer Co., and has in touch with the varied issues of the outside fast, held district convention No. 13 with Gol- __Twenty have been rescued alive from the
St. Paul mine in Cherry, 111., but 198 are still
and
of
life den Cross
knowledge
i-uilding known as the Leach carriage world and her views
|
Temple in Belfast November 17th | missing. Ninety-two bodies have been found.
broad and extensive. She attended the
where he now has 24 men at work and were
The
convention
was
in
ritualistic form _Hon. William S. Cotton, private secretary
opened
Unitarian church and was identified with all of
on more next month.
The stock is its interests, a member of the Woman’s Alli- and balloting was practiced. Both Knight and to Gov. Fernald, died suddenly at Augusta
He had held many public
November 21st.
d at various places.
The heads Mr. ance and one of its faithful workers. For six- lady’s degree were exemplified.
The work positions and been prominent in town, county
f,
teen years she was connected with the Monday j
he
takes
done
makes at his mill in Orland,
was
by Golden Cross and Silver Crown and State affairs.President Taft’s turkey
[■
club, being one of its original members. Her j
Rhode Island and weighed 27
came from
re output of staves of the Richardson
work in the club was invaluable and here, as ! Temple of Brooks. The inclement weather preij
missed. Mrs. I vented many from attending. Three of the pounds.The Republicans of Portland have
bucksport, the Durgin mill at Brooks- elsewhere, she will be greatlyread
Charles
A. Strout, Esq., for mayor.
nominated
e
widely and four temples in the district were
and Moor’s mill on the Kenduskeag Gates, like most of those who
|
represented— _Part of the crew of tasters at the shoeshop
even more than they read, had the habit
think
'ar' h
Bangor, and buys the hoops all over of clipping verses or lines of prose which Juanita of Freedom, Silver Crown of Brooks of the National shoemakers’ in Auburn struck
|
November 22nd because of the recent discharge
wherever he can find them. In order seemed to impress her for one reason or and Golden Cross of Belfast. The degree staff
of five of their companions... The steam yacht
And it seems rather a remarkable of Golden Cross did the
another.
,,ire
Witham
Mr.
room
to
store
the
barrels
|
work in a very credi- Nourmahal with Colonel John Jacob Astor on
coincidence that among a small miscellaneous
;
ught the McKay & Dix shipyard and collection, gleaned from different sources, table manner and deserved the many compli- board arrived at San Juan, Porto Rico, from
Mayaguez on Sunday, November 14th, and was
ments
4l‘^r,fis on Verona island and next year may which she had evidently mislaid and which
they received from the grand chief and still
of November 17th.
there on the
li|s works there, as the buildings would was accidentally found by Mr. Gates a day or many others present. Their fine floor work It was feared thatevening
she was lost in the West
two before she died, was the following, which
showed the proficiency of their drill master,and Indian hurricane and for 19 days here whereefficient and there is a saw mill with boiler was
read at the funeral services:
.C. W. Morse has won
Capt. Loren Colcord has reason to be proud of abouts were unknown
engine there, good shipping facilities and
“When loved ones close their eyes in death
those in his charge.
A banquet was served at in the preliminary move for a new trial.. .Bosamount of lumber on the island suitableAnd from our sight depart,
the close of the convention and all went home ton had the first snow storm of the winter last
l,r
staves.
Leaving behind the falling tear,
feeling that the evening had been well spent. Tuesday night.

Miss Sue W. Palmer of Waterville arrived

Wednesday

ida’s

1

Miss

1

..

v'

..

transfers in real estate

were

!

are at

home for

Thanksgiving.

First Pilot Abbott of the steamer Belfast
Eastern Steamship Co., is building a house at
Verona. For the past few years he had made
his home in Belfast.
Louise Brown of this city is enjo\ :ng a
vacation from the office department of
of Leonard & Barrows' shoe factory and is the
guest of her sister in Boston.
Miss

week’s

H. E. Freeman. V. S.. formerly of
latterly of Rockland, has located

this

city,

in

New

Haven, Conn., where he will engage in the

practice

of his

profession.

Leavitt has returned from a
week's hunt at Bowerbank with a buck deer.
His son Raphnael was up there some weeks
earlier and also brought down a buck.

George

A.

Leander Staples of Brooks was in IV.fas
Tuesday and Wednesday and left on yesterday
afternoon's boat for Rockland to spend Thanksgiving with his brother, Roscoe Staples.
Charles McKinley of Camden, formerly of
this city, is spending a few days in town looking after business matters. Mr. McKinley is
engaged in the stable business in Camden.
Mrs. Viola J. Patterson and daughter Miss
Gertrude B., left yesterday to visit relati'. os in
w
Roxbury, Mass. loiter they will spend a
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Annie E. Ryder.

deer

Nathaniel C. Matthews of Norwood. Mass.,
in Belfast Tuesday, the guest of rcla ves.
BelMr. Matthews was in the shoe business
i:fast several years ago and has mar.\

was

here.
The

positions

club have
Bro

been

for

the Colby c
and

announced

...

oksville boys are included, Russt
as second tenor, and Maurice K. I

Lord

z'ee

g<

tw>.

\ r:h
li.
■

as

first bass.

J. Benson, who had spent some weeks
Butte, Montana, where she intended .■'pending the winter months, has gone to Los Angeles, Calif., to spend the remainder of the
Mrs. L.

in

near

S. Snow, now supervisor of House- winter.
Chicago public schools, formerly
At the annual meeting of the Maine society
superintendent of Bangor’s public schools and of
Mayflower descendants in Portland. Novemlater a member of the faculty of Pratt Instiber 22nd, Hon. F. E. Buothby of Portland was
tution in the Domestic Science department'
elected Governor. Elisha Hopkins, M ! > of
Brooklyn. N. Y., has refused an offer from the
Searsport was elected Surgeon.
of
the
of
New
Zealand
to
president
University
have charge of the college of domestic science
Carlton l>oak from the U. of M. Law school
connected with the university.
and Linwood Thompson, Arthur Shales, Harold
Miss

Mary

1

County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending November 22, 1909:
Nancy O. Bowen, Thorndike, to Stephen F.
Files, do.; land in Thorndike.
Miss Sarah Edith West left November 18th Richards. Houston Small and Marthon Poak
Job Clement, Montville, to Merton E. Clem- for
at home for
Pawtucket, I\. I., where she will study from the University of Maine are
ent, do.; land in Montville.
shorthand and make her home with her sister, the Thanksgiving recess.
Job Clement, Montville, to Henry B. Clem- Mrs. L. A. French. Miss West
was the special
Hon. Wm. B. Swan, president of the City
ent, do.; land and buildings in Montville.
guest ueiore ner ueparture at tne ioiiowmg
National Bank of Belfast, has received many
B.
to
Clement, Montville,
Merton E. social events: Suppers by Mrs. E. P. Carle,
Henry
congratulatory letters on the dedication of the
Clement, do.; land and buildings in Montville.
Mrs. Leslie C. Follett, Misses Frances Howes handsome new bank
building, and an especially
George W. Choate, Montville. to Everett M. and Katherine C. Quimby; thimble parties by pleasing one was from Hon. (. 8 llichborn,
Clement, et al, do.; land in Montville.
Mrs. Howard L. Whitten and Miss Florence M.
president of the First National Bank of AuEverett M. and Henry B. Clement, Mont- Hill and a
bridge party by Miss AbbieDoak.
gusta.
ville, to Annie D. Nutter, do.; land in MontMiss Clarabel Marsh, who recently resigned
Miss Frances A. Sargent, who is teaching in
ville.
from her position as telegraph operator, for
Columbia Falls, closed her school there yesPrescott D. H. Carter, Belfast, to Henry M.
the New England Telephone Co. in Bangor, has
terday and will spend Thanksgiving in Brewer
Bennett, do.; land in Belfast.
been appointed manager of the W’estern Unwith Miss Beulah Philbrook. She will come to
Lindley M. Douglas, Unity, to Asher Doug- ion
office
in
and
left
telegraph
Skowhegan.
lass, do., land and buildings in Unity.
I Belfast the iirst of next week to spend the
Tuesday to enter upon her new duties. Miss remainder of the
Asher Douglas, Unity, to Esther J. ReyThanksgiving recess with her
’Winnifred Sanborn, who has filled this posiparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent.
nolds, do.; land and buildings in Unity.
tion very acceptably for nearly two years, has
Robert W. Delano, Bucksport, to Ellen C.
John MacDonald, who has been the guest of
resigned from it to be with her sister, Miss E.
Delano, do.; land in Prospect.
M. Sanborn, whom she will assist in the office his father-in-law, Mr. Stephen G. Bicknell,
Charles M. Delano, Bucksport, to Ellen C. at
went to Dorchester, Mass.. Monday for his
Bath, Me.
Delano, do.; land in Prospect and Stockton
Fred W;. Angier, a Belfast boy, for many household goods, and with his wife ml son
Springs.
Arthur will spend the winter in Belfast. Mr.
years in the railroad business, now agent of
Maud Dun ton, Pittsfield to F. H. Brown,
Bicknell's serious illness necessitated the
the Union Pacific system at San Jose, Cal.,
Jackson; land and buildings if! Jackson.
his vacation in the east,—in and change.
recently
spent
Edward K. Davis, Freedom, to Almon G.
around Boston. Iiis deep regret was that lack
Dr. Elmer Small was called to Yassalboro
Davis, do.; land in Freedom.
of time prevented his visiting his old friends Tuesday in consultation with local physicians
0. J. Farwell, Thorndike, tc Eli V. Cornforth,
in Maine.
On his way he looked up all the in regard to Warren W. Knowlton
formerly of
Unity; land in Unity.
Belfast boys within reach, as is his custom. Belfast. Mr. Knowlton’s mother, Mrs. WayLucinda and Edward H. Fletcher, Belfast, to He saw
Jesse Wrilson, A1 Condon and Albert land Knowlton, is with him, and his father and
Georgia I. Wood, do.; land and buildings in
Thompson in Colorado, and reports them all father-in-law. Dr. L. W. Hammons, are frerecorded in Waldo

j

Waterville,

the Times-Union.

factory

Howard Heath, Ralph S. Collins and Frank
Mudgett from Coburn Classical Institute.

hold Arts,

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

following

H.

H. L. Day of Bangor was in Belfast last
week on business. Mr. Day, formerly of
Brooks, is the he. d of the firm of H. L. Day,
Son
& Co., manufacturers of woven wire
beds, cots and couches, excelsior, cotton fabric and hair mattresses, 91 Grant street, BanThe firm does a large business and will
gor.
occupy a new and larger
the Maine Central station.

■

The

Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman were to reon last evening’s train from their Southern trip to spend
Thanksgiving at home.

turn

since and has friends and

soon

her

Miss Amy E. Stoddard was the accompanist
an entertainment
given in Freedom last
Thursday for the benefit of the church.

Mr. H. is connected with Flor-

leading daily,

with

at

scarce

long

spend Thanksgiving

The crew® of the steamer Belfast
recently
presented the Winterport agent, James E.
Nason, with a pair of snow shoes.

W. R. Hinman are to be
friends on their twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary, Friday, December 3d,
next, at their Jacksonville, Florida, residence.
223 West Beaver street.
Mrs. Hinman visited
relatives here.

to

sister, Mrs. C. M. Matthews.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank

in Belfast not

is at

with his parents. Mr

Mrs. HoweWTiggin of Rockland arrived last
week and is the guest of Mrs. M. A. Frost and
Mrs. G. A. Gilchrest.

at home to their

supper

L. Grace Chadwick with a glass and
a very large pitcher and offered her a glass of
water. Miss Chadwick took the glass and from
the pitcher came a whole shower of little pink
parcels, containing a lunch set of cluny lace
and embroidered doilies. The recipient’s surprise and delight was very apparent. The
evening was spent with music and sewing.
to

region. They found
in that vicinity.

wn

Thanksgiving

Raymond R. Sherman of this city and Arthur
Stantial of Dexter left last Thursday for
Elliotsville on a hunting trip, and E. R. Conner
of this city and John Pendleton of Northport
have returned from a week's hunt for deer in
the Moosehead lake

left Wednesday to
home in Lincoln-

at her

Rev. and Mrs. Kosea W. Rhoades and little
child, of Lee,arrived last Monday to visit relatives in this city.

telegraph operators.

and other game

Coleman

Thanksgiving

Miss Flora Bowden of Sargentville is the
guest of Miss Julia Leary at her home in
East Belfast.

Retire Webber and his sister, Abbie Webber,
have heard from their brother, Richmond, who
left Clinton 47 years ago. They did not know
that he was alive until they received a letter
from him. He is living in Los Angeles, Cal.
It has been 30 years since they had heard anything from him.

Dairymen’s Association was orWinthrop in 1898. For tainment. Entertainment, 10 cents.
many years a lack of organized effort upon
A Guild Supper. Twenty-five members of
the part of the dairymen of the State had been
the Young Ladies’ Guild of the North Church
felt and the organization of this association
was the result.
Closely following the prelim- met with Miss Anne M. Kittridge last Monday
inary meeting a permanent organization was evening. The cottage home was converted into
effected with Hon. Rutillus Alden of Winthrop
a red room with red streamers draped from the
as its first president.
Since that time annua.
meetings have been held for the p rpose ofl ! center of the ceiling, red lanterns, red berries
discussing dairy problems and the exhibition of and red candles attractively arranged about
dairy products. During the past eleven years the living room. A large open fire added
it has served its purpose well, as proven by
the progress that has been made in the dairy warmth and glow to all. The table was very
legislation. The law authorizing the appoint- prettily arranged with a large centerpiece of
ment of a State dairy instructor was the re- red berries.
There were four chafing dishes
sult of active work upon the part of the
in which creamed chicken was made by Mrs.
Maine Dairymen’s Association and at the last
session of the legislature they secured an in- David L. Wilson and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest,
creased appropriation for the employment of Welch rarebit by Miss Anne M. Kittridge and
an assistant dairy instructor.
and rice by Miss Bertha A. Wiley.
Recognizing the gradual change in themeth shrimps
od of marketing dairy products, last year the Olives, saltines, sandwiches, assorted cake and
Maine Dairymen’s Association offered pre- coffee completed the tempting menu.
Mrs.
miums for exhibits of market milk and cream
Kittridge, Mrs. Leslie C. Follett, Misses
This resulted in bringingto the annual meeting George
the largest as well as one of the best exhibits Evelyn P. Morison, Maud B. Steward. Lu
ever held in this country.
The Dairymen’s Thompson, Margaret L. Keene and Stella DurAssociation has made no more important
gin assisted in serving from small tables. At
move in recognizing the great market milk
the close of the
Mrs. D. L. Wilson came
The Maine

ganized in

1

first'class

supper will be served at 6 o’clock. The drama,
“How the Story Grew,” will be presented by

DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION MEETING.

Blanche Foster of f-this city is
spending
with relatives in Burnham.

Miss

spend the

t.w

MAINE

Thanksgiving

father, William

Miss Eva Morris has arrived home from
The Christian Scientists hold services in their
Milton B. and Irvin O. Hills have a large Medford, Mass., where she has been employed
several months as bookkeeper.
hali, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at 11 crew at work
erecting their new saw mill at
o’clock, subject, Ancient and Modern Necrom- the outlet of Pitcher’s Pond.
Frank I. Wilson of Orange Mass., was in
They have just
j
ancy or Mesmerism and
Hypnotism and received nearly two car loads of new machin- Portland and Bangor last week on business and
Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all ery, which will be set up at once. They will spent Sunday with relatives in this city.
are cordially welcome.
be ready for sawing at an early date.
Miss Cecil Littlefield went to Castine SatThe services at the Universalist church next
The collection taken at the Thanksgiving urday to spend Sunday with her sister Miss
Sunday will be as follows: preaching service union service this,Thursday, evening will be as Grace, who is employed as a milliner at that
at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev.
usual for the benefit of the Girls' Home, and place.
A. A. Smith: Sunday school at 12 o’clock. The
friends are earnestly requested to carry along
Capt. Henry Blake of Gloucester, Mass., is
is
public cordially invited to attend. K. O. K. their mite for this excellent institution, so visiting his brother Charles at Cape Rozier,and
A. will meet Saturday evening.
Mrs. Thurston Blake of Belfast is visiting at
much in need of funds at the present time.
The Sunday services at the Baptist church
The steamer 3elfast is still in dry dock a* Alfred Blakes.
will be as follows: at 10:45, morning worship,
East Boston, but repairs are being rapidly
James H. Clark left by last Thursday's boat
with sern on by the pastor; Sunday school at
for Jacksonville, and will spend the winter in
made and she will be ready the first of Denoon; evening worship at 7.30 o’clock, conduc- cember for the winter run between Boston and
Florida, but had not decided upon the location
ted by Rev. H. W. Rhoades of Lee, Maine. All
Winterport. She is being fitted with a new when he left Belfast.)
are cordially invited to these services.
starboard turbine engine and her propeller
Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce has been ill at the home
The union Thanksgiving services will be held blades are being reshaped.
of her daughter, Miss Mary E. Pierce, in Bosin the Methodist Church this, Thursday, evenThe next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua ton, but is improving and will soon return to
ing at 7.30 o’clock. Rev. A. G. Roberts of the Circle will be with Mrs. Addie C. Webber, No. her home in this city.
Baptist Church will deliver the sermon and 21 Court
street, Monday afternoon, November
Ralph Gillam, the evangelist, opened a camother local clergymen will take part in the
29th. The magazine topic for this meeting paign in Milltown last Thursday evening. He
sendees. An offering will be taken for the
will be “Egyptian Architecture.” The Iliad had just closed a very successful series of
benefit of the Girls’ Home.
books twenty-one to twenty-four; program, a meetings in Conway, N. H.
The services for the week at the Congrega-. paper on Homer; reading, Discovery of the reM iss Marion Bailey of Citypoint has finished
tional church wTill be as follows: Junior C. E
markable palace of Amenhotop III. Roll call,
her apprenticeship'andbeen accepted as a trainat
3.30
Castle
North
K
Thursday,
p. m.;
quotations from Homer.
ed nurse in the Long Island Hospital in Boston
*»■»
y. ui., uuiiuoj muiuAn unknown man m the lock-up atbt. Steph- Harbor, of which Dr.
George Holmes is head
ing service at 10.45, with sermon by the pastor; en, N. B.,is giving the authorities of that town
theme, Peace.
Sunday school at noon; Y. P. S. no small amount of trouble. In a few lucid
Miss Julia Vaughan, who was recently operC. E. prayer meeting at 6.30. and evening ser- moments
Monday he told the police that he ated upon for appendicitis at the Waldo
vice at 7.30.
escaped from the Belfast, Me., jail on Nov. 4, County Hospital, has returned to her home at
The services next Sunday at the First Meth- where he was doing time for vagrancy, and
Citypoint and is rapidly recovering from the
odist Episcopal church will be as follows: at also stated that he had done “time” for vaeffects of her illness.
10.45 a. m., preaching by the pastor, Rev. Al- grancy in Auburn, Augusta and other Maine
Capt. Jeremiah Hayes arrived home Thursbert E. Luce: at 12 o’clock, Bible school, F. P.
cities. It is thought he may be a young man
Blodgett, Supt.: at 3 p. m., Junior Epworth named Rossen, said to be the son of wealthy day from New York, where he had just arrived
League, Miss Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at 7.30 p. New York parents, for whom search has been in his schooner, the Pendleton Brothers, from
Femandina, and will remain here until his vesm., evening devotion, with chorus .singing and made in Frederickton, N. B.
sel is chartered.
sermon by the pastor.
Tuesday, at 7.30 p. m.,
The annual Christmas sale, supper and enMiss Geneva Heal, Miss Florence Brown and
Epworth League. Thursday, at 7.30 p. m., tertainment
by the ladies of the Universalist
mid-week prayer meeting.
Friday, at 7.00 p. parish will be held in the church vestry, Thurs- Miss Velma Mitchell are enrolled upon the
m., Conclave of the Knights of King Arthur.
list of those who have learned telegraphy
day and Friday, December 2nd and 3rd. The long
Strangers are always welcome to the public sale will be on
Thursday afternoon from 2 at the Western Union office in this city, and
services of the church.
o’clock until 6 o’clock, and Friday evening are making rapid progress towards becoming
“•

L. Hall is spending
mother in Camden.

Mr. and Airs. E. S. Pitcher left
Monday for
Boston and will return Saturday.

Miss

owner

at

week

friends in Waterville.

C larence

re-

Louise W. Richards is at home from
Farmington Normal school to spend

Thanksgiving.

of the cane left at H. E. McDonthe t ime of the Eastern Star harvest
supper can have it by calling at the store or
house.
ald’s

Rev. Fr. Keeley of Waterville attended the
Catholic fair in Pittsfield, last week.

Miss

planning

A reception for the members of the church
and parish will be given in the
parlors of the
North Congregational church
Wednesday,
December 1st, by the officers of the societies

Miss Bernice Rogers is spending
Thanksgiving in Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer I. Rankin left Wednesday to spend Thanksgiving with friends in
Madison.

The Ladies Aid of the Methodist church is
co have a pie and apron sale some
time in the near future. Date and place of
sale will be announced soon.

even-

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Edward Sibley returned last
Saturday
from a short visit in Boston.

Belfast.
1. H. Havener, Searsport, to W. L. Mason,
do.; land in Searsport.
Ellen B. Jones, Palermo, to Prince A. Jones,
do.; land in Palermo.
W. F. Mason, Searsport, to Albert N. Carr,
do.; land in Searsport.
John F. Marden, Searsmont, to B. F. Fuller,
do.; land in Searsmont, (2 deeds.)
Walter E. Ordway, Searsmont, to B. F.
I
Fuller, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
Otis B. Patterson, Swanville, to Martin K.
Nickerson, Monroe; land and buildings in Monroe, Swanville and Frankfort.
Augusta O. S. Stevens, Searsport, to Rosetta
Dwelley, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
Margaret P. Smart, Swanville, to Henry E.
Greeley, Eden; land and buildings in Swanville.
Lydia C. Closson, Searsport, to Lewis P.
Closson, do; land and buildings in Searsport.
Northport Wesleyan Grove Campmeeting
Association, Northport, to Clara A. Harlow,
Brewer; land in Northport.
George W. Wood, Troy, to Lute L. Rogers,
do; land in Troy.

wearing

a

smile of

quent visitors. Mr. Knowlton
fortable at last reports.

prosperity.

The National Waterways Commission on
their return from a three months’ inspection
of European water-courses immediately started on the long river trip from St. Paul to New

was

more com-

John L. Burgoyne of New York City
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Shaw
over Sunday.
Mr. Burgoyne is the AssemblyOrleans, to observe the traffic situation on the man-elect of the 32nd District and
is the first
river and its possibilities. On the Commission
to be elected from the district
I Republican
are Congressman Stevens, of Minnesota and
j since 1879. lie ran ahead of his ticket 5,000
Alexander, of New York, both formerly Maine I and his friends feel
very proud of his election
A group photograph taken on board the
men.
and are extending congratulations. Mr. Bursteamer
David Tipton is given in
government
goyne left for his home Monday.
the Collier’s Thanksgiving number.
Mr. John Sanborn returned Monday night
Mr. Harold T. Sibley of Chicago was one of
from visits in Portland. Boston and
Lynn, Mass.,
the ushers at the wedding of Miss Hazel Ellen |
Me Lane, only daughter of Ex-Gov. and Mrs. | extending over several weeks. Mr. Sanborn
a few days at the
Relay House, Bass
John McLane, to John Alexander Clark of spent
!
with Mr. Henry Haugh, a BelEvanston, 111., which was solemnized in the Point, Nahant,
fast boy who has made a success in the hotel
Episcopal church in Milford, N. H., at 2.30 p. ;
! business.
He is the clerk at the Relay House
The bride was a student
m., November 17th.
at Bryn Mawr and was sponsor for the battle- ! and popular alike with the public, the proship New Hampshire at her launching. The prietor and the help. At the close of the sumgroom is a Dartmouth man, '08, and has an ex- mer season the employees presented Mr. Haugh
ecutive position with a western stock and bond with a handsome
gold watch, chain and charm,
house.
Mr.

was

|

suitably engraved.

SEED

Smokeless

Proposed for Maine.
The work of increasing the per acre
yield of crops grown in Maine through
the careful selection, breeding and dissemination of superior strains of seeds is

Until science discovered

about to receive the attention which it
At the last session of the legislature the Commissioner of Agriculture
directed to assist the farmers of the
State in this special work and an appropriation was made for carrying it on. It

proposed very soon to call
of such farmers of the State
interested in seed

a

meeting

as

may be

way to construct the Automatic

great fault—smoke.
With the advent of the Automatic Smokeless Device, and its
practical application to the
„
__

heaters had

one common

_

was

is

a

Smokeless Device, and make it completely dependable, all oil

deserves.

_

Oil Heater

improvement work of
time the advisability

(Equipped with
the smoke
solved.

Smokeless

problem

was

Device)^

successfully

THE REV. JAMES E. (5. SAWYER, D. D.
Into every life great trials come.
There are some who for years are seemingly remarkably exempt from serious
afflictions, disasters ana sorrows; but
even to them the days of trouble finally
come.
Most people taste the bitter cup
early in life, and are called to drain it
more than once.
The forms of affliction
are manifold.
The many suffer disapand
reverses; others become
pointments
suddenly maimed for life, many more lose
their health, becoming chronic invalids;
others are suddenly reduced from prosperity to penury, all sooner or later are
called to suffer agonizing bereavements.
There are those—and their number is not
small—who seem continually pursued by
trouble; to others life’s greatest calam-

BY

ities and sorrows come with

Automatic
Smokeless Device

along the lines of those that
already been so successful in other

be formed

With the co-oper-

Neuralgia

made (or women
as well as
men,

Pains

\

|

against holes, rips

sensitive skin and fits per.

fectly without wrinkling
an ideal stocking.
Careful and discerning dressers
always demand EVERWEAR
—it appeals to the lover of coned
hosiery.
j
Made in black and tan or black

The shooting, tearing pains of neuralgia are caused
by excitement of the nerves. Sciatica is also a nerve

disasters and

bereavements; they are
made despairing and rebellious. Others
who suffer grow the stronger through

their afflictions.
How may we be prepared to bear our troubles? How may
we be fore-armed against the storms and
battles of life?
One of the elements of serenity and
profitable results. The immediate benstrength in times of disaster or bereaveefits coming to the members can be
it—and
want—when
want
heat
ment is the habit of faithful and regular
you
You may now have all the
you
classed under two heads, educational and
labor. He that feels that he has some
where you want it—without the annoyance of smoke or odor.
While the financial benefits
financial.
definite task for which he is responsible
Brass font holds 4 quarts of oil, which permits a glowing heat for 9 hours.
will be strengthened to endure by his
Brass wick tube—damper top—cool handle. Cleaned in a minute.
would undoubtedly interest the members
habit of faithful service. Work is one of
The Perfection is beautifully finished in Nickel or Japan.
more particularly at first, yet the educaGod’s angels of comfort. The man on
for Descriptive Circular
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not At Yours, Write
tional features of the work are of great
whom rests some great responsibility, like
to the Nearest Agency of the
work
the command of an army in active servimportance. Where association
COMPANY
OIL
STANDARD
ice in time of war, or the command of a
has been carried on members have re(Incorporated)
ship at sea, or the construction of a great
ceived great financial benefit through j
railroad bridge or some noble edifice,
have
raised.
the sale of the seed they
cannot supinely surrender to trouble.
This seed having been carefully bred and
He must carry through his
undertaking
and his necessary devotion to his tasks
possessing large reproducing qualities I
be
the
that
will
may
NEAL’S
very
infiu
RAY
EGG
FACTORY.
thing
to
keep his
has met with a ready market for seed l sociation and desire
give your
heart from breaking. A smaller
respona letter addres
to
can readily be seen if exassistance
It
ence
and
it,
purposes.
sibility may serve a similar helpful pur[Bangor Daily News.]
periments are carried on year after year sed to Leon S. Merrill, Secretary, Au
pose, especially if it involves the daily
those
who
are
interested
stuAmong
and an improvement in crop yield is gusta, Maine, will bring an official pro
dents of the higher Culture in hens, now discharge of a regular round of duties.
To gird ourselves for the humblest of
caused through these experiments that gram.
Entry blanks will also be furn being scientifically set forth at the poulregular tasks strengthens the heart to
institute
in
the
try
agricultural
members
will
desire
to
make
an
exhibit
building
ished
if
the seed raised by various
you
of the University of Maine, is F. Ray bear trouble. The firmness of the will
carry an added selling value for that pur- All inquiries will be cheerfully answered
required by fidelity to duty tends to re| Neal, son of Walter I. Neal, gamein- store
to the agitated and disl spector at Bangor station.
pose. The educational value of the .assoYoung Mr. tractedserenity
GIRLS BUILT MODEL TOWN.
heart. Active employment is an
i Neal knows a few things about hens,
ciation will come through the results of
antidote to morbid brooding.
Richter
i but wants to know more.
He has at
the experiments conducted and the les- Houses, Stores, Trolley Cars. Fire ant
! Waldo Station, near Belfast, a fine farm says: “A busied heart is like a vessel of
It is planned
water
sons learned in this work.
o:
Railroad Stations and Other Fixings
swung round; hold it still and it
whereon he raises fat crops of all sorts
runs nvpr
an Up-to-Date Town.
to hold an annual meeting at which time
of eatables common to our rugged
Intellectual
resources are a source of
northern clime, but chief among the
exhibits of seeds, grains and grasses will
In one of the laboratory rooms of the
features of that farm is strength and comfort in seasons of trouble
money-getting
ue made and lectures upon subjects of i home economics department of the Uniand distress. We do not mean that
they
! versity of Missouri stands a big papei the department known as the Neal Farm supply a philosophy which can
explain
:mportance to the men engaged in this town—streets
Yard.
Poultry
of
i the mystery of suffering, but that a love
stores,
department
In
this
favored spot reside about 650
line of work will be given.
meat markets, bakeries, grocery stores
aristocratic egg producers, of the Rhode of books, or of art, or of science, or of
The Department of Agriculture is pre- and streets lined with residences.
Island Red and Barred Plymouth Rock the beauty of nature, has a broadening
Everything is planned before the
pared to give assistance in the organizawhose nice, big, brown eggs are I and strengthening influence on the mind
w7ork is begun. The house in its crude families,
and heart, and that a wide outlook on the
tion and direction of an association so j
as carefully
as diamonds
and
packed
state is merely a clean wooden box. One
sent away to help Boston maintain its world of nature and of men will minister
far as is desired. It will also be prepar- that
to noble endurance as well as supplyoriginally contained soap may be intellectual eminence. The
price of this
ed to furnish to the members experimen- used.
The first step taken is the measkind of eggs is beyond the comprehen- many a source of wholesome distraction
from the continual contemplation of pertal lots of different kind of seed to test urement and cutting of doors and win- sion of
any save those accustomed to big
dows.
When this is finished, they begin
sonal affliction.
out in comparison with the seeds they are
figures, and well beyond the reach of
to make the furniture for the house.
A still nobler kind of relief from unwhose income is received once a
already using. A meeting for organiz- Paper napkins are used for the window those
week in small, flat envelopes. The due dwelling upon personal sorrow is
be
called
at
will
soon
curtains
and
dark
association
for
the
this
found
in sympathy and care for others.
green
paper
ing
chicks occupy apartments in a modern
A loving regard for the welfare of those
the State which ! shades.
some central point in
160
feet
apartment
house,
long, provid- about us, and unselfish devotion to
All furniture is carved from wood, and
their
appears to be most easily reached by cooking utensils are moulded from clay. ed with sun baths, running spring water,
comfort, the habit of ministering to their
those men who signify their intention to The cook stove is also made from wood new-straw divans, reception rooms and needs and of
with
them
in
sympathizing
recreation hall, and Mr. Neal expects
If you are interested in this and is a fireless cooker in the true sense
be present.
that soon they will be calling for Roman their trials, will greatly support us in seaof
the
word.
The
on
the
floors
are
sons of severe disappointment or
rugs
baths and wireless telegraph.
personproposition kindly write at once to the hand woven in
But they
al bereavement.
designs and are made on are fine meal-tickets,
Our unwillingness to
those high-class
State Dairy Instructor, Augusta, Maine, a
weaving frame “like grandmother
burden
others with our griefs will help
and it pays to joliy them along.
stating that fact and giving your address used.” The idea of design is also car- birds,
Incubators—four big ones, do the us to bear them bravely and quietly.
ried out in papers and linoleum. The
so that at the proper time a notice of the
Self-sacrifice
does not create insensimother hen act at Neal’s; blooded cows
stairway leading from the reception hall
call of the meeting may be sent you.
the milk that is sipped up by the bility to suffering but it gives strength
give
to the second story is made of cardboard.
to endure it with fortitude and even with
young chicks, and there are fields and
MILK AND CREAM PRODUCERS IN- In a case on one side of the room are fields of
clover and cheerfulness.
beets,
cabbages,
stores
and
made
houses,
people,
by girls other
for the victorious endurance
TERESTED.
things for the gratification of the of Strength
during the summer session. These might
many of life’s disasters and troubles is i
1
be taken for a miniature Columbia sever- palates of Mme. Hen and Miss Pullet. afforded by an
and appreOn account of the very large propor- al years hence. The new Wabash sta- Some of the chicken children, alas, never ciation of real understanding
values. The prime objeetof
so far in life as to utter the first note
get
tion of rur dairy products marketed in tion is completed, and to protect it in
of triumph over what the country pa- life is not pleasure, or ease, or personal
the form of sweet cream, Maine has case of fire, a fire department is located
would call their “initial” egg, for promotion. Still less is it wealth. It is not
next door, with horses ready to jump into pers
far away in Old Broadway there are men happiness, but character. In the fires that
come to be known as the great sweet
harness at the suggestion of an alarm.
purify one can be content if he has no
cream state of the country.
We believe A trolley car marked “Jefferson, Mexico, about town and swell chorus ladies who love for
dross. The sorrows of childhood
demand “a half, broiled,” and, the fithis title has been truly earned and that and Columbia” stands in wait for an
By becoming a
nancial inducement being great, off goes are real, but transient.
electric
current
to
make
it
run.
thecualitv of her products entitle her to
the tender chick’s head! More fancy man one outgrows them. Those whose
of the things in the show winMany
are
spiritual, who hunger and
h.
this recognition in the public mind.
breeding stock has lately arrived at the aspirations
! dowsare suggestive of girl’s tastes, es- farm,
thirst for righteousness, are above many
so that the feathered population
It was a little over twenty years ago that pecially at meal time. The
of life’s storms. They7 do not feel them.
grocery store, will be somewhat increased next
spring.
the -:rst can of sweet cream was shipped bakery and meat market are ail in a
They see
Mr. Neal raised 2,200 bushels of Green They look down upon them.
them from above and so behold them
•rt of the Mat*- of Maine.
Since then row. The meat market is fitted with a Mountain potatoes this
year and enough
counter and block. In full view are clay
and glorified by eternal sunother stuff to drive the
tK- business bus. been rapidly growing
of star- transfigured
hams, sausage and sliced meats. In the vation miles and miles spectre
shine. A noble spiritual aid will suboraway from there. dinate all of life's
cw nearly Ml the dairy products of
window of the grocery store, besides clay
events to itself, getthe farmer is the happy man these
ir, Kited under the name
vegetables of various kinds, are hung Oh,
ting gain to character from adversity as
times!
bunches
of
bananas
made
from
well
as
yellow
prosperity. All things work toif f b.
cr- si
This has resulted not
In the bakery, back of the counpaper.
gether for the realization of the loftiest I
If
a clear complexion take Foley’s
desire
the
you
received
•My
im.| ro\ing
quality
ter of cakes and “goodies,” is the iceOrino Laxative for constipation and liver trou- ideals ot those who have spiritual vision i
fr> •- :
firmer? themselves, but also cream parlor.
Tables and chairs are in ble as it will stimulate
All the events of our
these organs and thor- and aspiration.
oughly cleanse your system, which is what life, including our afflictions, are material
ning to the pro Ulcer very largely desire a chocolate soda. The
!
clothing everyone needs in order to feel well. Sold by out of which we may make what we will.
iii
i-ric.-s. Th-re is at the present store window is decorated with paper ! all druggists.
The soul that yearns for completeness
t ;
on-y one State in this country shirts, hats, cellars, ties and hose in iwill win glorious gain from losses and
wh i-e the prices paid to cream producers rainbow effect. In the millinery store
GRAFT, FRAUD AND DISHONESTY. crosses and heart-breaking bereaveare hats of the merry-widow pattern,
ments.
are equal to those paid to the farmers of
but the windows are too small for them
me supreme source or resignation and
An Address by Gov. Hughes in Which
this State. The Maine Dairymen’s As- to be
The
town people
comfort in suffering and sorrow is trust
very “merry.”
He Hits From the Shoulder.
sociation, recognizing the great impor- are of an athletic tendency, consisting
in the loving heavenly Father, the Father
tance of the milk and cream industry of entirely of jumping-jacks and acrobats
In his lecture at Yale Monday on Con- of mercies and God of all comfort, who is
who
at
the
crook
of
a
stick.
revealed
in the Scriptures and especially
ditions of Progress of Democratic govjump
the State, are offering premiums to be
Camels, elephants, mules and horses are ernment, Gov. Hughes hit right from in the character and the sufferings of
for
at
the
annual
ConferDairy
competed
at their disposal in case the street cars the shoulder and his remarks will
be of Jesus the Christ. An inward assurance
ence to be held in Skowhegan, beginning
fail to run.
benefit in stiffening the public attitude of filial relationship to God is an unfailtoward graft, fraud and dishonesty of all ing support in trouble of every sort and
Tuesday evening, November 30th, and
A CAKI).
kinds in public life. jjHis address was a jus- every degree. To know that God himdosing Friday noon, December 3d. PreThis is to certify that all druggists are autillable arraignment of the laxity of public self heals all our sorrows, and is the tenmiums amounting to $50 for milk and $50 thorized to refund your money if Foley’s Honey |
der and sympathizing companion of our
; opinion toward wrong-doing, a looseness,
for cream are offered. These premiums and Tar fails to cure your cough or cold. It I which is
having undermining influence loneliness, and that He will cause all
stops the cough, heals the lungs and prevents
will be divided pro rata among all sam- serious results from a cold, prevents pneumonia upon our institutions. A crime that our calamities as well as all blessings to
and consumption.
Contains no opiates. The forefathers would have greeted with work together for our good, make us
ple? scoring 90 points or over. A splengenuine is in a yellow package. Refuse sub- most severe punishment will pass almost victorious in the hour of agony. “For a
did program has been provided for the stitutes. Sold by all
druggists.
unnoticed today, and in the majority of man who knows how to sorrow rightly
cases the punishment is altogether in- knows how to be glad with a holy joy;
meeting and nearly the whole day WedLICENSE IN BOSTON.
adequate. It is not that the percentage and when he is happiest it is as though
nesday will be given over to dairy proOn prison Sunday in Boston, Rev. Dr. of honest men is decreasing, but rather there were something of God throbbing
ducts, milk and cream being given the
It is as souls that we are
William
H. Van Allen of the church of the tendency of men to let the courts in his bosom.
larger share.
the Advent preached from Rom. xiv, 7— and officials look after the culprits and the happiest; and so suffering makes for
Last year a very successful exhibit was
“For none of us liveth to himself, and no to minimize dishonesty and fraud. The happiness, because it helps to make the
held. Not only was it the largest but one man dieth to himself.” He said, in part: sense of public responsibility must be soul.” When we can feel the sympaIt “I did not see a drunken man or woman quickened, dishonesty must not be con- thetic throbbing of the Infinite Heart we
of the best ever held in this country.
“In His will is our
all the time I was gone abroad last sum- doned, and graft in public places must are comforted.
is the desire of the association to secure
not be looked upon as a natural outcome. peace.”
mer, but I come back to Boston and find
not only a larger, but a better exhibit
The
laxity of the American public in “Our peace is in His will.” So sing the saints
the streets full of them.
The streets of
Above the happy, holy, shining throng
th an the one held in 1S08, and a special Boston echo with blasphemy and vulgar- its attitude toward fraud is steadily beOf sinless sou’s; in joyous, endless song,
effort is being made to this end.
ity, not one word of which did I hear coming a crying menace to our form of With gladness
full and free from all restraints.
government and the motives, not the
while abroad.
If you are interested in the work now
In earth’s com“Our peace is in His will.”
“There is an inconceivable waste in the reasons, which induce unhealthy tolerplaints,
ance were admirably put by Governor
being carried on by the Dairymen’s As- frightful increase of juvenile crime.
In exile, want and torture, under wrong,
“The total cost of crime to the city of Hughes, when he said:
Great hearts have learned to suffer and be
“There is, in the first place, the base
Boston in 1908—police, courts and prison
strong;
of
fear.
are
afraid that God’s will makes firm the weakest soul that
Lawyers
expenses—was $2,904,532. This means a feeling
will
lose
faints.
bankers
that they
clients,
tax of $2.14 on every $1000 of taxable they
will lose deposits, ministers that import“To all who love His will He doth impart
Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics property, or more than one-eighth of all ant
pewholders will withdraw their supthe money paid by Boston taxpayers that
Sweet peace that fills their loyal souls with
forthe cureof diseasesof Horses,
The revenue from license fees port, those who manage public service
praise,
year,
Poultry.
Dogs,
Cattle, Sheep,
Songs in the night and strength for weary
does not even pay the monetary cost of corporations that they will suffer retaliadays.
A- A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lung Fever.
court and prisons made necessary tion. Throughout the communities this
Newtonville, N. Y.
B. B. For SPRAINS, Lameness. Rheumatism. I y the saloon, leaving out the terrible benumbing fear of personal loss keeps
cost to the community and the families men quiet and servile. Still more inC. C. ForSORE Throat, Epizootic, Distemper.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
fluential is the desire to avoid controof drunkards.
D. D. For WORMS, Dots, Grubs.
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad“It is not pleasant to speak of these versy and let things go. The average
£.E, For COUGHS, Colds, Influenza.
American is good-hearted, genial, and vance; and when payment is made it should be
but
it
is
well
for
to
our
us
things,
open
F. F. For COLIC, Bellyache, Diarrhea.
The truest test of indisposed not simply to avoid a quarrel stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
eyes to the facts.
G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
love to Boston is to deal frankly with her. but even to enter into discussion. Then also necessary to say that none of these publiH. U. For KIDNEY and Bladder disorders.
This city is no longer small, white and there are the fetters of accumulated obli- cations are mailed with The Journal or from
I. I. For SKIN DISEASES. Mange, Eruptions.
clean, as it was in her earlier days. There gations. Men whom no wealth could bribe this office. We have to pay for these publicais a great agglomeration of many races, and no promise seduce will fall in public tions one
J. K. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
year in advance, and they are then
which makes the problem complex—22 life victims to a chivalrous regard for
bottle.
Cents
60
sent from their respective offices to our subper
Price,
nationalities being represented in the those who have helped them climb to
1
Our clubbing offers are as follows
school back of this church; the city gov- public place. The supposed private debt scribers.
Vet. Cure Oil, for Stable or
is counted more important than the pub- for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
ernment
is
alwith
corrupt,
corruption
Field Use, $1.
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
most unchecked; drunkenness is on the lic duty.”
At druggists, or sent prepaid
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.2.25
increase, as are also blasphemy, lewd- THE CHILDREN LIKE IT The
Journal and McCall’s Magazine*,.2.10
ness and crimes of violence, and the
on receipt of price.
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
present prison methods do little to work
A 500 Page Book on the treatWe' were notified November 5th that the
the restoration of criminals and nothing
publication of the Tri-Weekly Tribune has been
ment and care of Domestic to
the causes of crime,”
uproot
discontinued._
Animals and Stable Chart to
Never can tell when you’ll mash a finger or
hang up, mailed free.
suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be prepared,
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil instantly relieves the
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Comer
Makes Kidneys and Bladder Right
for children/ eafe, euro. So oplatoo
pain—quickly cures the wound.

is guaranteed for
twenty-six weeks

and tears—think of it
a whole half
year
without darning. It i,
soft and silky to wear,
will not chafe the most

startling

born to trouble, as the sparks fly upward.” Not a few are crushed by their

which insures a steady, full-blowing heat,
with the wick turned up as high as it will
go, without a shred of smoke. Reverse the
motion, turn the wick down—there’s no odor.
The smokeless device automatically locks
and prevents the upward movement of the
wick beyond the proper exposure. That
is the secret. This splendid result gives
leadership to the Perfection.

Department of Agriculture,
the Maine Experiment Station and a
representative of the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., who is located in this State, an association of this
kind ought to meet with definite and

1

In one way or another
thunderbolts.
great afflictions come to all. “Man is

_

ation of the

Stops

>

suddenness, like the terrible and destructive tempest that so swiftly darkens the
sky on a peaceful and smiling summer
day, filling the whole horizon with black
terror, illumined only by the flashing

The Perfection Oil Heater is the
only heater equipped with this

It is believed at this time that
this work can best be taken up in a cooperative way, hence an association will

sidered.

parts of the country.

_

PERFECTION

any kind, at which
of organizing an association for the purpose of directing this work will be con-

have

Victory Over Trouble.

IMPROVEMENT.

An Association

that

soothing
once,

external

quiets the

application,

nerves,

feeling of numbness which is often

relieves

warning

a

of

For

its tonic effect on the nervous and
muscular tissues, gives permanent as well as immediate relief.
One Application Relieved the Pain.

paralysis,

by

and

I

with white feet from the finest
Egyptian cotton, EVER.
WEAR for men or women
sells in boxes of six pairs, one
size to a box, at $2.00.

pain.
Sloan’s Liniment, a
stops neuralgia pains at

s

j

Salt by

i), P. PALMER.
Atiti’N F.

Mr. J. C. Lee, of noo Ninth St., S. E., Washington, D. C., writes:
I advised a lady who was a great sufferer from ne uralgia to try Sloan’s LiniAfter one application the pain left her and she has not been troubled
ment.
with it since.”
—

Sloan's
Liniment

j

j

is the best

Joints

and

Will be
Irom 9 a.

Sloan’s Treatise

on

ii-q

40tf

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS' BLOC-

Address

I

Office hours

every afternoon fro
Kvenintr* I shall he at my resH
Court Street, to answer calls.
Office telephone call, 256, int; !

DR. EARL S. SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.

House

[l

Rooms. Memorial B

JOHN S. DAVIDSOf. Coll.

Price 25c., 50c. and $1.00.
the Horse sent Free.

City

to 12 m., and from I to 3 p n.

Other hours by appointment.

remedy for Rheumatism, Stiff
Sprains and all Pains.

At All Druggists.

t
m.

telephone call. ,Ti riiijf

j

:

..■’I-1""——■

[

I
When breakfast

things

cleared

are

awa>

Mrs. Julia

By

Bright begins

her

|

day

starting little Bess and Jim,

With basket laden

to

the brim
i

With good

things for their

)

luncheon hour;

L>

s

The bread is made from Rob

Roy Flour.

1

TO

A small Unement.

Eolice,

FOLEYSHOimMCAR

an.

Streets. New York.

FOLEYSKIDNIYCORI

High Street.

t)l)

HARNESSE
j

AT BOTTOM PRICES

11910
|
;
jj
i)
I)
0

i)

Best

car

Silent Selden
MADE BY

FATHER OF THEM

THE

The 116 inch Wheel base ensures
made for the money.
qualities and eliminates the "bumps."

b

b

l

ARROW

6

cylinder type,

I

the greatest improvement in the devel-

^

used during past season.

Regulation guarantee

■

i

r

ELiZABElh M. BUKlo\
Successor to George W. Burg-

!
<!

PROPRIETOR.

>j!

|
;

CO.,

Congress Street>,(UN1,EuoTELYK1TB) Portend, Maine-

JOB PRINTING
COMMERCIAL

i

goes with each car when sold by

F. A. NICKERSON,

|

i

on

BURGESS

!;

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES

642

store

)

i:
MODEL 40, $4,500

MODEL 30, $3,500.
cars

new

11

PRICES FROM $3,850 TO $8,000.

Several bargains in

my

CHARLES STEVENS Belfast

CARS

opment of the automobile.

I

at

give you the best grade
Goods at rock bottom prices.

OPEKA HOUSE BLOCK, Bi.

LOCOMOBILE
I

be found

jji

1908 and 1909.
are

now

I will

PRINTINGOFF

We mean the car that has ALWAYS WON and NEVER LOST the Great
Glidden Tour in 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, and the Howes Trophy in
All these cars

have purchased the harness !
merly conducted by K. J. Kllingw
I

|

FULL LINE OF 1910

PIERCE
l
I

com-

Runabout, 2, 3 or 4 passengers, $2,000.
Touring Car, 5 passengers, $2,000.
Torpedo Tonneau, 4 seats, Bosch magneto, $2,250.
Elegant Limousine, 6 seated car, $3,000.

1
;

ALL.

j

fortable riding

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

William and

App

M. R. KNOW!
al the Restaurant,

|

HUMPHREYS’

Lfc

|

PRINTING

A SPO

PRESTON'S
LIVERY, BOARDING

AND TRANSiEf

STABLE
Is situated on Washington street, jo■
street. I have single and double hi
boards, etc. Careful drivers if tit i"
patronage is solicited. Telephoiu J^
1>
235-2, house, 61-13.

W. G. PRESTON, Proprietoi

j
^
j

j

County

y

f
M

The Household

H

\\
\

Remedy

^N.^HkX jBl

famed for oq years. Quickly
B relieves scalds, bums, sprains,
B imflammation. muscular rlieumB atism, cuts and like troubles.

lrBdX JD^N.
taT) \

xmyEs^

M

Taken internally on sugar or in
■ sweetened w ater, Johnson’s Anodyne
■ Liniment w ill check influenza and colds,
■ bronchitis and bowel disorders; it is most effective for
croup,
cholera morbus and many other aches and pains where instant

1

3

'QS

S
I
■

Washington Letter.

Correspondence.

[Deferred

"They” Means You.
I said: "I

disgusted at the way they let
things go;
They shirk the plainest duties, and they bungle
things up so!
They ought to be more faithful, they ought to

D- C' November 22nd.
H7^??IN<?T0N>
With the elections over and the
return of
President Taft and Cabinet officers and
the daily incoming of Senators and
Representatives, interest is centered in the
work of the first regular session of the
61st Congress. ThePresident's
message
will be awaited
eagerly, as it is expected
that now the tariff question is settled for
this administration Mr. Taft will make
many other recommendations for Congressional action in his first message.
Among them will probably be suggestions

from last week.]

SOUTH 1SL1SSBORO.
The schools in town,

with the exception of
the High school and Parker district, closed last
Friday for the Thanksgiving vacation. Friday
evening there was an interesting exhibit at the
Town hall of work done during the term by the
pupils of the different schools-Miss Blanche
Ryder left last week for Massachusetts' to
spend the winter with her mother and brother.
_Miss Edith Rackliffe, who has been teaching in the Ryder district, returned to her home
in Camden Monday... Mrs. Alzina Knowlton
is visiting relatives in Bucksport.... Mrs. C. S.
Moody left Saturday for Boston.... Mrs. Joseph
McLaughlin leaves this week to join her husband in Portland... The Free Baptist Sunday
school recently added 24 new’ books to their
library.. Mr. and Mrs. George Rolerson are
receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter_Mrs. Julia Rose is visiting in Rockland this week.

for
the

increasing

means

a

court to

expedite

‘they’

litigation!

means

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

you!”

“In church they do no better,” I declared in
accents strong;
“They’re slow to greet the stranger, slower to
rebuke the wrong;
They’re stingy with their money, to their vows
they’re seldom true!”
Again that voice reminded me that ‘they’

\

JOHNSON*S
!r.,^rw<t LINIMENT

CAST1IA

you!”

said: “Look at this city, and this country, and
this State;
They put bad men in office, and they call rich
rascals, great;
Vice, crime are unrestricted, they don’t give
the poor his due!”
Again that small voice whispered, “Yes, but
I

the scope and power of

Mr. Taft said in one of his speeches:
S
“The administration was elected on a
platform that we propose to carry out
Vour home should never be without it.
%
the policies of Theodore
H
Roosevelt, and
we propose to
keep that promise.”
He had made it clear, however, that
WINTKRPORT.
no legitimate
corporation has anything
Mrs. Roy Harlow and children left Novemto
fear and this applies to railroads as
her
ber 10th, for Everett, Washington, w’here
Mrs. J. H. Taylor well as industrial concerns.
husband has a fine position
left Monday for Kansas City, Mo., to join her
In the same conservative
way the
daughter, Mrs. Carrie Martin, and Mrs. Abbie President will deal with the labor interW’here
H.
Fern
aid
left
for
Baker
City,
Oregon,
nDd make
da
ests. He will recommend legislation rel1. S. JOHNSON ft CO.
she will spend the w’inter at the home of her
proper
ative to the issuing of
Boston, Mass.
Mrs.
injunctions, but
husband’s brother, Mr. Walter Fernald
there will be no suggestions
Minnie Arey and son Norman of Worcester,
favoring labor
unions.
Every man and every organMass., visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs.Charles
of the orchard will be much
Without
ization
is
than
will
Edwin
Bowden
be
Mrs.
last
week...
greater
before
Orcharding
the law, and
Capital. my estimate makes it
| Campbell,
equal
appear but I have still very ill and her daughter, Mrs. May Por- there will be no special legislation for or
it low.
teous of Worcester, is w’ith her for a w’hile
purposely
placed
one.
against
any
uder this caption the Maine Farmer
But the manure has to be diverted from Miss Olive Newcome has been very ill, but is
The conservation policy will attract
.Ished in its issue of October 28th the the field to be used in the orchard and the improving.. Mrs. Horace Kneeland, who is at
much attention, and an attempt will be
the Bangor Hospital, is getting along finely..
fields
are running ouf.
What
is
of
a
farmer
the
which
it
said
was
“but
remmade to prevent all control of natural
y
On my own farm at least one-half Supt. of SchoolsMartin and wife visitedCastine resources
lustration of the conditions existing edy?
last week
.The Festival of Lanterns was reby monopolies. No definite
the manure made is used in the orchards
but
November
8th,
policy for inland waterways will be anpeated Monday evening,
h thousands of farmers all over the and
every tree gets something every owing to the storm the attendance was not nounced until its
feasibility is determined
tos—that is, he is trying to do more year.
The fields are not only
Rev. C. R. Carleton and wife of Corholding large
by capable engineers and its cost fully
their
inna
wTeek.
were
in
town
last
but
are
own,
he lias time or money to accomplish
slowly and surely comdetermined. The government’s irrigation
back from a run down condition.
the result that some things must be ing
policy will, however, be continued and
Commercial fertilizers judiciously used CENTKR MONTVILLF.
| extended.
undone or all of it not thoroughly at- is the cause.
This is the only remedy
Merton Sprowd and Blanchard Abbott of
It is hardly likely that there will be
ied to.” It says further, in the issue for our brother. Either fertilizers for the Rockland are at B. R Dodge’s... Mr. and Mrs. ;| any
monetary legislation during the comA. T.
and son are guests of his parents,
November 11th, that the majority of trees, which I do not advise, or for the Mr. Gay
The commission will not
and Mrs. Elijah Gay... Mrs. Vesta Barker ing session.
the fields.
have
its renort ready and the President
was assisted in the celebration of her birthday
irmers lack
capital and that it is
The man who runs down his fields with
last Saturday by ten of her relatives and will not asK for action till the report is
tter by far to operate fewer acres fertilizers is a
poor farmer and usually friends. A pleasant afternoon wras passed...
complete. The question of Postal Savall
the
success
he
a small portion of your farm an i do it
gets
deserves.
Mrs. S. J
Sanford is visiting her daughter, !
ings Banks, which the President favors,
If
faith
in
Mrs.
Mrs.
the
R.
F.
Downer....
Allen
Goodwin
is
future
of
is
orcharding
and as it ought to be, than to try to
may be debated, but it it thought that
lacking, then the best way out is to root in Belfast, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. final action will be in conjunction with
•women’s work or attempt to make
up the young trees and devote the man- Owen.... Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Allen got home i the new currency law.
from Searsmont
Mr. Alien is ill
dollar do what only twice as much ure and land to
growing cow feed and w’ith jaundice andWednesday.
A Ship Subsidy bill will be recommendthey are unable to complete
S
ild.
The original article called forth charge the loss of the orchard investment the term of school
ed and it is believed will be passed.
were
For
they
teaching
to
education.
But if faith is alive, then Bert Lamb of Portland shot a deer
9
imber of replies, and among them the
Wednesday. years the rehabilitation of our merchant
stick to it and wrin.
-E. F. Spear of East Knox
is visiting marine has been
unsuccessfully attemptowing from a well known resident of
I think 1 may say without egotism or friends and relatives here
Mr. and Mrs. H.
ed, but it can confidently be predicted
fast, a practical farmer and an inter- conceit that I have ‘‘made good” with S. Banton of Knox were at W. D. Tasker’s | that a bill of some
sort will reach the
the orchard and the farm and my capital Sunday ...Mr. and Mrs. George Cooper, President and
og writer on agricultural topic:
be approved during the
Frank Cooper and Miss Bertha Woodbury of
was originally only poor health and enMorrill were guests of Mrs. Eliza F. Bean on coming session.
gave the editorial on “Orcharding
with ambition to succeed and an unThe onward march of industrial prouout Capital, in the Oct. 28 number of ergy
Sunday... The Center school began Monday
faith in the soil
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be more true!”
A small voice whispered softly: "Yes, but
‘they’

Interstate Commerce Commission

including

am

means

you!”

I said: “They must do better; they must give,
and pray and work;
I’ll do my part, and others then will feel
ashamed to shirk;
I am sure they will be happier when to duties

..

all

they’re

Promotes "Digestion,Cheerful-

ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.

Not Narcotic.

true.”

The small voice whispered blithely: “Yes, and
‘they’ means you!”
—Rev. Charles Reid Zahniser, in Pittsburg
Christian Advocate.

Hnipe arOLlUrSXMUELPrnmB
f\unpkin Seed

■
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Farmer a careful reading and then a
careful one, to be subsequently fol•d by a third perusal. I think I have
:: the spirit and the letter of that arwell understood, and I also think I
read something between the lines
ch may have escaped the notice of the
careful reader.
\s a rule, we gain inspiration and engagement from the successes in life,
lie a knowledge of failures tends to
ress and discourage.
However, when
reason for failure is given, some good
result, as we may be led to avoid
rs that others have made.
But it
•old not be forgotten that failure is
fault of the individual and not of the
iustry. With this statement of belief,
-oceed to a brief discussion of the subunder consideration.
presume the pictures which accomy the editor's article are fairly repretative of the man's home.
If so. and
rnal looks count for anything, this
brother
has
a
set
of build■mraged
of which any man might justly feel

and the trees.
swerving
I am growing up an orchard and
making
more than a living while doing it, and althe
editor
not
deem
though
may
my suggestions worthy of “pay at space rates”

e

■
t

|

I feel that a word of encouragement from
one who believes in the farm and orchard
will not be out of place.
Young man, it is true, there are "millions in orcharding” here in Maine.
Therefore, plant an orchard of two acres,
three acres, five acres or ten acres, according to your faith and energy, and
The
get your part of those millions.
trouble is w'e want too much. We want
it all.
Win your share and be content.
Lack of capital ! All an error. The man
who has faith, energy, ambition, determination and tenacity has capital enough
to succeed. But be honest with yourself,
your fellow man and the farm. Others
have won, so can you.

Indian Cress Farm, Belfast, Me.
MODEL FARMS.

B. Plummer

as

M

M xx
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Pliillinx

Henry

McCaslin

Mattie

Moore-Mrs.

gress under the operation of the new
tariff law is unchecked. New records
are being made every week and a volume
of business has already been reached

teacher.

_

Searsport called on
friends here recently-Miss Ella Moore
last
week
in
Swanville
spent
visiting Mrs.
of

Maud

Robbins

and
daughter Gladys have returned home from
Guilford
.Lyman Partridge shipped 275
bushels of potatoes from Prospect station recently and has a lot more that he will keep for
future shipment
The Christmas tree crew
have returned from Hampden and vicinity,
where they have beer, cutting trees, and will
probably cut in this vicinity now. .Miss Mattie Littlefield has returned home from the village, where she had employment for a few
weeks, and has gone to Searsport to her sister’s. Mrs. Edmund Ames, to stay while Mrs.
Ames visits her parents, Capt. and Mrs. S. B.
Littlefield for a week-Miss Lee Larrabee of
Belfast has been in town visiting friends and
relatives this week.
..

!

Nowhere are business conditions so
emphatically reflected as in the matter
of idle cars. On August 4th, the day
before the passage of the tariff law
there was a surplus of 207,173. On November 4th, just three months after the
law went into operation there was actually a shortage of cars amounting to
some 6,000.
This means that not only
the entire transportation resources of
the country are employed, but orders
for thousands of new cars must be at
once placed to meet future conditions.
It is a very significant fact that the socalled insurgents who are still grumbling
because they were not able to make the
tariff law themselves have nothing to
say about its operation. So far, there
does not seem to be on record a single
expression from anyone complaining of
the results of the operation ot the new
law. This, of course, is the greatest
vindication possible of the judgment and
wisdom of the framers of the tariff and
of the President who approved it. The
proof of the pudding is in the eating, and
the proof of the value of the tariff now
in operation is the results recorded day
by day of unprecedented business.
Of course it was expected that the
framers of the law would only say the
very best thing possible about it, but we
are hearing from day to day what others
think about it who are not politicians—
for instance, ffm. E. Curtis, who is perhaps the most famous newspaper correspondent of the day, says:
It is undoubtedly the most consistent
and scientific law that has ever been enacted. It contains no oddities or eccentricities, and thus far no serious errors
have been found.
Usually the engrossing clerks have left out commas or inserted, semicolons which have provoked
controversies and caused litigation and
perverted the intention of Congress.
Several years ago the accidental insertion of a comma nulified an entire section, and by a similar mistake in another
law the importation of a certain article
was
absolutely prohibited, when the
Congressional Committee intended that
it should come in free. But there are no
“freaks” in this law, and, as I have
said, the general tendency is to lower

Philosopher.

a

■
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It takes a clever oculist to cure an
egotist of his I trouble.
’Tis a long lane that knows no honking.
A beauty may be peerless, but if she
has
i
money it will not be long before she
! can land one if she
goes about it in earnest.
!
We have cow-sheds for our cows and
wood-sheds for our wood.
Why not have
! a place apart in which to shed our tears?
There is the same difference between
a
“bridal” and a “bridle” as there is
between an “altar and a “halter.” This
is respectfully referred to persons con-

JYppermnt
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\YdrmSted
Chained Sugar
Wateeynon Ftamr.

j

IHCarionateSedm*

j

Apcrfect Remedy forConslipa-

tion. Sour Slomach.Diarrhoea.
j

Worms ,Convulsicns,Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.
__—-

Tac Simile

i

templating matrimony.
History teaches us that the main object

Signature

of

NEW YORK.
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of mobs in monarchical revolutions is to

Virtue is not always triumphant.
Take the case of the clam, for instance.
It is only the very bad one that is victorious against the aggressions of hungry

cact

copy or wrapper.

■—e/rfff/^r

humankind.—Harper’s Weekly.

FOLEYSHONEY^TAR
Cures

Years

Thirty

!

dethrone the king and raise the deuce.

MP

'____

Colds: Prevents Pneumonia

Foley’s Honey and Tar cures coughs quickly
strengthens the lungs and expels colds. Get
the genuine in a yellow package. Sold by all
druggists.

of

WE WANT THE JOB
repairing

your

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, Etc.
a complete stock.

We carry

H. J. LOCKE
NATK NAI.

&

SON,

TANK

1

JEWELERS and OPTICIANS.

HIDING,

HI 1 1

AM..
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[LOOK! LOOK! LOOK0
I AM SELLING THE FAMOUS

\

KINEO

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times

\

RANGE
a
;

I
*

surprisingly low
figure. Please call and
at

?

a

|?

look them over. I also
make a specialty of

PLUMBINC AND SHEET
METAL WORK

gJ.B.STICKNEY I
60 CHURCH STREET.

Store open evenings.
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William Tell

HAVE

YOU

,—-

TRIED

■

Hall,

Glenwood

—
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James J. llill is one of a few of our
ht in the picture,
the owner of
modern multi-millionaires who are likely
rnwood Farm” has a home that nineto go down into history under the at- SANDY POINT.
“The equipment for wheat cleansing
ths of the men who live in large cities
tractive title of “empire builders.” He
is as extensive and expensive as that
School closed last week and Thursday evennever hope to
rent, much less to is a man of faith and works on a
for grinding purposes.
The freedom
grand ing the teacher and pupils gave an entertainBut here is a home fitted with the
of flour from dirt and bacteria shows
scale and what he has done earns respect ment in the hall. The parts were well taken
in
its
rn improvements and
appearance.’’
with
supplied
for whatever he has to say.
and all pronounced it a great success ..Miss
Prof. Wm. Jaoo,
ling water (and it isn’t city water
One of his latest utterances is in the i Lillian Young, who has been at home for
in National Association Review.
r), and the telephone with a daily
November World's Work, where he several weeks on account of illness,has returned
Wheat specially selected for William
mail. Add to this a good neighborTell Flour is stored in hermetically
writes: "If I could have my way I should to Bucksport, where she is attending school.
1. access to good schools as well as
Mrs. Fred Segar and daughter, Miss Thelma
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk’s big
build a couple of warships a year less.
•eh privileges, with the opportunity
Segar, were in Bangor last week visiting relamills.
one would do.
I would take that tives....A. W. Shute is at home from steamer J.
ttend a good Grange in a live farm- Perhaps
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
$5,000,000 or $6,000,000 a year and start T. Morse for his vacation.... Ernest Brewer
town. and we have a combination of
Everything—even the sewing of the
at least 1,000 agricultural schools in the and Ivan Grant of the tug Britannia spent a
done by clean, bright machinery.
bags—is
i things which mean real living that
United States at $5,000 a year each, in few days here recently, joining the tug at
Note how much purer William Tell is
ity business or professional man can the
Rockland the first of the week... C. H. Merriof
farms.
model
This
than
other
flours. This means wheat
model
shape
in even though his income be two
farm would be simply a tract of iand thew left last week for a two weeks stay in
cleaning by the most complete equip-and a year. At the outset then, it
Mrs. Merrithevv accompanied him as
Portland,
ment
known
to modern milling science.
conforming in size, soil treatment, crop far as Bangor, returning by boat at night
F.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
truthfully be said that any man who selection
and rotation and methods of H. French of Boston was here last week for a
bloom suchasonly Ohio wheat can make.
maintain such a home and provide
cultivation to modern agricultural meth- short visit
Mrs. Samuel French and Mr.
Ask your dealer, and insist on having—
is family is in a better position than
ods.
Its purpose would be to furnish to Fred Blanchard were in Belfast Tuesday, on
ould be in New York or Chicago
Mrs. Olive Merrill went to Bangor
all its neighborhood a working mode! for business
$2000 per year. This for the man common instruction.
Mrs. Anna
Cultivating, per- Friday for several weeks
self. As for his wife and children
from 40 to 60 acres, it could exhibit Williams of Brownville is with Mrs. F. F. Percondition is so much better than it haps
the little daughkins for a while.
Margaret,
on that area the advantages of thorough
STATE OF MAINE.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Perkins, who has
.id possibly be in the city, that no comwhich the small farm makes pos- been
very sick with erysipelas in her head, is
Min is possible.
So 1 say, that the | tillage
WALDO SS. To the Sheriffs of our respective
sible: of seed specially chosen and tested now much better... Sch. Stoney Brook, Capt.
n who is keeping up that home,
Counties or either of their Deputies,
even
at agricultural college Ed. Grant, arrived Monday from Boston_
Greeting:
igh he is only “making a living,” is by experiment
of
Miss
Boston
was
here
several
Mary Crosby
farms; of proper fertilization, stock
We command you to attach the good.'
Me man and is doing well.
Here let
iast week on business
Mrs. Nathaniel
3
days
of
Judson
and
the
or
estate
B.
alternation
of
SEAL
Colson, forraising,
crops
last Wednesday in Bangor....
digress to say that any man who had- whole
—,
merly of Boston, Commonwealth
scientific and improved system of Partridge spent
rather have a healthy growing child
The drama “Old Acre Folks” is being prepared
of Massachusetts, now of parts unknown, to
harvesting and by the young people.
ne home than $1000 in
the bank, has cultivation, seeding,
the value of twenty-five dollars, and summon
marketing. The farmers of a county
the defendant, (if he may be found within
thing in his heart that God never could
must see, as they passed its
see,
duties.”
red there and he sadly nerd? to be
NEW SCHEMES TO DEFRAUD.
your precinct) to appear before our Justices of
bow their daily labors might
borders,
our
Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden
again so he may obtain a right view
at Belfast, within arid for said County of Walbring increased and improved results.
The Old-Time Singer.
i'e.
D. C., November 17.
Washington,
to
The example could not fail
do, on the first Tuesday of January, A. D. 1910,
impress Schemes to defraud the farmer—and the
owner of the farm under discussion
then and there in our said Court to answer unto
itself upon an industry becoming each
We liked the old-time meetings—on Jordan’s
".s to feel that he is not getting sufthe
man
would-be
farmer—meaning
city
Hattie M. Colson of Winterport, Waldo County.
banks to stand
more conscious of its defects and its
t returns on his capital.
This may year
is attracted to the country by spe- And cast a wishful
who
In a plea of divorce in which the plain till* reeye far off in:o the promised
needs. As fast as it was followed, it
t rue, and then again he
cious advertisments, are receiving the
represents that her maiden name
spectfully
may have a would
land;
improve farm conditions, make attention of the department of agricult- The old
was Hattie M. Young; that she was lawfully
-g idea of what good returns should
songs of salvation—salvation full an’
this a form of enterprise more attracJudson B. Colson at Winterport, in
to
married
ure and it is
free,—
Evidently the conveniences of the tive to the
probable that Secretary
September, 1899. by Rev. Mr. Piper; that they
young and the intelligent, and j Wilson in his forthcoming annual•
That great old tune: “Amazin’ grace, that savare a part of the income as much
report,
livec' together as husband and wife at Winteradd enormously to the volume of farm
ed a wretch like me.”
will sound a note of warning to the over
hough they were paid for from a
port and Boston, Mass., until April 26. 1906,
which constitutes our enduring
I recollect them old sweet hymns that used to
products
that
the farm
credulous.
when the said Judson B. Colson deserted your
salary. Evident, too,
float so high,
wealth.”
since* which time she has received no
ishes the fruit and vegetables, as national
Vast tracts of almost pure sand left
libellant,
j They seemed to shake the windows in the everas milk, cream, and probably butter
after the cutting of the pint trees are
support from him. That the said Judson B.
lastin’ sky!
A Religious Author's Statement.
Colson cruelly ar.d abusively treated your libeladvertised as farming lands of the I For w'hen we heard the preacher say: “Some
ggs. Buy all those things in town,
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury, N. C., being
lant. That there has been born to them two
brother raise the tur.e,”
igh it be a small town like Belfast, who is the author of several books, writes: finest description; undrained swamps are
children. Richard, age 8 years June 9, 1909, and
vou would speedily find that it took ; “For several years 1 was afflicted with kidney
described as priceless possessions, and all | We always knew “Amazin’ grace” was cornin’
Oscar E., age 7 years August 22. 1909.
pretty soon.
than one man's labor and the inter- trouble and last winter I was suddenly stricken sorts of inducements are held out to atWherefore she prays a divorce may be dewas conand
in
with
severe
a
n $5000 to make a living and
my
kidneys
worthpain
tract purchasers of these alleged
creed and that she may have the custody of
Somehow the new style singin’ is rather out of
keep in
of t.he nrooessinn of snciptv much fined to bed eight days unable to get up with- less lands. A favorite device is to set
! said minor children. The present abode of said
line,
out assistance. My urine contained a thick
lose my voice completely, an’ with a kind o’
| Judson B. Colson is toofme unknown.
keep pace with it.
many thousands of slips or cuttings of I
wfflite sediment and I passed same frequently
Dated the 5th dav
October, 1909.
sigh
jw for the things read between the
on common range land incap1 commenced taking Foley’s fruit trees
and night.
HATTIE M. COLSON.
day
Jordan s stormy banks of old, where my
Seek
Here we have a young and thrifty
Jackson &
Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually abated able of producing anything better than
lie.
possessions
sard set from two to four years and and finally ceased and my urine became nor- sage brush, and another is to oifer to the There’s more than folks
STATE OF MAINE.
imagine, I tell you, in
than a hundred old trees on which mal.
I cheerfully recommend Foley’s Kidney
a song;
unwary, seeds or bulbs of some remarkOctober 5, 1909.
Waldo ss.
&
A.
A.
Howes
|
Sold
all
that
druggists.
will produce thous- It’s still the same old gospel, but they try to
rh time and care is bestowed. The
by
Remedy.”
able hybrid plant
Personally appeared the above named Hattie
twist
it
an
acre.
of this orchard is not given, but the
of
dollars
ands
wrong;
; M. Colson and made oath to the truth of the
THANKSGIVING.
Horace
session that it is comparatively large
The real character of these lands, agri- Lestways, the old folks think so, but what’s
above by her signed. Also that she has made
the use to sigh?
i diligent search for the present abiding place of
eived from the reading. Assuming
cultural department officials state, might
his
it’s
we
w’atched
So
as
the
we’ll
the
there
breathing,
Gospel,
night
long
get
by
the said Judson B. Colson, but the same is unit is eight acres, I have more than Through
easily be ascertained by inquiry of the
and by!
As our little darling slept;
i known to her and she cannot ascertain the same
State authorities.
myself, then the living income is j While down by his cradle kneeling
—F. L. Stanton, in Atlantic Constitution.
! by reasonable diligence. Before me,
-nted by the annual growth and inThe prayers of our grief we wept.
ELLERY BOWDEN,
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizzise in
the value of the trees. How
Justice of the Peace.
The M. F. Carter house, £9 Cedar street, is
Children
Not a word was said in the stillness—
heart
Drastic
Cry
ness,
languor,
palpitation.
•• is a
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
just estimate to place on that?
The silence spoke sadder than speech—
1
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
often
water
and
sewer
connecsot know', but 1 had rather have the
Yet
has
slated
though
requested, the said defendroof, city
FOR FLETCHER’S
For the language of sorrow and illness
don’t cure. Doan’s Rogulets act gently and
I ant the same has not paid, but neglects and re!j tion. Apply to
;.l increase on my 500 (five hundred)
Is a tongue only tears can teach.
25 cents.
Ask your drugcure constipation.
JOHN A. FOGG.
I fuses so to do; to the damage of said plaintiff,
than $100 deposited annually in a
gist.
in His care God held him,—
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13
j as she says, the sum of twenty-live dollars,
This is a conservative estimate We knew
That the life which He gave He could take;
i which shall then and there be made to appear
A New Fraternal Order.
The National Grange.
annual increase in value of a good That those chains which our love had been
with other due damages. And have you there
ing orchard of that size. Add,
this writ, with your doings therein
welding,
has
a new fraternal order, “The
Vinalhaven
Des Moines, la., Nov. 17. The NaWitness, LUCILIU3 A. EMERY. Chief Jusfore, to this man’s living $100 in- ! The Master could loose n and break,
of Courage and Honor,” instituted
tice of our said Court, at Belfast, the fifth day
■d value of the orchard.
tional Grange today went 01 record as Knights
I But fond hearts clung to hope, undespairing,
October 11th with four charter members and
A
T
OJSCE.
of October, in the year of our Lord one thouWA
IS
TED
With the trust of a childlike faith,
farm has “well up towards tw'o
of
the
favoring improvements
public the following officers: Master, Benjamin MyFather would spare him,
sand nine hundred and nine.
• d
acres, with about thirty available That the All-LovingSaviour’s sake.
highways in preference to development of rick; Marshall, Carroll Gregory; Guard, Ray- Reasonable Price Paid. Also
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
We asked for the
that mond Linnekin; Outside Guard, Seth Morton.
Members
declared
w'aterways.
iilage.”
deep
the
with
came
morning,
And
a
great joy
of market roads is of far This is a juvenile organization and its object is
irty acres of tillable land out of two
for
Sale
improvement
Small
House
STATE
OF MAINE.
As the promise of life broke sweet;
to inculcate high ideals of wrhat constitutes
ired isn’t enough. The proportion is
more importance than that of boulevards
Supreme Ji dicial Court in Vacation.
Death’s Angel passed by in the dawning,
located.
and to encourage a
and
true
honor,
Centrally
courage
mail. That thirty has too heavy a
for rich automobilists. The Grange also
Belfast, November 5, A. D. 1909.
; Waldo ss.
Forgetting our babe asleep !
of manliness and brotherhood among
: to
Either get some returns
voted in favor of uniformity of taxes feeling
carry.
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel, it is orthe boys of the public school at Arey’s HarO mute Hallelujahs of feeling!
that other 170 acres or let it pass
Resolutions
dered
rather thap classification.
by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
bor.
Dumb, thankful Te Deums we weep !
Meetings are held every Monday eventhe hands of some other fellow who
Court, that notice be given to the Libelee by
favoring the adoption of more practical ; ing and the society has rituals, badges, signs,
By our little one’s cradle while kneeling.
publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
or thinks he can, make it pay taxes
courses of study in colleges and High ! grip, passwords and all the paraphernalia that
God left him here for us to keep !
abstract thereof, together with this order there-ell.
Some of it is needed for pas- —Henry Young Ostrander, in the November schools were adopted. The members said constitutes a first ciass secret society, includthree weeks successively in The Republican
on,
ing a lusty and vigorous “goat” of enormous
Well, say 70 acres for pasture and National Magazine.
they would put agricultural and manual size.
Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the
farm wood lot, then comes the queslabor in preference to Latin and Greek.
County of Waldo, the last publication to be
what is that other 100 acres doing,
The "pure food law" is designed by the
I wish to announce that Dr. ERNEST S. thirty days at least before the next term of
t is wood and lumber of marketable Government to protect the public from injuriWEBBER will practice dentistry in my office, said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and
and drugs. It is
for said County, on the first Tuesday of Januthe owner has a mine of wealth ous ingredients in both foods
making a specialty of Orthodontia.
and
to
the
conthe
to
beneficial both
public
ary next, that he may then and there appear in
u he ean realize from
any day he may scientious manufacturer. Ely’s Cream Balm,
W.;C. LIBBY, Dentist,
said Court and answer thereto, if he see fit.
"ish. If, what is more likely, it is a
33tf
a successful remedy for cold in the head, nasal
WM. P. WH1TEHOUSE,
92 Main Street.
"ting growth with a prospective value catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing no injurious
Justice Supreme Judicial Court;
Of sickness by keeping stomach, liver, bowels and blood in a
n the
A
true
of
Writ
and Libel and Order of
yearly growth must be added to drugs, meets fully the requirements of the new
Copy
An occasional dose of the true
state of good health.
income. One dollar per acre, or $100 law, and that fact is prominently stated on
Court thereon.
3w45
none
of
the
need.
contains
inall
It
is
then
Attest: TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
the tract is little enough. Add
every package.
you
They
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters
which are required by the law to
drugs
mere
jurious
a
and
tone
the
income
above
to
pother $100
up
strengthen the weakened organs
be mentioned on the label. Hence you can use
!li
Caution Notice.
ng and we have what in actual fact is it
I am prepared to make the ivory rimmed
the whole system to a condition of perfect
1
safely.
in
the
to
that
obtainable
living equal
so popular for dress trimming, using
all
I hereby forbid all persons trusting my wife,
buttons
when
else
Relieve
health.
constipation
e,V on a $2000 salary and the equivalent
Don’t let the baby suffer from eczema, sores
the black or colored rims, and solicit a share ol LIZZIE RANDALL PRESCOTT, as I shall not
fails. 35 cents a bottle at your dealer's.
$200 annually in bank. Is this man or any itching of the skin. Doan's Ointment
j
your patronage. All orders promptly attended pay any bills of her contracting after this date.
to at my home at 15 Northport avenue.
gives instant relief, cures quickly.
taking a failure?
Perfectly
Liberty, Me., November 6, 1909.
4wz
MAUD M. MATTHEWS.
J. W. PRESCOTT.
As a matter of fact, the future value safe for children. All druggists sell it.
3w45p
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with D.

NOMIl STOCKTON.
S. B. Littlefield, Jr., and Will Jacobs arrived
last Monday from Marblehead, Mass., to spend
a week at
home... .Christine. Mildred and
Bernard Partridge are sick with the w’hooping
Everett Gray, Ansel Gross and
cough
Homer McCauliffe have been putting up apples
in this vicinity for Mr. Fredericks of Winterport. They will leave for Searsmont this week.
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Always Bought

AVege table PreparationforAs-

similating tlteFoodandReguIating the Stomachs andBowels of

Stoves.

Ranges,
Furnaces
Are the best in the market..
sell them.

We

li t also carry

OIL STOVES
for cooking

and heating, and

full lines of

Kitchen

Co.,

---
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STATE OP MAINE.
WHEREAS, Harriette Averill Batchelder of
Frankfort, in the County of Waldo, bv her
mortgage deed, dated December 1. A. IT 1908,
conveyed to the Haynes & Chalmers Co. of
Bangor, in the County of Penobscot, a corporation organized under the laws of this State,
and having an established place of business in
said Bangor, and in said County of Penobscot,
a certain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated in Frankfort, in said

County of Waldo, on the east side of the road
j from Hotel to Prospect, bounded on the west
by said road, being ninety-seven feet on said
road; bounded on the south by land owned by
George Pierce; bounded on the east by Marsh
River; bounded on the north by land occupied
by James Sprague; on which lot is situate a
blacksmith shop, being same lot deeded me by
Thomas Cuddy, by deed recorded in Waldo
Register of Deeds, volume 277, page 222; the
Haynes & Chalmers Co. mortgage, aforesaid,
being recorded in said Waldo register of deeds,

book 285, page 391; and whreas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, the said
Haynes & Chalmers Co. claim a foreclosure of

said mortgage.
Dated this 10th day of November. A. D.. 1909.
THE HAYNES & CHALMERS CO
By C. L. Chalmers President.
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Letter from Montana.

having passed them over for the peace- Heath’! end Fred Heety’a. Mr*. Gurney wee
ful purpose of making soil tests and ex- quite lick with tonsilitla while et her lister’*,
Mr*. Hasty’*, Dr. Hurd was called and she will
“Montana Weather.”
Missourians and periments in crop rotation, etc.
soon be able to return to her home in Belfast.
But to go back to Rocky Canyon. The
Mules.
Soil that Needs no Fertilizer.
A young man from Thorndike who is not a
road winds around the base of the moun- smoker
A Ride to Rocky Canyon.
received one of the beautiful carnations
tains and the majestic Rockies here lend that were distributed at The
City National
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
themselves to a series of impressive pic- Bank, November 13th and brought it to his
November
13,
Bozeman, Montana,
tures. The rock formations are cathedral- mother, who enjoyed its beauty for a few days.
1909. We are having our first touch of win- like in their
beauty, apd in places the rain- He then brought it to your correspondent, who
ter now, after a perfectly delightful fall
bow coloring of the strata lends a brilliant needed a little sunshine along her pathway, and
with a few sprigs of evergreen it has been
which the loyal residents of Bozeman touch to the somber
grays and dark
to look upon ever since.
good
will tell you is “regular Montana weathWe extend
greens. The river, rushing along at the
thanks to “Mont” for this pink of perfection.
er.” And by the way, unless you would bottom of the
canyon, follows the rail- -A
goodly number of invited friends met at
be picked out for a “tenderfoot” immeway track for some distance and causes the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Fickett last
diately you must learn to pronounce the the Northern Pacific no little trouble at
Saturday for a husking bee. Everything was
name of the State as if the second syllathe time of heavy rains or cloudbursts.
arranged for doing good work, and as many
ble was the shade ‘tan.
That seems
We made a brief stop at a place in the hands make quick work in a short time a nice
to be one of the tests by which an
canyon where a spring gushes out of the lot of Indian com, nicely husked, was the reEasterner is “spotted.” Differences in base of
sult of their labors. Then all repaired to the
a mountain and forms a chain of
pronunciation are to be expected here, miniature lakes
the roadside that house, where the warmth of a cheerful open
along
fire was a delight to all. Soon a nice
surely, for North and South and East were almost
supper of
entirely covered with the beans, brown
have all contributed their quota to the
bread, pickles, jelly, cakes,
brilliant green of matted water cress.
making of this part of the West. Among It was a picturesque spot, but our mind- cookies, apple, pumpkin and cranberry pies,
accompanied by hot colfee, disappeared like
the original settlers here, however, were
pictures of the travellers of the past, the
....
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Did you ever know a chronic liar who
did not contradict himself? It takes
brains to make a successful liar.
Now for the woods with gun and a
tiny brown jug.—Florida Times Union.
That kind of hunters

return with a

jaftWe notice that death

become

a

homicide

by football has
“regrettable incident,” like
in
Breathitt county.—New

York Sun.
Or "mistaken for
With the

great many Missourians, and that may
account in a measure for the number of
a

Mule teams
novelty here, and several of the

mules used in this section.
are no

a

recurring

deer.”

delivery

seasons

the autum-

hardy courier de bois, the mounted scouts,
the war and hunting parties of redskins,
the sturdy pioneers and their families
who had stopped at that very place for
rest and refreshment, were interrupted
by the whiz of an automobile, bound for
Livingston, a merry carriage-full of ranch
people out for a drive, and then by the
“North Coast Limited, which thundered
by within a stone’s throw. We were
fortunate in having the last of the wonderful “Indian summer” days for the
drive, for the temperature since has been
anything but tempting, even with so
many new and delightful places about
awaiting exploration by the ever loyal

them.

teams about town are drawn by
are the almost in-

Double teams

rule, and as horses are so much
more plentiful than men, what they call
to the landscape, but there will be no
“trailers” are used a good deal. A four
more hazing at the University of Maine,
horse team will draw two loaded wagons,
by mutual agreement of the faculty and
thus saving an extra driver, for help is as
the student body.
scarce here as it is in the
and durnal haze will continue to lend its charm

variable

East,

J. Storrow, Harvard athlete
university overseer, banker and
presider.i of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce, will be the next mayor of
Boston, ar.d will give the boodlers Fitz,
as they will learn to their sorrow.
James

and

If the sugar trust wants a Congressional investigation so that they may se-

ing

the

harvesting

impossibility to

it is almost

season

secure

an

The traction

men.

engines that go puffing and snorting
about the streets are a novelty to eastern
eyes, and not long ago
passed our house. The

lowed by

a

water

regular train Easterners.
engine was foltank, the threshing
a

Belfast, and of Waldo county, industri- entire exclusion of stock

ous

ed

thrifty, but
with prudence
and

that

they

are

endow-

and common sense.

Better four per cent with absolute securiiv than investments in gold bricks,

Belgian hares,

wild cat

mining stocks

The soil is so rich that

no

streets are very

sable after

a

storm,

as

s.

8E A KSMONT.

Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Woodcock of Camden
in town November 21st. ...Miss Susie
Hanson is at home from Camden for a week...
I Mrs. Dana B. Clements of Waterville is visitI iner her father. Mr. John Brvant.... Mrs. Emma Berry has sold her farm to Orrin Jackson..
Rev. C. H. Bryant preached a Thanksgiving
sermon in the new vestry Sunday, November
21st from the text, “What shall I render unto
the Lord for all his benefits toward me."....
The Ladies’ Aid will have a supper and
j Christmas sale early in December. Mrs. C.
| H. Bryant will have charge of the handker| chief table, Mrs. Sarah Fuller the apron table,
Mrs. Myra Hall the fancy work and Mrs. Fannie Cobb, home-made candies. An experienced confectioner has been engaged and a rich
treat may be expected at this table. One of
the features of the sale will be an express office, where Mrs. Flora Brewster will deliver all
sorts of parcels and packages to customers for
and horses. the modest sum of five cents.
I
were

j

fertilizer is

needed.
It is ideal for farming, but it is
far from ideal for road making, and the

unpaved

P.

County Correspondence.

machine, look wagon, and a wagon conthe tents, poles, etc., used while
taining
cure immunity by giving testimony for
the outfit is camping.
the prosecution, don’t let them have it.
Of course everybody in this country
Haul them into the courts and punish
rides, and one sees children of five and
them to the full extent of the law.
six years of age riding spirited horses
-u
____4-v,^
It is very pleasing, even at this late
day. to have recognition given to the tenderfoot. As they begin to ride almost
eminent ability of the late William H. as soon as they begin to walk, the young
Simpson, for many years the editor of people are as much at home in the saddle
The Republican Journal and who admit- as on
foot, and they ride like centaurs.
tedly stood in the front rank of the pro- As this is not a “cow country” one seldom
fession in Maine. He was the merciless
sees the “real things” in cow-boys here,
foe of frauds and fakes in whatever
although an occasional one, in chaps and
and
what
guise,
opportunities would be a wide brimmed hat, bronzed to the Virafforded his penchant pen if he were
ginian’s shade, is seen in the town.
with us today.
This is one of the richest valleys in the
We have considered it a creditable fact State, and the rich, black loam is spethat there are upwards of three million cially adapted to wheat and oats, so that
dollars on deposit in our local banks. It the ranchmen turn most of their enershows that not only are the people of gies in that direction, but not to the
___j

M.

nearly impasthe mud is so

I NORTH PORT.
| The foundation for the new lodge has been
| completed, and that for the garage nearly so,
| on the grounds of President Wing of the First
I National bank of Boston* just below Temple
Heights, says the correspondent of the Bangor
Commercial. A large ice-house has been built
and is ready for use, and as soon as the frosts
are out in the spring an artesian well will be
dug. The lodge will be occupied by Seymour

deep, slippery and slimy that it resema black glue.
The city is gradually
compelling a system of cement sidewalks
that are most satisfactory, and one of
their advantages to the stranger is that
a bank
account, but as a protection
Chapman of Saturday Cove, Northport, yacht
the names of the streets are sunk into
against more violent forms of robbery
captain for Mr. Wing, as soon as it is ready
the
walks
at
each
so that if one
corner,
we are glad to say that all our banks
and will be made a winter home for Captain
have steel vaults of the most approved looks down, and not up, one cannot get Chapman and family. The garage will be unand fake medicine schemes. Of course
the only safeguard against the oily tongue
and specious arguments of the promoter
is the common sense of the possesser of

make.

In the bank your money is safe.

■

bles

lost.

der the

One thing that strikes a stranger as a
happen to see the editorial bit peculiar is the extent of the gumNews
on
the retireBangor Daily
chewing habit here. Men, women and
ment of camuel L. Boardman from active
children, on the street, at home, at lecjournalism, and but for a casual mention tures,
concerts, and even in church, keep
in an exchange should not have known of
One sees
up an incessant chewing.
the fact. Mr. Boardman has stood for
whole families at a lecture, for instance,
many years in the front rank of Maine
chewing with an abandon and wholejournalists and as a writer on agricul- hearted interest that
speaks volumes for
tural subjects was second to none. He
the strength and durability of their jaw
was the agricultural editor of the Maine
muscles, if not for their sense of harmony
Farmer in its better days, and later the
and rhythm, and one longs for a day
editor and publisher of The Home Farm,
when the schools will institute a course
a weekly that would be
doing good ser- in “systematic and concert chewing,” so
vice today if the capital behind it had
that the members of the family will at
been equal to its merits as an able, clean
least keep time with one another.
Not
and enterprising home paper. Later Mr.
only people whom you would expect to
Boar .man was
We did not

in the

on

the K nnebee

the editorial staff of
be devotees of the “American habit”

Journal,

and

latterly

has

chew,

but you may meet

a

lady

who

editor of the Bangor Commercharms you by her manner and cultivatcial. More than two pages of Williamed accent and in conversing with her
son’s Bibliography of Maine are devoted
may suddenly become convinced of the
a
to
list of Mr. Boardman’s published
fact that, she is chewing gum—and as
works,- which are on historical, literary
been t.:

and

likely

as

not it is

spearmint!

genealogical lines, as well as upon
Last week we drove out to Rocky Canagricultural topics. Master of a pleasing yon, about
eight miles to the east. The
style, with fine literary tastes, a reten- famous old trail, through Bozeman Pass,
tive memory and an abundant fund of
which was the connecting link between
knowledge, Mr. Boardman did a vast eastern and western Montana for
many
amount of instructive work, for which
he should be highly honored. He will years, is through this canyon, where the
carry with him in his retirement the best
wishes and kindest regards of all who
have known him.

tracks of the Northern Pacific are now
lam.

instead ot

going over the lass,

however, they have tunnelled quite exand now the smothered roar
The Atchison, Kansas, Globe
recently tensively,
had an editorial on the passing of Tom of the “iron horse” echoes through the
Johnson, who had succeeded in humbug- canyon walls that have looked down upging the citizens of Cleveland, Ohio, for on many a strange and historic scene. It
was through this pass that Clark went
many years, to their financial loss, by
The after traversing this valley on his way
posing as the people’s friend.
to rejoin Lewis at Three Forks in 1806,
Globe said;
All the time Tom Johnson was making and it was through this pass, years bewar on the street railway, he was exfore, that Indian hunting parties came
ploited by a certain class of magazines for a brief tarry in the wide and fertile
and newspapers as a Man Raised Up to
Gallatin valley. It is a matter of some
Help the People. He was even mentioned for president; it was believed he speculation why there were no permamight be able to do for the nation what nent Indian settlements here, in what
he was doing for Cleveland; that is, give seems an ideal location from their
point
the people more than they were fairly
of view; but it is a fact that since 1800,
in
entitled to.
the
But,
time,
people of
Cleveland began to realize that Tom at least, there were no Indian villages
Johnson was a nuisance, and for several here, and in all the length and breadth of
years his schemes have regularly been the valley there is but one place, on Middefeated.
Yesterday he was defeated dle
Creek, where the piles of buffalo bones
for mayor, after serving continuously in
and hair indicate that it was a chosen
that capacity for eight years.
Nine out of ten Reformers everywhere camping ground; probably for the Blackare like Tom Johnson.
They demand tco feet, as they were the tribe that most
much, and, finally, accomplish nothing.
the claims of the
Personally, we have no doubt that Tom successfully disputed
Nez PerJohnson’s goal was the presidency; that Crows, the Shoshoni, the
he spent his time and money in adver- ces and the Flatheads for possession of
tising himself in the hope that he would the valley. On the line of the new Interone day be elected president of the Uniturban electric road, just completed, is
The
ed States on a Democratic ticket.
followers of such men are never very another interesting place, where arrow
good citizens; they are of the class who heads are Btill found in comparative
want as high prices as possible for their abundance. It is a bluff over which the
own work, and lower prices from others
This is a species of dis- savages drove the buffalo to their death,
than are just.
honesty, and lately it is being properly as the bones, now a foot or two below
labeled.
the surface of the soil, bear silent testiDid Tom Johnson have his taxes abat- mony. That there was no permanent
ed by easting the deciding vote as mayor? Indian settlement here does not mean
that there were no Indians, for within
Fanning in Maine.
Thcmas Plummer of Aina, who is nearing
his EOth birthday, has raised this year on leBS
Uian an acre of ground 25 bushels of yellow
corn, 10 bushels of sweet com, 65 bushels of yellow turnips, a ton of squash, a quarter ton of
pumpkins, 6 bushels of dried beans, plenty of
Bhell beans for summer use and all the cucumbers for the use of his family and neighbors.
This was planted by hand and cared for by Mr.
Plummer.

magic. All did justice to the good things and
left the tables, feeling, as "Lonzo” said,
very
“great—ful.” All who could then joined in
singing hymns, new and old, interspersed with
war songs, and new
songs, recitations, declamations, etc. Burton Gross furnished an accomfor
the singers with music on the
| paniment
mouth harp.
The good time closed with a
pretty waltz by a few of the more nimble ones,
and it was decided that as a mouth
harpist,
Burton was all right. Our thanks are due to
Joe, Roy and his good wife for a pleasant time.

the memory of the older settlers cattle
have been stampeded and stolen within
200 yards of what is now the center of
the city, and the dilapidated buildings of
old Fort Ellis are mute witnesses to the
need of protection felt in the 60’s. The
fort and reservation are now owned by
the Experiment Station, the government

roof with the lodge and the help’s
dining room will be on the extreme end of the
garage with servant’s sleeping rooms above.
The piers for the cottages are already in and
the foundations for the fireplaces, one of which
will be six by nine feet. As soon as the lumber
arrives, work on the buildings will be started.
The tennis courts and croquet grounds have
been graded and all work on and around the
place must be done, not later than June 30,
1910.
same

LIBERTY.

An informal flag raising was held on the village school grounds Tuesday, November 16th
Through the efforts of Patriotic Instructor,
Hon. L. C. Morse, the flagpole had been reset
and a new flag bought. The flag was raised by

Ralph Howes, son of Superintendent Howes,
in the presence of the High and Primary
schools, with their teachers. Hon. L. C. Morse
made some interesting remarks, emphasizing
the need of respect for the flag, and deploring
the fact that in the Southern States floats not
our Stars and Stripes but the rebel flag “stars
and bars.” The exercises closed with a salute
by the Primary school children.The Farmers’ Institute held here last Saturday afternoon and evening, with Messrs. Roseberry and
Gilman as speakers, was well attended and exceedingly interesting-It has been reported
that the Twitchell firm have gone out of business, but such is not the case; they having
simply moved across the street. The building
formerly occupied by them has been rented by
Mrs. Ada Bachelder. Both firms have a full
line of goods and invite the patronage of the
people.Mr. Perley Bickford of Searsmont
called on friends in town Sunday.
LINCOLN VILLE

CENTER.

The schools in town began Monday for the
winter term.Burton Grey, who has been
employed as quartermaster on the steamer J.
T. Morse, is at home on his vacation.Mrs.
Eva Dean spent the week-end in Belfast.
Edgar Pottle left this week for visits in Boston and Medfield, Mass.Frank Grey made a
business trip to Rockland and Stonington last
week.Mrs. Orlando Stevens is spending a
few days with her son, Mr. Charles Stevens.
_Frank Young and daughter of Camden
were guests of his brother, Cyrus Young, Sunday.The Guiding Light Sunday school are
preparing for a concert and Christmas tree in
the town hall.....S. J. Moody left this week
for Boston, where he has employment.Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Miller left Tuesday for Providence, R. I., where they will spend the winter
with their daughter, Mrs. John Watson; Their
There
many friends regret their departure.
will be a dance at Tranquility Grange hall on
Thanksgiving, November 25th.Sam Reubenstein of Rockland was in town the past
week.Nathan Miller is visiting relatives in

I

EVERY SOUND A
BURGLAR NOISE

I
I

Unless your valuable papers are protected by
8AFE DEP08IT VAULT.

I

I

OUR NEW BOXES ARE

I

NOW READY FOR USE

8

Our private
in the State.

■

1

rooms are as

good

be found

as can

Can you afford to be without

our

box?

a

I The City National Bank of Belfast

-Miss Helen I. Philbrick was the guest last
Miss Leah Crosby and attended the entertainment given by the
Helping Hand Club at the station.

Saturday night of

The News of Brooks.

"

FREEDOM.

The fair and entertainment given
by the
church circle was a decided success
financially,
as the net proceeds
exceeded $70.00. Miss
Amy E. Stoddard of Belfast as the accompanist played with her usual ease and her work
showed careful training and concentration and
indicated a future pianist of renown. Mr. A.
E. Fletcher of Montville is a
very skillful musician, having graduated from the
conservatory
of music in California. Mrs. A.
M. Small’s
and Dana Banton’s violin duet was
exceedingly
fine. The village orchestra, Mrs. Olive
Stewart and son Loring and the Banton
brothers.
need

commendation as they stand on their
own merit.
The readings by Miss Exerne
Flood of Waterville were a
delight to her audience.
From the beginning to the end of her
selections she exhibited talent in her
ability to
keep her characters distinct, and versatility in
the handling of them for facial
expression and
ease of utterance.
She is unexcelled by those
in her line of work....Mr.
Ralph Reynolds,
who has been clerking for the Freedom
Supply
Co. the past year, has been appointed assistant postmaster in Freedom
village_Rev. J.
Burford Parry and Mrs. Parry desire to thank
all their parishioners for the
sympathy and
love shown them in the recent illness of Mrs.
and
ask
all
who
have written to please acParry,
cept this acknowledgment.Mr. Martin Nickless of Unity with his gasolene engine is
doing
quite a business sawing wood in the village_
Mrs. Katrina Bryant went as far as Portland
with her grandmother, Mrs. Leathers of
Troy,
who is going to spend the winter with her
Mrs.
B.
F.
daughter,
Harding, in Billerica,
Mass... .Mr. and Mrs. George Worth have returned to their home in the village after passing several months on their farm in Unity_
Several from this place attended the meeting
of the Eastern Star in Thorndike, November
18th.Mrs. Minnie Hustus and little granddaughter Violet spent the past week with her
daughter, Mrs. Mabelle Staples of Montville.
.The selectmen held an extra session in
their office November 15th. Mrs.
Crosby
Fowler of Unity was the guest of Mrs. P. W.
Ayer November 18th.Mrs. Shepherd Parmeter of Branch Mills visited her sister, Edna
Osgood, in the home of G. Bellows, November
18th-Mrs. Abbie C. Keen has gone to Washington, D. C., to spend the winter with her
son, Carter B. Keen....The press report that
Rev. J. Burford Parry, our pastor, has
accepted
the call extended to him by the Congregational
church in Presque Isle is incorrect. He has not
accepted the call.Miss Winifred Dodge has
returned home after passing several weeks in
Bangor and Pittsfield.... Rev. J. Burford Parry
delivered a very interesting sermon last Sunday morning on the origin of Thanksgiving....
The church weekly prayer meeting will be held
in the parsonage Monday evening, November
29th.
no

Mrs. H. H. Rich has gone to Boston for
visit.

a

J. L. SLEEPER & CO

few

weeks

Eliot S. Stevens is in Brooks again, at the

WANT TO SELL YOU AN

George Dickey place.
We

are

has been

sorry to learn
quite ill at his

that Rev. Mr. Wilson
home in Bangor.

EDISON

Mrs. George Dickey came to Brooks from
Massachusetts to attend the funeral of Mrs.

OR A VICTOR TALKING

McTaggart.

We

Mrs. Will Swift is in China engaged in
evangelistic work at a series of meetings,

principally

as a

singer.

We also carry

was

We all enjoy seeing Capt. J. W. Bennett
gilt and blue and put on frock and
overalls to putter around and fix up things at
his home in this village.
He likes to get
back here with his old friends and be neighq orly and cheery, just as he used to be.
take off his

Nothing

MACHINE
better for your

be

can

GIFTS=

—

PAYMENT PLAN_-

...

on

TOILET SETS to close.

CO.,

Don’t forget to call.

72 Main Street.

BELFAST POST CARDS

place.

The necessity for a large potato house is
evident here now. There were hundreds
of bushels of potatoes back on the farms in
barns and sheds where they were in danger
from a heavy freeze, and the big teams have
been sacking them to this village to be shipped
for whatever they would bring, as they could
not be held. With a big potato house here the
farmers could haul in at their convenience and
ship at a rise in price. Increased facilities for
storage are also needed at the farms.

10c. per Dozen.

very

W.H, RICHARDS, 45 Main Street

The death of Mrs. Jean McTaggart last week
It was not
as a shock to our people.
known that her health was not as good as
usual. In fact, she wTas found dying in the
kitchen, where she hid built a fire in the morning. The sympathy of the community especially goes out to the bereaved husband, James
B. McTaggart, who, in his old age is thus
bereft of his life-long partner and faithful
wife, and to the daughter, Mae, who has always
lived with them and who is now making a
brave fight for renewed health and strength
that she may care for her father in his declincame

Fresh

Roasted

PEANUTS
Our New Roaster
keeps them
Hot and “Crispy.”

years.

Arrested

In

F. A. FOLLETT & SON

Boston.

Because he was out of
Boston, Nov. 19.
work, penniless and hungry, Charles A. Proctor of Bangor kicked in a window of a store on
Summer street, so that he would be arrested.
He told his story briefly before Judge Murray
in the municipal court today, but didn't elicit
any particular mercy because he was held in

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.
—---———

$500 for the grand jury.
stant, Thanksgiving Day.
“I was alone in the city, judge,” he said. “I
On this day let all unneceesary labor be sus- was out of work. I hadn't a cent. I was hunpended, and, gathering in our homes and in our gry. What could I do? I walked the street
accustomed places of worship, let us give and looked in vain for work. When I asked for
I was given the cold stare. I was desthanks to God for the blessings of health; for help
perate and so I kicked in the window. I was
a
and
as
State
and
as
a
Naprosperity
peace
arrested, just as I wanted to be.”
Proctor has been cared for at the expense of
tion; for bountiful harvests and the blessings
the city since Tuesday night, when arrested,
of liberty.
Let us not forget the needy or
and he is good for many more meals, as the
aims
uic
ui
iiumsuaamibtcu, uut uy uui
grand jury will not sit again until next month.
tions give them especial cause for thanksgiv[Proctor formerly lived in this city and in
ing. Thus will the day be made to conform to Northport and was in the State School for
the purpose for which it was originally set Boys for a time for breaking and entering cotapart by our forefathers.
tages at Northport. He has gone to sea at
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta, times and worked as a common laborer,
having
this eighteenth day of November, in the year of
no regular occupation.]
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine,
and the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and thirty-fourth.
William A. Coffin of Burnham and Miss
BERT M. FERNALD.
Margaret W. Fernald of Troy were married in
this city Thursday by Rev. John S. Sewell.
By the Governor,
A. I. BROWN,
—Bangor Commercial.
Secretary of State.

Letter from Oklahoma.

both.

J. L. SLEEPER &

We neglected to say last week that the services of Dr. Beach of the Bangor Theological
Seminary at theUnionchurch were very acceptable to our people. The church was well filled
both afternoon and evening, and the addresses
were of an high order.
We are certainly under
obligation to Rev. Mr. Wilson for sending such

ing

Following a custom which had its origin in
New England, and in conformity to the proclamation of the President, I, Bert M. Fernald,
Governor of the State of Maine, hereby designate Thursday, November Twenty-fifth, in-

nice line of

a

We are cutting prices

STATE OF MAINE.
A Proclamation by the Governor.

of

Lace and Muslin Curtains the
prices can’t be beat
Curtain Stretchers, Portieres,
Upholstery Supplies and
Window Shades, Table Oil Cloth, and
many things not
mentioned here--

success,financially and otherwise. The gross
receipts were about $25 and the evening was
an enjoyable one to all present.
a

to take his

assortment

-—EASY

day evening.

a man

full

a

Think of the enjoyment to be had'these long winter
evenings. How easy I
entertain your friends. Call and hear both kinds then
you will be satisfied w,"
whichever you take.
Let us sell you your Records, we are
always delighted t
play for you-just give us a chance. We intend to carry all the Records in stod
Either style of Machine sold on the

The Good Templar lodge is having good entertainments every evening. It was so last
Saturday evening and it will be so next Saturschool entertainment at Union Hall

carry

=-CHB1STMAS

Rev. David Brackett is troubled badly by
rheumatism this fall, but manages to keep
about his business most of the time.

The

PHONOGRAPH

A

PLEASANT

The

Season

Sleigh

is again at hand.
show you

some

Call and let us

up-to-date CUTTERS

AT RIGHT PRICES.

Blankets, Harnesses, Bob
Whips, Horse Goods.

E.

R. CONNER

WAY

TO CURE CATARRH
Oklahoma City, November 10, 1909. Tie
weather is about like June at home and we
have had no hard frost yet. Turnips and beets
Poor deluded victims!
Continually sprinkling and spraying and
grow until New Years. The third crop of grass
stomach dosing:
is one foot high and there are lots of flowers
What are you doing it for?
in bloom. Business is A 1, and there is enough
Trying to kill the catarrh germs?
work contracted for for two years to keep
Might just as well try to kill a cat with fresh
milk.
20,000 men busy. No paper can build up Maine
Sticking a piece of chewing gum in the
by slurring this splendid new State. I wish upper left hand corner of the right ear would
The Journal could send a good man out here slaughter just as many germs.
You can’t kill the germs that cause catarrh
next spring and then you would know if I have
unless you get where they are.
written the truth. I am not hired to write. I
Ladies
Aid
will
meet
ThursYou can get where the germs are by breathBangor.The
have no land claims to sell and I pay my own Hyomei, the powerful yet soothing antiseptic,
day with Mrs. Annie Rankin.
to kill catarrh
postage. I defy any one to show a letter of which is prepared especially
germs.
THORNDIKE.
mine in which I have told them to come, but I
Just breathe it in, that’s all. It gives joyful
Mr. Ed Hodges has sold the stumpage on a have told them of all as I see it, and it is a
poor relief in five minutes. It is guaranteed by A.
parcel of woodland to a New York syndicate country for a homesick coward.
A. Howes & Co. to cure catarrh, or money back.
It is sold by leading druggists everywhere.
for the sum of $2,200. A crew of men will beEd. F. Clements.
A complete outfit, including inhaler, costs $1.00.
gin cutting at once and report says that in the
Extra bottles, 50c. Cures sore throat, coughs
No Special Election.
spring a portable saw mill will be put up for
and colds.
“I take especial pride in recommending Hysawing the lumber, which will be shipped direct
Augusta,
Me., November 18. Gov. Fernald omei to asthmatic
sufferers, as I know by exfrom Thorndike station to New York for build- today issued a
proclamation setting the day of perience that it is a remedy that cures. I have
ing purposes.... Quite a number of strangers the next general State election in September not since using Hyomei had any recurrence of
as the time when the three referendums will
were in town last week with a view to buying
asthma.”—Mrs. Wm. Burton, Owosso, Mich.,
be voted upon. This is done to avoid the ex- June
farms....A family by the name of Sanborn
22,1909.
pense of special elections.
have moved into the Joseph Young house. Mr.
Death of Solon Chase.
Sanborn will work for our townsman, E. H.
Simpson, this winter.Ross C. Higgins had a
Tubneb,
Me., November 23d. Solon Chase*
large load of apple barrels come from Morrill 87 years of age, died at his home at Chase’s
to
went
and
.James
Clements
Mills
late
Friday...
family
today of heart failure. He had
their new home in Clinton last Saturday. been ill with a cold for a week, but his general
It relieves stomach misery, sour stomcondition was strong and only two
Burton Gross has returned from his hunting physical
ach, belching, and cores all stomach disminutes before he died he called for a daily
trip with a nice deer....Mrs. Marcia Gurney paper. Three sons survive, Carroll, Lieut., ease or money back. Large box of tablets 50 cents. Drnggiata In all tovma.
and son Donald have been visiting at Charles James J. and Isaac, all of Chase’s Mills.
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YoUng^^^Sy

Men and Women A

can

secure

a

training

Shaw Business

m\

for

\%

the business world in the

College

J

/I
Bangor, Augusta
This school supplies com- II
petent office help to business II
men
/W
without charge.
Portland,

CATALOG

Civil

Engineer

-AND-

Land.

Surveyor,

Searsport,

Gymnasium
FOR SALE.

Furnishings and fittings of the
Young Men’s Association rooms, including
clock, tables, bookcase, settees, horizontal bars,
dumb-bells, mats, desk, basket ball, etc. InORRIN J. DICKEY,
quire of
47tf
Pythian Block.
A $160,000,000 Tunnel.

MI-ONA
Cuies indigestion

1

New York, November 18. Burrowing beneath the Hudson river, under Manhattan
island’s skyscrapers and on below the East
river’s bed, a Pennsylvania railroad train today for the first time traversed the new tunnel
route of that transportation line from New'
Jersey to Long island. The work has been
progressing for years and is expected to cost
before it is entirely finished close to $160,000,000.

Maine.

November 25, 1909.—4w47

HORSES
FOR SALE.
SEVEN HORSES,
1100 lbs.

mying and

weighing

from 90

Call and see these horses b>
save

We will W*'1

money.

:hese horses just as

we

represent them.

DARLING & PRESTON
Washington Street, just

off Main

2w47p

Strtvf-

j

S

News

The

The regular meeting of the Belfast Improvement Society is postponed to Monday, Decem-

of Belfast.
are

on

sale at

ears port. At the post office.
Stockton Springs. At the post office.
Winterport. At the store of I. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe of Chicago provided the Girls’ Home with a Thanksgiving dinner
which included turkey, vegetables, confectionery, fruits and nuts. It was a thoughtful and

W.

Wharff.

collector Davidson publishes a notice of
•crest to those who have not paid their 1909

and well—will

quarterly

a

and 5th.

dry goods stores, markets, grocery
and most business places, will be closed

give

the

anetnic

pale,

girl rosy
cheeks and rich, red blood.

Christmas sale by the Women’s Alliance
the First Parish (Unitarian) church will be
held in the church parlor on the afternoon of
Wednesday, December 8th. Remember the
date and look for further particulars in next
week’s paper.

of

session of the Free Baptist
meeting in Jackson, December 4th

There will be

wonderful food-medi-

delicate,sickly baby strong

A

taxes.

a

cine for all ages of mankind. It will make the

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
post-ottice for the week ending November
23rd: Mrs. Henshaw, Mrs. Flora Jackson,
Mrs. P. T. McDonald, Mr. A. H. Carter, Franklin H. Black, C. E. Hamlin, Fred D. Tucker, A.
H. Wentworth.

Tax

The

is

generous act.

of D. J. Dickens.
Searsport and M. J. Dow,
Brooks, are authorized agents to receive subscriptions and advertisements.
Republican Journal Publishing Co.
('amden. Store
7. H. Sullivan,

stores,

Scott’s Emulsion

ber 16th.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

Single copies of The Journal
the following places:

It will

put flesh on the
bones of the tired,

From present indications it will be necessary
overa
day today.
to increase the number of tables for the MiliThe Universalist Social Aid will meet with
tary Whist party to be given in Memorial
man,
Mrs.
Ashley A. Smith to-morrow, Friday, j
Hall, December 9th. Several guests are exafternoon at 2 o’clock.
from
out
of
town
and
much
interest
is
I pected
man
K. P. Mayo of Fairfield, prison inspector, was manifested in the affair.
Belfast Monday to meet the County ComVeteran’s Meeting. The Waldo County
or woman in
to
n’l.-sioners and make an inspection of the coun- Veteran Association will meet at the
Grange
ty jail.
Hall in North Searsport December 2, 1909. If
or
resist
i he landing stage of the Belfast Yacht club stormy, the next fair day. All friends of the
: be placed in winter quarters on the east
old veterans are cordially invited. Bring your
in the
de this week. It is a free landing and a pastry. A. Stinson, Sec’y.
and
in
the
at
convenience
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS
L
boating
yachting
Charles R. Coombs is mounting a fine speciseason.
It was shot by F. A.
men of the Arctic owl.
A. Greer, Esq., of this city has been noti- Tower of Belmont. The shot injured one
wing
Send 10c., name of. paper and this ad. for our
: of an increase in pension for Francis
B, and the owl lived a week at the store, until Mr.
beautiful Savings Bank and Child's Sketch-Book.
Each bank contains a Good Luck Penny.
to
and
AnStockton
$17
erlock of
Springs
Coombs chloroformed it. Roy E. Young is the
SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., New York
ew P. Andrews of South Penobscot to $24
fortunate possessor of the bird.
r month.
The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. have run
The weather has favored the out-door work
diaries W. Lancaster has bought and shipped their
power wire from Stockton Springs to the
to this time 10,000 barrels of apples, and
station in East Belfast, but are unable to say at the Coe- Mortimer plant and good progress
5.000 barrels engaged. The shipments when the current will be turned on here. As has been made. The trestle work of the overre been to New York, to the Western States
the current is different from that now in use head carrier, with the 80-foot tower at the
; outer end, looms up against the background
to Scotland.
it will involve installing new motors.
of hills up the river.
The plant has many
Mrs. Lucinda and Edward H. Fletcher have
The Ladies Thimble Club gave Mrs. Geneva j
visitors every day, and on pleasant Sundays
id the house at the corner of Bridge and R. Carter a surprise party and supper last ;
! the place is thronged.
arles street, known as the Edmund’s house, Tuesday evening. Mrs. Carter is to leave soon
tenement
The Continent of Africa. A large and
Wood.
It
has
been
a
I.
for
South.
She
will
a trip
Georgia
spend Christmas
use for many years.
with relatives in Pittsburg, Pa., and later will enthusiastic audience assembled at the Opera
ine of the busy places in town is the cloth- I join her husband in Savannah, Ga., for the House last Tuesday evening for the opening

worked, thin
will

keep

and

the

aged

condition

colds

pneumonia

winter.

1

■

factory of Miles Jellison on Front street, i winter.
posite the Maine Central station. Mr. JelliAlexis Gross is giving the finishing touches
-n manufactures for the Acme Clothing comto a very handsome launch built for George A.
y and the factory is run to its full capacity. Gilchrest. The workmanship is of the best
Parish supper of the and the model a fine one. The engine will be
The first Unitarian
i
a son was given under the auspices of the | installed in a forward compartment away from
Ga! Union in Memorial Hall November 17th. the space for passengers, in which camp stools I
will be used for seats.
\ chicken pie supper was served and Keyes’
thestra furnished music fora dance in the
There was no boat from Boston
ig

1

yesterday

vening.
'IdUJiCe X. oiiaw

liaa

Buiu

ms

u

uimiij;

uubi-

W. W. Blazo and entered the employ
Orders for Mr.
the Swan & Sibley Co.
Mazo may be left at the furniture store of H.
McDonald, 70 Main street, and will receive
rompt attention.
-ss to

j morning, the Bangor which left here Monday !
having laid over at Rockland until Tuesday
|
afternoon. She went beyond Rockland but
found it so rough she put back. There will be
a boat from Boston this morning and a boat i
out this afternoon.
i

steamer

The first real

fall of the

A special meeting of the Woman’s Hospital
s.«t Friday night or early Saturday morning, ; Aid was held last Friday afternoon at the home
ne ground was white but the snow soon melt- | of the president, Mrs. O. S. Vickery.
In the
I. and mud took its place. With the excep- absence of the secretary, Mrs. G. E. Brackett,
Miss Anne M. Kittredge was elected secretary
jn of one “cold snap” the weather has been
! pro tern.
It was voted that the society give to
.nu^ually mild for the season.
snow

season

;

Roosevelt was thrown on the screen it
was greeted with applause, as wTere the com! mendatory words of the lecturer. The slides
dent

hospital as a gift for “Donation Week,” a
straight high-backed chairs for use
1
in the office and reception room.
showing the animals of this region at large, in
An “Inglenook” Contributor. J. H. Fer- j captivity, and in death, were most interesting.
nald of Belfast, has been a writer for the I The large attendance at the opening entertaindest settlement in the country.
Inglenook, a weekly magazine published in ment assures the success of the lecture course,
for about a year. He recently for wrhich no complimentary tickets are given.
The Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co. has Elgin, Illinois,
^
had a long article on “The Comet.” The issue The next attraction will be the Helen Reynolds
for
the
: een organized at Frenchboro
purpose
violin and 'cello—on the
of
November
16th
contains
the
first
of
chapter
| Trio of Boston—piano,
engaging in sea and shore fisheries and for |
a series of illustrated articles on the history
evening of December 2nd.
ther purposes, with $500,000 capital stock, of
in Colonial Days. The series
Clarence E. Mcln- [ of New England
hich nothing is paid in.
Shipping Items. Steamer Silver Star towed
will run for 26 or 30 weeks. The heading of
re. formerly of this city is the president and |
the schooner Etna over from Islesboro last
these articles is neatly gotten up and is very
treasurer.
Thursday. Both had been employed at the
appropriate. It occupies the space across the wTreck of the schooner Alice E. Clark. The
Chas. F. Knowlton has leased for a term of
top of the page and is about lj inches wide. In Etna was loaded with
wrecking gear, which
second story of his building on j
oars the
|
the center is the title of the article and the
included pumps, donkey engines, chains, steel
hoenix row, and it will be fitted with the
I name of the writer; on the right is a picture of
cables, etc., which was landed at Lewis wharf.
ecessary skylight and other conveniences for the
Mayflower landing at Plymouth, and at the I Sch.
j
Mary E. Morse, which had also been emphotographic studio. The first floor is oc- ! left is a
of
colonial
New
inall
England,
map
ployed at the wreck, arrived at Bangor Thurs.pied by Stevens, the harness maker and re- ! closed in a neat border.
day to load lumber for Newr York; sch. Sarah
pairer.
Chase’s Block. The work of remodeling
D. Fell is at this port, and sch. Scotia is hauled
A man was in town last week with a team
the first floor of the old National bank building,
at Islesboro_It will be remembered that
’ding sweaters; or rather had sweaters to sell, now Chase’s block, goes on apace under the up
; the schooners Frontenac and Medford, ow’ned
r apparently he did not have a very brisk
of
the
Mr.
R.
P.
owner,
personal supervision
by John S. Emery & Co. of Boston, were
rade. A big placard on the wagon announced
A window is to take the place of the
! Chase.
wrecked in a severe gale at Key West some
that $5 sweaters could be bought for $1. A
will
be
on
bank entrance and the new entrance
weeks ago. The Frontenac was floated Novemcal clothing dealer inspected the goods and
Main street adjoining the entrance to the store
ber 5th and after making temporary repairs
informed the vendor that E. P. Frost was sell
below. The frame for the big plate glass show
It was thought
was to proceed to Boston.
ng sweaters of like quality for 47 cents.
window is in position and the work on the inthat the Medford, commanded by Capt.
then
&
642
Co.
F. A. Nickerson,
Congress street, terior is progressing rapidly. As previously
Ed. Richardson of Deer Isle, would be floated
ortland, Me., can meet your requirements in announced H. J. Locke & Son will occupy this
in a few days; but efforts to save her have been
•he way of an automobile. They sell the 1910
new store, and their present store, which is to
abandoned and the wrecking expedition left
ilent Selden, 36 h. p., 4 cylinder, the Pierce
at
directors’
room
in
the
old
enlarged by taking
18th for the northArrow cars and the Locomobile.
They have the rear, will be occupied by R. A. French & Key West November
The little coasting schooner Polly, the oldest
-everal bargains in cars used during the past
the

Charles W. Noyes of the Castine Village Im>vement society announces that he has disvered data indicating that the town was settied in 1611 instead of 1626, as commonly given
in histories, thus making Castine the second

regulation guarantee goes with
very car sold by them. Write for catalogues.
J. P. Moody was loading cars with Christmas
trees last week for Mr. Chapman and it was a
busy scene. At times, teams came in so fast
that they had to await their turn .;o unload.
Twenty-three cars have been loaded at this
tation. The trees are mostly firs and it is
.id that a hilly pasture will produce a crop of
eason

and

half dozen

Co., now in the Howes block, corner of Main
and High streets. The upstairs tenants will remain the same—Field & Quimby, insurance,
and Dr. E. L. Stevens.

a

vessel of her rig

At the
The Parlor Musical Society.
annual meeting of the Parlor Musical Society
in their rooms on Phoenix Row. November 18th,
! the following officers were elected: Honorary
president, Mr. C. O. Poor; acting president,
Rev. Adolph Rossbach; vice president, C. E.
The trees
hristmas trees every four years.
White; secretary, Ralph A. Bramhall; treasurer,
are of no special value for other purposes.
E. S. Pitcher; librarian, Miss Katherine C.
W. H. Read, who at one time proposed oj
Quimby; executive committee, Mrs. C. W.
rent a shipyard in Belfast and who finally sucWescott, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, Mrs. E
ceeded in building the schooner Victory at S. Pitcher, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Miss A.
Portland, with other peojde’s capital, has been Louise Dennett. Mr. Poor was elected presiin all parts of the State proposing to start a
and in recognition of his
but

|

|

j

manufacturing industry. He did get a factory of some kind started in Briagton, but the
hands did not get their pay and when the factory shut down it was found that the whole
equipment had been bought on credit. In
'Ome places Read has appeared under an alias
and in at least one place he left an unpaid
board bill. It is charitable to suppose that the
man

is not

quite right mentally.

| dent,

resigned,

faithful service in that office for 21 years

was

In accepting the
honorary president.
honor conferred upon him Mr. Poor spoke enthusiastically of the hearty cooperation of the
members of the society during his incumbency
Messrs. C. E. White, Rev.
of the office.
were apAdolph Rossbach and E. S. Pitcher
of the
pointed a committee to have charge
There
rooms and add to their attractiveness.

f

nas

recently

along the coasts of Maine and New
Hampshire_Portland is making large shipments of lumber. A number of vessels have
been chartered to load for South American
ports and there is also a heavy demand from
domestic ports. A number of schooners have
been chartered for this service-The schooner Johanna Durgin discharged a cargo of lumber at the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. wharf
last week for Mathews Bros. The lumber was
from the Durgin saw mills just above Castine.
Leslie Robbins has bought the two-masted
schooner Charlie A. Sproul, of 64 tons net. built
at Bristol, Me., in 1878, and she is now at this
port_Sch. F. B. Wetherbee is loading cut
stone at the Mt. Waldo Granite Works for the
Manhattan bridge, New York city-The Portland Press says that a number of changes are
to occur among the captains of the steamers
connected with the United States quartermaster’s department fleet owing to the probable
retirement of Captain J. W. Bennett of the
steamer Henry Wilson.The schooner F. C.
Pendleton, Philadelphia for Salem arrived at
Vineyard Haven Monday, reporting the loss of
her starboard anchor, 30 fathoms of chain and
her mainsail, a broken main gaff and with decks
swept clean. The damage and loss was caused
by a violent northeast gale encountered at the
entrance to the Deleware river, Nov. 17, in
which the vessel was also driven 200 miles off
shore_The death of Capt. George E. Kent,
formerly of Bucksport, and well known along
the coast, occurred on Sunday at his home in
New Bedford. The burial will be in Bucksport.
.The Bchoonera T. M. Nicholson and Elizabeth N. arrived at Bucksport last Sunday from
their second trip of the season to the Grand

i

\
i
!

Alliance. The fortnightly ! was a short rehearsal of the opera “Iolanthe, !
in !
meeting of the Woman’s Alliance, an organi- which is to be presented to the public early
\
zation of the First Parish (Unitarian) church, January.
last Friday
was held in the church parlors
temlittle
A
Story.
pretty
Temperance
A
afternoon with a good attendance and an into our ears,.and seems
perance story comes
teresting program. Miss Charlotte W. Colto pass a'ong. A young woman
enough
good
burn read a paper on “Hymns of Our Faith,”
west
formerly of Belfast some years ago went
and many of the hymns mentioned were sung
ranch
in Montana married a prosperous
and
by a quartet composed of Miss Katherine
and respected, was
owner. This man, honorable
Chase Quimby, soprano; Mrs. Clement W.
to making the dangerone of those men given
Wescott, contralto; Ralph I. Morse, tenor and ous and too often fatal boast that "liquor did
E. S. Pitcher, bass. After the program the
or he
a glass,
not affect him. He could take
regular business meeting was held and then a
After a few years a temsocial half hour was enjoyed. Tea and light could let it alone.
refreshments were served by Mrs. George A. perance movement was started in the town
Quimby, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. Geo. A. Gil- near his ranch, and one after another the memchrist, Mrs. Albert C. Burgess. The next
on his ranch
bers of his family and the men
meeting will be held December 2nd with Mrs.
For a year
Asa A. Howes Church street.
joined the lodge of Good Templars.
this lodge faithfully,
or more they attended
well-known
the
of
William J. Ryan
Portland,
with “John to join them, and
blind man, was in Belfast last Friday on his always pleading
the answer that he had "no
receiving
always
30th annual tour of the State selling almanacs,
not being in any danger."
them,
to
need”
join
and asked to have this notice published:
to his anxious
as he gave this answer
“We respectfully desire to announce to^the One night
voice at his side piped up.
public that as the Maine Institution for 'the wife, a sweet little
Blind has now opened its industrial depart- “No.Mamma, Papa and I ain’t going to join the
ment, we are now prepared to do all kinds of
Lodge. Papa and I are going to drink whiskey."
caning and mattress work. We also manufacThe prosperous, self-satisfied man started and
ture a complete line of brooms in misses, parlor, mill and stable grades. We respectfully the scales fell from his eyes. "No my son,” he
solicit your patronage. Orders by telephone said: “You are mistaken. You and papa are
and mail will receive prompt attention. All
not going to drink whiskey." He joined the
our work is guaranteed.
Applicants for
mission should send for blanks to J. Colin lodge, gnd from that day Montana held no
Banks.
Knapp, superintendent, No. 305 Portland better temperance man than John Mac-.
street, Portland, Me.
The Women’s

country,

a

Commander Peary of Eagle island, also wants
to purchase her, with what object is not
known. The Polly has recently been thoroughly caulked and received other repairs on the
marine railway at Brewer. Despite her 105
is still in good conditionyears of life she
The launching of the four-masted schooner
now on the stocks at Cobb, Butler & Co.’s
yard, Rockland, will take place November
27th.The assignments of vessels in the
revenue cutter service have been made and
the cutters Androscoggin and Woodbury will
cruise

made

!

in tne

number of prospective purchasers.
In addition to the Massachusetts Daughters
of the American Revolution, who are soliciting
subscriptions with the idea of buying the old
craft as a historical relic, it is reported that
attracted

j
j

Mrs. Etta Savery has sold the larger house
on the N. S. Piper estate to Mr. Daniel Butler
of. Clinton, who with his family is moving
there.

Thanksgiving Market.
Fogg & Coombs
had the finest display of poultry in their market ever seen in Belfast. It included native
turkeys, chickens from the Ferguson

Interest continues in the new chapel on the
East Belfast and frequent socials
little sums for the fund. Arrangements are being perfected for a pie and ice

Piper lot in
are netting
cream

social, to be given

Poultry

Farm, geese, ducks, etc. Prices were as follows: native turkey, 34 cents; Ferguson chickens, 22 cents; fowls, 18 cents; geese, 24 cents;
ducks, 22 cents; venison steaks and chops, 25
cents. Twenty-five fine turkeys were ordered

soon.

Mrs. S. S. L. Shute will have an exhibition
and sale of art brass craft, copper and German
silver at her home at 14 Pearl street tomorrow,
Friday, afternoon fror 2.30 to 5 o’clock. Orders
for Christmas delivery should be placed as
soon as

by Horace Chenery, to be given
and Charles Bradbury had in

...

his employes,

his usual

order.

possible.

large

Cross Stamps. The first supply of
Waldo Red Cross Christmas Stamps has been
received by the president. Mrs. Geo. E. BrackRei‘

home,

ett, and it is expected that the people of Belfast will buy them in liberal quantities for use
as Christmas greetings on letters and
packages sent to friends during November and
December. An effort will be made to have
business houses, professional men, lodges, and
other organizations use the stamps on their

outgoing mail,

not only because the stamp is
and carries a hearty greeting, but
for the better reason that the money from the
sale goes into the Red Cross fund for the
suppression of tuberculosis in Maine. Every
stamp sold is a bullet in the Red Cross war-

against the white plague in this State.
The stamps are on sale in this city at the following places: M. P. Woodcock & Son, City
Drug Store, H. J. Locke & Son, R. A. French
& Co.
4

overshoes at the Dinsmore store, and if you
need them now you soon will and
should take advantage of this sale. The goods
offered are not seconds, but perfect and made
by the very best rubber companies. It pays
to get a good article_All Edison Phonographs are guaranteed to run perfectly and if
you are not satisfied with the way your Edison is reproducing, take it to Carle & Jones
before December 10th and they will have it
cleaned and adjusted by their expert, Mr. Roland E. Rhoades. Read their advt. for further
particulars... .F. A. Follett &Son have installed a new peanut roaster at their store in
Opera House block and can supply fresh
roasted peanuts, hot and crispy-Darling &
Preston have for sale seven horses weighing
from 900 to 1100. Call and see them at the
stable on Washington street, near Main street.
_See card of James H. Duncan, civil engiand land surveyor, Searsport,
James B. McTaggart and family of

Me....

Brooks

card of thanks... J. L. Sleeper &
Co., 72 Main street, sell the Edison Phonographs and Victor Talking machines on the
easy payment plan. They carry all the latest
records and will be glad to play for you. They
also carry nice lines of lace and muslin cura

AMKM_i

9
9
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over

stock of Edison Records
on

6

or more

we

Edison

We have

4,000 records in stock.
CARLE & JONES,

Edison Phono

IH

FREE!
ALL Edison

5j|$
m

FREE!!

Phonographs are Guaranteed
to Run Perfectly.

||j

Are you satisfied with the way your Edison is reproducing? If you are not, bring it to us before December 10
and w*e will have it cleaned and adjusted FREE of

||j

charge by

P)

|j
H
fPf

M

§5}
%

B

H
iga
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our

MR. ROLAND E. RHOADES.
If any parts have to be replaced these will cost you the
regular retail price, but the cleaning and adjusting is entirely FREE to you if the Phonograph is delivered to us or
to Mr. Rhoades, No. 125 Main street, on or before Decernber 10, 1909.
It has been our experience with the Edison Phonograph people that they want their customers satisfied and
we are carrying out this idea by making you the above
FREE offer.
The Edison Phonograph is the most wonderful reproducing machine on earth and with the 4 minutes’ Record
and the New Cygnet Horn its a world beater.
Yours very truly,

|

...

LEDISON

CARLE &
PNDNOCNAPH DEPT.

JONES,
DELTAS?, MAINE.

t

UNDERTAKER,

Dept.

City Building,

Office

9 to 12

and

Slate

Burial

or

night

Office 48-4.

I also have a stock of

Card Tables and Chairs
TO

LET

for Card Parties, Sociables and Entertainments. Tables 10 cents apiece
Chairs 20 cents per dozen.

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

heartfelt

our
so

Shipping Cases

Home telephone 48-3.

THANKsT

CARD OF

wish hereby to express
thanks to the many friends who
pathized with us and assisted

in

Calls answered promptly, either day

and 1 to 3.

We

Embalmer--

Vaults always in stock.

Real estate taxes must be paid on or before
December 18, 1909, to save cost of advertising.
The names of all taxpayers whose taxes are
not paid before March 1, 1910, will appear in
the next city report.

kindly

symus after the
death of our wife and mother, Mrs. Jane McTaggart. Also for the many elegant and beautiful floral presentations for the funeral.
JAMES B. McTAGGART
AND FAMILY.
Brooks, November 22, 1909.

FOR SALE
The Batcuelder homestead at Brown’s Cor
ner, one-half mile from Northport Camp
ground, will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

4%

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

|
||j|

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President,

1868.

WILDER J. DORMAN,

Treasurer

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
:

M

Deposits June 7, 1909,

$1,559,058 33

Reserve,

....

100,000.00

Surplus,

....

153,734.18

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
P)
; Dividend No. 82, June 7, 1909, at the rate of

8

g|
P)i i Total

Dividends

|HI

expert,

♦

CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.

JOHN S. DAVIDSON, Collector.

spoons, Elmer Fowles.

Look at This!

X

Store,

Licensed

ORGANIZED

|

♦

Coroner.

1909 Taxes

j

%

CMesH Coombs
Metal

1

♦

9

Everything modern

Belfast, Me.

2 Stores, Main St.,

tains, curtain stretchers, portieres, upholstery ; Jackson; nut bowl, Maude Wight; bonbon dish,
supplies, etc. Cut prices on toilet sets to I Albert Miller; china plate and olive fork, Mr.
close_A Glenwood stove would make a most and Mrs. A. A. Drury and family; fruit dish,
acceptable Christmas gift. Mitchell & Trus- 1 Ernest Higgins; glass cake stand and china
sed have them in stock.Orrin J. Dickey | plate, Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Hills and family;
offers for sale the furniture and fittings of the berry set, Mr. and Mrs. Olin Smith; pair of
Y. M. A. rooms, including gymnasium appara- j silver dessert spoons, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
tus, etc...-The new boxes in the vault of The Smith and Paul; fruit dish, Lee McCorison;
City National Bank of Belfast are now ready berry set, Mrs. Frank Grady; glass butter dish,
for use and the private rooms are as good as Mr. and Mrs. Fred Griffin; fancy dish, Myrtle
Nash; silver cold meat fork, Hattie Colcord
any in the State.The sleighing season is
and Ralph Jackson; water set, Harry Townsnear at hand and the place to buy sleighs is at
E. R. Conner's, Front street. He can suit you end; fancy dish, Fred Clark and Cora Sides;
in style, quality and price, and has all the gear pair of doilies, Hattie M. Black; vase, Josie
to go with them.See statement of the McCorrison; 1 pair of towels, b doz. silver tea-

Searsport National Bank.

complete

reach you in perfect condition.

1

♦

♦

♦

Records to you, and guarantee them to

j

0

Wvi

will pay the express

spoon and fork and pepper

j

^

i*

_

Of the N. E. States who are not next to

and salt shakers, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Edgecomb, Mr. and Mrs. Benj. H. Mosher, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Toothaker, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Toothaker, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. George Dyer, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hills, Mr. B. B.
Toothaker, Mrs. Lizzie Cunningham, Ralph
I Hayford, Abbie Toothaker and Henry David! son; rocking chair, Clair Harriman and Eva

♦

0
9

BELFAST, MAINE.
...__

TO THE PEOPLE

teaspoons and silver sugar bowl, from Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Kimball; silver spoon-holder
and creamer from Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Elms and
family; silver cake basket, Mr. and Mrs. John
Sylvester; silver sugar shell, Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Greer and family; silver meat fork, Mr. and
Mrs. Melville Knowlton; chocolate pot, George
and Gladys Kimball; table cloth, Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Kimball; b doz. napkins, Mrs. Arabella
Cunningham; fancy plate, Mr. and Mrs. George
Hughes; pair towels, Mr. and Mrs. Fred ('handler; salad dish, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith; b
doz. napkins, Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Kendall;

0
0

"T

™

The Dinsmore

Ifr ♦<!> <S> ♦

and

♦

^

♦

i

a

0
0
9

t

___
~

^

X

4=5uckle Overshoes,
$1.98
3=8uckle Overshoes.
1.59
3=Buckle Overshoes, sizes' i 1=2, 1.30
3=Buckle Overshoes, sizes 6-1OL 1. 15

9

and groom. Following is a list of the presents
received by them: £ doz. silver knives, forks

chafing dish, tray,

Men’s
Women’s
Misses’
Child’s

1

1

Elms held a reception on Wednesday evening, November 10th, at the residence of the
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kimball.
About fifty relatives and friends met to extend
congratulations and wish the newly wedded
couple many years of happiness and prosperity. The evening was pleasantly spent with
music, games and a general good time. Grapes,
peanuts and candy were served by Sabra Dyer
and Virginia and Alberta Drury, the host passing the cigars. At a late hour the company
said good night, with best wishes to the bride
H.

do not

neer

Wpnnivr; Rg'rrxrinvr

:

we are

%
%
X

fare

Christmas shopping begins early and those who do not buy*
now are looking over the goods and deciding
upon what they want. Realizing this fact H.
J. Locke & Son, announce that every day from
now until Christmas will be an opening day
and that they are prepared to show to everyone the largest and richest stock of silver, cut

The Final “Punch”

We have £'ven away tWs trade secret for the reason that
having a special sale of rubbers, and our prices are
9 so very unusual that it might suggest inferior
quality and
5 seconds. But we wish to state in every instance they are
made by the very best rubber
companies in
0 PERFECT and
are just a few specimen
Below
world.
the
prices:
0
a
*

attractive

New Advertisements.

publish

to

I

'T'HERE is nothing quite so disastrous as the ‘final punch.
0
Especiailly is this true regarding rubbers. But unfor0 1
tunately the average purchaser is entirely unaware of
0
9 this evil and many a good make of rubber has got a bad
9 reputation on account of this feature.
IT IS THIS WAY: In the making of rubbers there are
X
0 bound to be a lot of SECONDS. That is, rubbers damaged
0 in the process of making. Some are damaged so badly as’
9 to be easily discernible—but the majority are njured in a
£ manner that only an expert could detect. The maker knows
are not up to his standard, so he throws them out and
^ these
for very much LESS than his regular prices. And
them
sells
$
* to show that they are seconds he PUNCHES a hole in the
9 back of each rubber.

summer.

Livingstone and of the wTork of the American missionaries in Africa, paying a high compliment to those who had given up the com- glass, china, Karnac brass, jewelry, diamonds,
forts of civilization to spread the Gospel in the watches and clocks they have ever carriedDark Continent. When a portrait of ex-Presi- They are having a special sale of rubbers and

of

was

M. D. Chatto has shipped from Blake’s
Point 150 barrels of apples which grew on the
Oliver Bakeman place, bought by Mr. C. last

Lura B., wife of Linn R. Dyer, died at her
14 Pleasant street, November 22nd, aged
27 years. She was born in this city, the daughter of the late George W. and Mrs. Willietta
attraction of the Popular Lecture Course un- W.
Richards. Her husband, infant son, Charles
der the auspices ot the Improvement Society—
Loring, her mother, sister, Mrs. Addie F. SniedPeter MacQueen’s lecture on “Africa, or the
bury of Bath, and brother, Melvin C. Richards
Land and Game where Roosevelt Hunts.” of this
city, survive. The funeral will be toOver two hundred colored pictures illustrated
morrow, Friday, at 1 o’clock p. m.
a lecture full of information gleaned by one
Monday A. A. Howes & Co. displayed m
who had lived in Africa and was familiar with
the conditions of that country in its natural their window among the Thanksgiving goodies
and improved state. Mr. MacQueen is a fluent an elaborately decorated cake, with the anbe given away
speaker and carried his listeners on a trip full nouncement that it would
of fascinating adventure. He spent a year in Wednesday evening at 9 o'clock. Everybody
Central Africa and travelled 27,000 miles with was invited to call, write their name on a card
the camera. He was entertained by the Sultan and drop it into a slot in a box. There was no
As The Journal goes to
of Zanzibar and the King of Uganda, saw the charge of any kind.
inner social life of those in authority, and by press before the winner is announced we canmixing with natives learned the conditions not tell who “takes the cake," but whoever it is
the tribes of the different is to be congratulated.

The Monday edition of the Bangor Daily existing among
Silver Star, which for some News went astray and arrived with the Tues- ! sections. The photographs of mountain climb1
eeks has been employed at the wreck of day edition, and the Saturday Evening Post I ing were beautiful, and one of special interest
hnoner Alice E. Clark, resumed the Belfast, ! sold here by the newsboys did not arrive last was the planting of the American flag at an
i.desboro and Brooksville route last Monday,
week, and had not turned up at last accounts. altitude of 19,200 feet, the highest point ever
.'he Anna Belle, Capt. Ben Arey, has been run- The mail subscribers received theirs Thursday reached by English speaking man. Mr. Maci night, 24 hours late.
ng on this route.
Queen spoke eloquently of the life and work
The

;

■■

The public schools closed yesterday for the
remainder of the week.

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

$867.75

^%,

$29,553.46

$1,354.442.35

jg!I |

This Bank paid its 82d semi-annual dividend on June 7, at the rate
of 4 % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
11 of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
if| the same as the principal sum.
PI
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious over: sight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
Sjg patronage
with
accounts
any prospective depositors within or without the State.
M
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Deposits received and placed
Deposits in this Bank

|g

j

(jfoI

|j
jj|

on

interest the first of each

month.
are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
OBERTF. DUNTON.

JAM33 H. HDW33,

ARTHUR I.

BROWN,

FRED G.

WHITS,

BEN D. FIELD.

4%

Some Romantic and Thrilling Adventures
of Long Ago.
The Ships and Sailors of Old Salem. The Reca Brilliant Era of American Achievement.

ord of

By Ralph D. Paine. Illustrated. New York: The
Outing Publishing Co.
The ships and sailors of old Salem belong to such a long-past age, and conditions now are so different, that it seems

hardly possible that they ever existed,
for the great fleets of graceful ships and
the young American sailors of a century
ago seem as improbable now as any of
the weirdest of fairy tales. Mr. Paine
has written a lively account of these
vanished fleets that no longer plough the
seas; he has delved among the dusty logbooks in the vast collection in the Essex
Institute, the Peabody Museum and elsewhere, and his work has been abundantly
successful, for his volume is not only exceedingly interesting and instructive, but
it is a very important contribution to the
history of the country and to one of the
most interesting phases of that history.
He begins at the beginning and proceeds
along the various stages of Salem’s life
until the town became the greatest shipping port in the world, and then on to the
decline of the American merchant marine. He writes of the business side and of
the romantic and adventurous sides of the
life of the people who built, and the people who sailed, the ships that made Salem
famous, and in no life is there greater
opportunity for interesting and exciting
experiences. Many of these old stories
are reproduced directly from the accounts
of the sailors who were part of them—
and the sailor has no superior as a raconteur—and many of the stories never before have been given to the public, although Salem has figured prominently in
many entertaining volumes. The brave
young sailors who kept these logs of
ships on the seven seas had a nimble wit
and a facile art, for they wrote not only
the systematic statements of everyday
proceedings, but they added also many
little stories of their own. Some of them
indulged even in poetry, and others in
drawing, and

many a log-book was unearthed with excellent pictures of ships
and scenes in many lands. Some of the
clever drawings serve to supply illustrations for the volume, and there are many
others from old paintings of ships and
people that add much to the rare value
of the volume. In addition to these old
log-books, Mr. Paine found many long
and long-forgotten letters describing the
voyages and many odd corners of the
world of which little then was known.
Salem was once the most important
port of maritime enterprise in America.
Her ships had “sailed where no other

ships dared to go, tney naa ancnorea
where no one else dreamed of looking
for trade,” and had fought pirates and
privateers of many races in all parts of
the world. The adventures have been
described frequently, but never so well
or so completely as in this volume, for,
as Mr. Paine says, “the material for the
plot of a modern novel of adventure may
be found condensed into a three-line enThere
try of many an ancient log-book.
is no other collection cf Americana which
can so vividly recall a vanished epoch and
make it live again as these hundreds upon
hundreds of ancient log-books.” There
is an interesting financial side, too, to
these adventures, for from the beginning of the nineteenth century until Salem's ships vanished from the ocean—a
period of about seventy years—more
than twenty million dollars were paid
into the custom house as duties on for-

eign

cargoes.
These bold sailors, however, did not
devote their
logs wholly to serious
things, and bits of poetry are by no
One ambitious poet
means rare in them.
writes some sad verses which relate that
Ir Gosport of Late there a Damsell did Dwell
for Wit and for Beuty Did she maney Exsell
A Young man he Corted hir to be his Dear
And By his Trade was a Ship Carpentir

The verses continue for fifty lines
showing the progress of the courtship
and telling how the swain, one day, led
the “beuty" out in the forest for a walk,
and the poet concludes:
She says ('*) My Dear William, you led me
AstrayOn Purpose my innocent Life to Be Tray- {’’).
(He) < •) Those are true Words and none can
you save (“i
For all’ this hole nite 1 have been digging your
grave ()
A Spade Standing By and a Grave there she
(Shej

See.
(“1 0, Must
tu Me (“).

this Grave Be

a

Bride

Bed

WANT'S HER
LETTER

PUBLISHED

For Benefit of Women who
Suffer from Female Ills

Minneapolis, Minn.—“I was a great
sufferer from female troubles which
caused a weakness
and broken down
condition of the
system. 1 read so
much of what Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
bad done for other
suffering women I
felt sure it would
help ire.

I

was a

perfectly

andl must
say it did help me
wonderfully. Mv
pains all left me, I
within three months
well woman.

‘‘I want this letter made public to
show the benefit women may derive
from Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.”—Mrs. JoiinG. Mol dan,
2115 Second St., North, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials like the above prove
the efliciency of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, which is made
exclusively from roots and herbs.
Women who suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should
not lose sight of these facts or doubt
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound to restore their
health.
,
If you want special advice write
to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.
She will treat your lett er as s trictly
confidential. For 20 years she
has been helping sick women in
this way, free of charge. Don’t
write at once.
hesitate
—

days’ wonder from Salem to the Mediterranean,” for she was Captain Crown-

inshield’s idea of the finest vessel that
could be built, and Captain George was
a good judge of seagoing craft.
More than fifty years before Perry
captured the friendship of Japan, at
least three American vessels had sailed
into Nagasaki. They were the Franklin
and the Massachusetts, owned in Boston,
and the Salem ship Margaret, and there
are in this volume many interesting extracts from the logs of those ships,
especially from that of William Cleveland, captain’s clerk on the Massachusetts. Guam, that famous possession of
the United States, made more famous
by the picturesque administration of
Captain Leary, U. S. N., was visited by
Yankee ships a hundred years before
Captain Leary was honored by his counThe
try by being placed in control.
barque Lydia of Salem first carried the
American flag there in 1801 and her first
mate left a very fascinating and illuminating account of affairs on the island
under Spanish rule so long ago. Probably few today know the origin of the
word “knot” now so commonly used;
but this and many equally important
things are explained at length in the
chapter on Nathaniel Bowditch, who,
with his "Practical Navigator,” probably did more to make safe the life of
the bold mariner than any other man has
■

done.

CASTO R I A

tion of the results that

can

be obtained

A Bake To Be Proud

valde will be the greatest this year in
the history of the industry.
Moreover,
while prices will fluctuate in the future,
are
sure
to
be
steadily high.
they
pretty
What can New England do and what will
she do to share in the prosperity, that
taking one year with another, will attach
to corn growing"! We cannot use machinery to so good advantage as is done
on the Western prairies, perhaps, but we
have the soil and all the other favorable
conditions. At the Corn Exposition in
the West last year the prize for the largest yield on a single tract was given to
a Connecticut man.
The State that produced the most corn in proportion to the
acres under cultivation was Rhode Island.
It may cost a little more to raise corn
here but it costs less to dispose of it in a

Makes

Cooking1
Easy”

Judicial court in and for the
Waldo, its mandate reversing
the decree of the lower court in the matter in which said appeal was taken; and
did render its opinion therein, sustaining
the contention of the plaintiffs in said i
appeal: but that said mandate and the ;

preme

county

opinion

of

was

silent upon the

question

of

j

costs; and that so far as said mandate
affects the same, the plaintiffs would not j
have the right to have costs taxed in ;
their favor therein.
Wherefore, inasmuch as this honorable I
court, sitting as a court of law, has in
other cases made an allowance of costs
prior to the mandate of its decision ;
which mandate in that respect it has

Mitchell ® Trussell, Belfast

been the practice of the Supreme court
to follow, your petitioners pray that this
honorable court will recall its certificate
of decision and mandate in said case and
restore the case to the docket of this I
court, sitting as a court of law for the I
purpose of hearing the parties in said {
matter as to the costs therein, and that
upon such hearing it will order that the
costs of such appeal to be taxed by the
court shall be paid by the appellees.
It would appear from this petition and
prayer that the case had already gone
to judgement when' the petition was
filed, R. S. Chapter 79, Sec. 49. We
know of no statute or rule of law, which
authorized the law court to recall judgment in this case and re-instate it upon
the docket of the law court.
“The Supreme court, while sitting as
a court of law, is not a court of organized jurisdiction, “Baker vs. Johnson,
41 Maine, 15, and “cannot grant leave
to amend.” Crocker vs. Craig, 46 Maine,

profitable market.
The farmers of the East are conservative.
Their traditions and environment
have made them so.
The tendency for

years has been towards dairying.
The stock, the buildings and other conditions have been adjusted to that branch
of the industry. In fact, it has been
carried to excess, not beyond the needs
of consumption, but far beyond the
bounds of profit to the producer. Grain
growing has been neglected, and the
high cost of feed for the dairy herds has
left a constantly diminishing margin between
operating expenses and revenue.
The time has returned when again we
can grow at a profit corn, rye, oats and
possibly barley, though wheat does not
seem to thrive in this section.
We believe also that beef cattle and hogs will
give the farmer a larger return than
milk under the present conditions of production. This branch of the business
puts him at the mercy of middlemen to a
much less extent than dairying, and the
prices of beef and pork are so much
higher than ever before that his returns
would be fairly certain and satisfactory.
There must be a series of readjustments
in New England agriculture in order to
make the most of the new opportunities
some

over

the

signature

passed through the yard.
“Hi!
“That’s Del all right.”
come over here a minute,” so Del
man

Del
came

had a chat about the good
old days, Del is just as handsome as
ever.
Say did you ever hear about the
time that J. M. Fogler and Del had the
heart to heart talk? Well one day in ’84
Fogler and George Gilchrest were driving over from town and Del was walking
over to town and they met on Sea Street.
“Hold up a minute George,” said Fogler, so George pulled up and Fogler said
to Del; “Mister, just step here to the
carriage a minute, will you?” So Del
stepped up to the carriage and Fogler
took a silver dollar out of his pocket and
said to Del; “Mister,1 don’t know you or
what your name is, but some four or five
years ago a friend of mine gave me this
over

and

we

"ay

SSais*
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Health

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.

No matter how long it has been gray
Promotes a luxuriant grow th
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandruff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2% times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.

or faded.

$1 and 50c. bottles, at draggles
Send 2c for free book The Care of t he Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N J.

Hay’s Harftna Soap cures Piuip'^s,
red, rough and chauped hands, and all $ Kin < iseas-'s. Keeps skin fine anl soft 25c. drug »srs.

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.”

R. H. MOODY.
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Beware of Gas Roasted Coffee
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For roasting opens the pores in coffee. The berries absorb the noxious gases
aud spoil the fine flavor and fragrance. I)o
you wonder why coflee disagrees with so
many people?
You owe yourself and your people a healthful, delicious
Beverage. You an always get it by insisting on "Fifth
Avenue Coffee.

NO CASK ON RKCORU.

There is

no case on record of a cough or cold
resulting in pneumonia or consumption after I
Foley’s Honey and Tar has been taken, as it |
will stop your cough and break up your cold
quickly. Refuse any but the genuine Foley’s
Honey and Tar in a yellow package. Contains !
no opiates and is safe and sure.
Sold by all j
druggists.

ot -as.

Its Goodness Preserved
‘‘Fifth Avenn* CnlTce comes in ealedair-tight tins. Its
full strength an 1 fl-tvor is •.•••tarn. d for
our enjovtnent.
Coffee that »s sold tr im op. n b u
un 1 a.i.
Refuse it.
For your own prater: :--.u 'ami s d -:::et-on. insist
uj on the
O Donohue Codec Company s Crkce.
Never
>l«l iu bulk.

New York

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ol .lames H. Cunningham. late ot Be.fast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.

Importer-.

*n

I

may appear at a Probate court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said county, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten ot the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
November, A. I). 1909.
F. COLCORD, administrator of the
estate of Albeit It George, late of Searsporl,
in said county oi Waldo, deceased, having pie
sented a petition praying for a license to sell at
public sale and convey certain real estate of said
deceased.

BENJAMIN

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day ot December, A. D.1909,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, w by the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
117ALDO 88.—In dourt ot Probate, held at BeifT
fast, on the 9th day of November, 1909.
Frederick M Nickerson, administrator on the
estate of Eli C. West, late of Frankfort, in said
county, deceased, having presented his second
and tinal account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to beheld at Belfast, on the 14th
day of December next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witliin anil
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of November, A. I). 19<>9.
A certain instrument, put porting to be the last
ft will and testament, of f-ilas Storer, late of
Morrill, in said Comity >>t Waldo, deceased having been presented for pro:)- te.
Ordered, That notice bf given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be lielu at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday oi December next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

at ten of the clock betore
if any they have, whv the
er should not be
granted.
A true copy.

City
the United States

robate Court held at Be last, within and
At a
for the County of w aldo on the second Tuesday of November,|A. I). 1909.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
ft will ami testament and codicil of Mary
Lauriet sleeper, late < f Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, bavin.- been presented for probate, together with a petition praying that Ralph
I. Morse may be appoint'-1 administrator of the
estate of said deceased, with the wilt annexed.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed and prayer of said petition
A

granted.
A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine. Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
November, A. D. 1909.
E. H ARDING, heir at law of Frances
E. Harding, late ot Prospect, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presen led a petition
praying that he may be appointed administrator
Of the estate of saiu deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
oidt-r to be published three weeks successively
a newspaper pub
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- in The Republican Journal,
that they may appear at a Profast, on the 9th day of November, 1909. hshed at Belfast, held at
Belfast, within and for
Wilson A. Colson, administrator on the estate of bate Court, to be
i
on tlie 14th day of December. A. D.
Susan W. Colson, late of Searsport, in said Coun- said County,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
ty, deceased, having presented his first and trial 1909. if
any they have, why the prayer of said
account of administration of said estate for al- cause,
petitioner slum id not be granted.
lowance.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
ttest:
A true copy,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Chas. 1*. Hazkltine, Register.
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProAt a Probate Court held at Be last, within and
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
for the County of Waldo.cn the second Tuesof December next, and show cause, if any they
day of November, A. D. 1909.
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
will and testament of Octavius R. Webster,
A true copy. Attest:
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
ceased, having been presented tor probate.
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons innotice. The subscribterested by causing a copy of this order to be
ers hereby give notice that they have been
published three weeks successively in The Reduly appointed administrators of the estate of
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at BelSARAH ELIZABETH FRENCH, late of
fast, within and for said County, on the second
Stockton Springs,
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having why the same should not be proved, approved
demands against the estate of said deceased are and allowed.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payA true copy. Attest;
ment immediately to Robert F. Dunton of BelChas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
fast, our authorized agent.
WM. R. CLARK.
ALDO 8S.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel
FRANK H. FRENCH.
fast, on the 9th day of November, 1909.
Boston. Mass., November 9,1909.
Arthur W. Coombs, administrator on the estate
of William H. Nash, late of Morrill, in said counNOTICE. The subscriber ty, deceased, having presented his first and final
hereby gives notice that he has been duly ap- account of administration of said estate for allowance.
pointed administrator of the estate of
ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
SVLVANUS NICKERSON, late of Swanville,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
that all persons interested may attend at a Probonus as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are bate Court, to be held at Beliast, on the 14th day
December next, and show cause, if any they
of
for
desired to present the same
settlement, and
have, why the said account should not be allowall indebted thereto are requested to make payGEO. E. J0HN80N, Judge.
ed.
ment immediately.
FRED W. BROWN.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
Belfast, November 9,1909,

FRANK

WALDO

A

Administrators’

ADMINISTRATOR’S

_

_

1*0 ss.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfa-t, on the 9th day of November, 19u9.
Joseph Patti-e, administrator on the estate of
Betsy J V:i.sim, ate of Monroe, in said county,
dece >ed, having presented his first and final acc- unt ot administration of said estate for allow-

\lTA!
Vi

ance.

Ordered, That

t

>

Ordered, That the said petitionei uive mu
I all persons interested i>\ ..n-uorder to be pi.hiisii.Mi :!n\-e weThe Republican d.iun.,>l,
m w |> ,ipul
at Belfast, that
they may app.-ui ..t a
Court, to be held at I eli;i-i w ith:.' nd
on
the 14th day of D e.-mb,
\. <•
County,

\

Ordered, That notice begiv^n to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

i

At a Probate Court held at Bella.-'
for the County of
Waldo, on the mi,
November, a. D. 1909.
A LONZO LOU E of \\
interport. in
IV of Waldo, having presented
;;}••<
ing that Frank I. Pemheton, execut.
will of Jane \V \\ bite, late of said v>
be
may
authorized to execute.a ...
real estate in accordance with a
ia
! entered into by said deceased m h
copy of which contract is annex-*: o. -;.
j tion.

O’DONOHIJE COFFEE COMPANY
Oldest Cofiee

\

«

Your Grocer Has Filffi a !,'€r»ue Cot lee
ai 35c the Fall Pound.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of November, a. D. 1909.

;

v

Ordered, That the said petitioner gi\
all persons interested by causing a
•,
order to be published three weeks
in The Republican Journal, a
imw-pai
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ai
C unty, on tiie 14th day of( 1 •ecember.
at ten of the clock before noon, and >h
it any they have, why the
prayer of sau;
er should not be
granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. I\ Hazei.tin
i:

in

for Fifth Avenue” Coffee. For
half-roasted coffee is half raw.
And raw
coffee y elds no strength or flavor.
That is why ordinary coffee is weak and
colorless. Why it has a weedy, insipid taste
and weak aroma
la Fifth Avenue” Coffee you get all the
superb flavor and generous strength of rich,
fruity berries roasted to perfection.
Thus the superiority of
Fifth Avenue”
Coffee lies not only in its fragrance. It lies

j

petition,

New York’s Famoass Coffee
more

1

QYLVESTER

Fifth Avenue Coffee
xuu

j

BENSON, of Winter}.■
O County of Waldo, having present.,
tiou praying that Frank I. Pendleton,
tiie last will of Jane W. White, late m
terport, may be authorized to execute
certain real estate m accordance win,
contract entered into by said decea-t
time, a copy of which contract i> anm

coffee the unvarying choice of critical coffee drinkers.
You will find the most delicious characteristics of

Maine, J333.

of “Boze”

At a Probate court held at Belfast,
lor the County of Waldo, on the
November, a. D. 1909.

It took us years to learn this.
But it taught us to develop the rich, mellow, full-bodied flavor and ambrosial
aroma

|

■

Other coffees are roasted for only ten or fifteen minutes.
Our process takes three times as long and it costs three
times as much.
For coffee to be good cannot be roasted
in less time.

“Under the present organization of
judiciary, the law court is not a
court for trial, and has such and only i
such jurisdiction as is conferred upon it
by the State.” State vs. Gilman, 70

w

..

We roast for thirty-five minutes.
Every berry is completely roasted. Roasted a rich goiden brown from kernel
to outer shell.

our

1.

A certain instrument, purporting to iIy
will and testament of Samuel }- i.
of Stockton Springs, in said Count
deceased, having been presented lor ;
Ordered, That notice be given to
lute tested by causing a copy of thipublished tinee weeks successively u
publican Journal, published at Belfast
may appear at a Probate Court, to
Belfast, within and tor said County.
ond Tuesday of December next, ai
clock before noon, and show cause, a
have, why the same should not he
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, h

We roast our coffee in closed cylinders over live coals.
Other coffees are roasted in perforated cylinders over
gas
flames.

327.

has this to say of a visit to the town :
I was up and out bright and early the
next morning, but not so early but that
some
of your enterprising merchants
were ahead of me anu were displaying
their wares to catch the early worm.
The next morning about the time the
"Kingdom” came in along came the fog,
so as the view of the hills was obscureci,
my thoughts turned to the shipyard, so I
meandered over there, James Vick and
the old white horse caught my eye. Although I had known Jim since early boyhood he was not one of my Camden
acquaintances 25 years ago.
1 asked him where the “boss joiner”
was and he pointed over to where i could

AI a Probate Court In Id at l
fui the County of Waldo, on the
day of November, A. I). 1909.

The Only Perfectly
Roasted Coffees

“The law court in this State is not a
constitutional court. It is not a court of
now opening.—Boston Transcript.
original or of common law jurisdiction.
The court is created by statute, and has
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure any case of that jurisdiction only which the statute
kidney or bladder trouble that is not beyond has conferred upon it. and that is a Urnj
the reach of medicine. Cures backache and
ited jurisdiction.
It has no other auirregularities that if neglected might result in
The
State
has
the
in
right
Bright’s disease or diabetes. Sold by all drug- thority.
creating the law court, to limit its power
gists.
and determine upon what conditions
“BOZE” VISITS CAMDEN
they shall be exercised. The court cannot properly extend its statutory power
nor
Ard Renews Some Acquaintances of 23
dispense with the conditions imposed.
Stenographer Cases, 100 Maine,
Years Ago.
273.
In a recent issue of the Camden Herald
Petition dismissed.
the entertaining chronicler of old times
who writes

Of]

Glenwood

follows:

To the Honorable, the Justices of the
through scientific apple growing, and
the coming year the corn crop will be Supreme Judicial court, sitting as a Law
the specialty to be brought to the atten- court at Bangor, in and for the State of
tion of our New England husbandmen.
Maine, on the first Tuesday of June, A.
The country’s yield of this staple the D. 1909.
The plaintiffs, petitioners to your honpresent year, as now returned by the Department of Agriculture, is 2,707,316,000 ors, respectfully represent in the above
bushels, which has been exceeded only entitled matter, that court did on the
once, and that three years ago; yet the tenth day of April, 1909, send to the Su-

Those who recently have wondered at
the temerity of Henry Hudson in sailing
across the Atlantic in the Half Moon,
because she was so small, should read of
the adventures of Captain Richard Cleveland wTio ventured out on a much more
dangerous voyage in a 43-ton “cuttersloop,” for his adventures generally were
much more thrilling than fell to the lot
of men even in his time. Many tragedies
; of the sea are set forth in vivid language,
much of it that of the sailors themselves,
and none is more thrilling than the story
of Captain Thomas Fuller’s encounter see a man
sharpening an ax on a grindwith the last pirate of the Spanish Main. stone.
1 stepped over and stood back of
When the embargo of 1807 was proclaim- him and said—
ed Salem had 152 vessels in foreign trade
“What became of that horse plane you
and then the decline began.
Having built to plane hard pine plank?” He
Salem
of
the
Mr.
Paine
glorified
past,
stepped down and swung around with the
closes his volume with an eloquent trib- ax m his hands and said—
ute to the Salem of the present, which
“Are you the fellow who wrote those
j
he honors also by the monumental volpieces tor the Camden Herald?” I side
ume in which he lets her fame shine
j stepped out of his reach and replied,
forth.—Boston Transcript.
and I throw myself on the merI "guilty!
cy of the court.”
“Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years. No
He came back with, “Mercy is granted
appetite, and what I din eat distressed me ter- this time, but don’t ever do it again;
ribly. Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.”—J. they were awful.” We sat down side by
11. Walker, S unbury, Ohio.
i side and talked it over. “I want to tell
you about that plane,” said he, “They
NO MORE HAZING.
put it up there alongside the fence and it
all went to pieces, haven’t even got a
Restored
to
Suspended U. of M. Sophs
picture of it.” “Say, but wasn’t it a
Duties.
dandy though?” “It sure was” said I.
Just then I noticed a man coming down
November 15th the faculty of the Unifrom the schooner’s deck, so I said—
versity of Maine received a communica- “Isn’t that Ed
Spear?” “Sure”, said
tion signed by the officers of the four
he, “Let me tell you, Ed learned his
of
classes
the
trade
of
me
university.
undergraduate
sixty three years ago.”
“I didn’t think Ed was as old as that,”
In addition to other matter it contai ned
I replied.
a petition that the seven students who
He called Ed over and we renewed the
were suspended for hazing on October
of 25 years ago when we boarded
12th be reinstated.
Replying to this days
with Sim Treat.
communication the secretary of the fac“Looks like Del Hardy” said I as a
ulty has sent the following:

Sailors in those days did not acquire all
their wealth by peaceful mercantile pursuits. for privateering was profitable as
well as exciting, and these privateersmen were as ready for a fight, if necessary, as were those who so promptly
volunteered for the Continental service
when Pau: Jones fitted out the Ranger,
and when John Hancock, president of
the Continental Congress, issued the
famous “broadside” olfering “Great Encouragement for Seamen’’ who would
join the Ranger, “one of the best cruizOne of the most
ers
in America.”
famous of the Salem privateersmen was
■Jonathan liaraaen, ana it is a tnrimng
story of his experiences that Mr. Paine
unearths among the musty old logs.
Captain Luther Little's deeds were also
as daring
and thrilling as any of the
most fanciful hero of fiction. Some awful experiences in English prisons are
set forth in pathetic terms, reproduced
from old letters by men who suffered for
their daring deeds. One of the most interesting of these is the journal of William Russell, one of whose associates in
Mill Prison was Lieutenant Joshua Bar;
University of Maine,
ney, for whom a torpedo boat in the navy
Orono, Me., Nov. 16, 1909. f
made
a
sensational
is named.
To the Undergraduate Students of the
Barney
escape and later led in one of the most
University of Maine:
famous battles of the Revolution.
Your communication of the 12th inst.,
It was after this that Salem reached presented by the officers of the four
her zenith as a trading port and the vast classes, which includes a petition to the
profit of some of the voyages may be faculty that the seven members of the
better understood when we read that the sophomore class who were suspended for
schooner Rajah, after eighteen months hazing be reinstated, was presented to
away from her home port, returned with the faculty on November 15th and has
the first from Su- received careful consideration.
a cargo of pepper,
matra, which returned a profit of 700
The faculty regrets that rash action
per cent—a comfortable fortune at that by the undergraduate body, at the time
time, and again the same schooner made 1 the suspensions were announced, made
atrip and returned with 150,000 pounds ; impossible at that time ihe consideration
of the condiment. One of the merchant j of any amelioration of the sentence imkings of the closing days of the eigh- posed.
teenth century and later was Elias BasThe faculty is unable to grant your
ket Derby, whose thirty-five ships in petition in its exact terms, but inconsidfourteen years made 125 voyages to far : eration of y< ur statement that you “willEastern ports and Europe and only one ingly abandon all forms of hazing,” and
was lost.
because its members desire to deal as
Boys matured early in those piping leniently as possible with those students
to
see
a
ship who were suspended for hazing, the comtimes; it was not uncommon
entirely manned by a crew with no mem- mittee on discipline, which has authority
ber much beyond his teens, and the five to act in this matter, has voted that the
Crowninshield brothers commanded ships execution of the remainder of the senbefore they were old enough to vote. tence against the seven sophomores be
Three Silsbee brothers also obtained suspended. This action is subject to the
command of vessels and consignments approval of the board of trustees at its
of their cargoes before they were twenty approaching meeting.
The effect of this vote of the commityears old, and each retired with a good
sized fortune before he was twenty-nine. tee on discipline is that the seven susOne of the Crowninshields, Captain Ja- pended sophomores may resume their
cob, acquired fame beyond that due his work immediately, under suspended senseamanship—“he brought home from In- tence, unless this action is disapproved
dia in 1796 the first live elephant ever by vote of the board of trustees.
It is recorded that
seen in America.
Yours truly,
this unique and historical elephant was
E. A. Balentine, Secretary.
also
sold for $10,000.” Captain George
achieved fame; he had the distinction oi
Collecting Seed Lobsters.
being the first American yacht owner;
The Shelldrake, the launch of the State
he also owned the second yacht, and this
commission of sea and shore fisheries, came tc
one, “Cleopatra’s Barge,” wasj“a ninePortland November 12th for the first time
She, is engaged in collecting seed lobsters and
is for a time taking the place of the U. S
Children
Cry
steamer Gannett, employed in the same line
FOR FLETCHER’S
Capt. C. A. Packard has a crew of six men and
the handsome launch was built for the state o:
Maine.
...

ENGLAND FARM
MENTS.

READJUST- 8ilver dollar and said to me:” ‘Fogler, if
You ever meet a man homelier than you
are, give this dollar to him.’ “And now
The awakening that is taking place in I am going to give it to you.”
New England with respect to fruit culDel took the dollar and looked at Fogture and grain raising looks toward an ler for a short space of time, then passed
ultimate declaration of independence of it back again, simply saying: “Mister, I
the west, or rather, a greater equality guess that you had better keep it awhile
in the basis of competition than has pre- longer.”
viously been experienced in this section.
The knowledge that former conditions
WALDO COUNTY RESCRIPT.
have changed has not yet fully penetrated the understanding of our agricultural
The law court Thursday handed down
communities, but the perception that we a rescript in the Waldo county case of
are no longer helpless or hopeless is Augusta C. Mather, et als,
appellants,
dawning, and will be developed by the versus Edward H. Cunningham, et als,
are
that
educated
guidance
agriculturists
appellees.
The rescript, drawn by Associate Jusgiving it through special expositions and
We have had a demonstra- tice Albert M. Spear of Gardiner, is as
otherwise.

NEW

Ships of Old Salem.

noon.;!,1,
bravi ot

-a
■;...

GEO, E. .JOHNSON,

Attest
Chas. 1

ll.\/.i

i.i i.\

h

TT7ALDO SS—III Court ot 1 'r*
VV fast, on the 9th day ,.i N
Ivincoln N. oiik»*y, administi .t'M
Dal) Trundy, late ot lslesbm
deceased, having presented hi- t'n
count ot administration ot said r.-;
ance.
Ordered, that notice thereof !
weeks successively, in The Ih p
a newspaper published in Beiia-i ,n
that all persons interested may alt
bate Court, to be held at Belfast
day of December next, and show
they have, why the said account -•
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHN:
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazklti.m

1

j

thereof be given, three
ss.— in Court-of Probat
week» successively, in The Republican Journal,
fast, on the 9th day ot N<,.
a newspaper published in Beltast, in said Conn- |
‘“eth H. Ai*ug.iii and Lewis .\tw<
tv, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th j the last will of bred Atwood, hn<
day of December next, and show cause, if any ; in said c uuty. deceased, having le-a.
they have, why the said account should not be ; ftist account ot adminisirMion
ailcwance
al.owea
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
That
notice
Ordered,
Hereof In
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register,
j weeks successively in Ti Republic;-..
in -a
newsj»aper pubiishetl ia
that ah persons mteresied may au«
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
bate Court, to he belt, at ehast. *m;
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
ot December nexi, and show earns*',
November, A. D. 1909.
1 have, why tne said account should mu
b. GRANT, soil of Benjamin F.
GEO EJOHN o
Grant, late of Stockton spring*, in said
A true copy. Attesl:
County ot Wa do, deceased, having presented a ;
( HAS. 1*. II V/.Kl.TIN
petition praying tint he may be appointed administrator ot the estate of said deceased.
41/ a u" hN-in
out t ot n.-bai--. !
last, on tin* 9th day of N<»vu
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to ; V?
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Royal W. Warren, executor of the
order to be published three weeks successively in
Lenda P Warren, late of Repast, n.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published deceased, having presented his lis >■
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
count of admintstiation ot said estai.
Court, to be held at nelfast, within and for said ance.
County, on the 14th day of December, A.D. 1909, j Ordered, that notice thereof !•*■
g
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, |
weeks successively, m 'I lie id-public..'
if any they liaye, why the prayer of said petitiona newspaper published in Belfast, in
er should not be granted,
ty, that all persons interested may
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Probate court to be he.d at Belfast,
A true copy. Attest:
next, and show
day of Dcccinl
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
they have, why the said account .-In
allowed
GEO. E JOHNSON
At ft Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
A true copy
Attest:
for the County of Waldo, ou the 9th day of
Chas. P. Hazki.tine, 1.
November, A. D. 1909.
B. MEKRITHEW, administrator of
4 1)M 1NISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. Tim
the estate of Ellen M. Panno, late of Stocker hereby gives notice tiiat she has
ton Springs, in said county of Waldo, deceased,
administratrix of the estate
having presented a petition praying for a license appointed
MANLY D. T1BBET 1 S, late of Pa
to sell at public or private sale and convey certain real estate of said deceased, described in | in the County of Waldo, decease.1,
ii posaid petition.
I bonds as the law directs.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to I demands against the estate ot •-aids
lo
the
same
l<>r
are
desired
present
of
a
this
all persons interested by causing copy
]
order to be published three weeks successively t and all indebted thereto are requested
in The Republican Journal, a newsp.per pub- j payment immediately.
GI.UKB. TIBiC
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProPalermo, October 12, 1909.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin and for
A.
of
1).
on
the
14th
said County,
December,
day
NOTH 1-.
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
scribe** hereby gives notice il
cause, if any the* have, why the prayer of said I
been duly appointed administratrix
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
tate oi
A true copy, Attest:
GRACE E. BURGESS, late of I
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
ubonds as the law directs. All p.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
mauds against the estate of -am m
for the County ol Waldo, ou the 9th day of
m-hI.
m
the
same
tor
sired
to
present
November, a. D. 1909.
indebted thereto arc letjin sp d pC. MORGAN, administratrix of the
meiit immediately.
estate of Almeda 1*. Page, lute of A interELI/ \ RE l II lit
port. in said county of Waldo, deceased, having
Belfast, November 9. 1909.
presented a petition praying for a license to sell j
at private sale and convey certain real estate of
fiilX’S NOTICE. The sub-.
said deceased desciibed in said petition
by gives notice that she has been
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
pointed executrix ofr the last wiil aim
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
of
this order to be published three weeks succesGEORGE W. RITCHIE, late « f Wm
sively iu The Republican Journal, a newspaper
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
within
and
be
held
at
Probate court, to
Beltast,
having demands against the estate oi
ceased are desired to present the sa m
for said County, ou the 14th day of December, a.
1). 1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and
tlement, and all indebted thereto are n
to make payment immediately.
show cause, if any they have, w hy the prayer of
said petitioner should not be granted.
roei la a. kite f
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Winterport, November 9, 1909.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register.
NOTICE. The subsen
by gives notice that he h s been
88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belexecutor of the last will and P
pointed
fast, on the 9th day of November, 1909. of
George J. Dodge, executor of the last will of
MARK WARD, late of Searsp rt
Aurilla Butters, late of Burnham, in said county,
deceased, having presented his first and final ac- in the County of Waldo, deceased, aim 1
for
allowbonds as the law directs. All persons
count of administration of said estate
demands against the estate of said decease,
ance.
to present the same for seith-nm
desired
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three all indebted
thereto are requested to make n
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
inent
immediately.
a newspaper published In Beltast, in said CounEDGAR F.WAHI
ty. that all persons interested may attend at a
Frankfort, November 9,1909.
Probate Court, to be held at Belf ast, on the 14 th
day of December next, and show cause if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
^
^* Relieves sour stomach,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
palpitation of the heart. Digests wnatyou eat
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
notice
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African Slave

"nce
.American Vessels Engaged in It.

-,.me

t1ne

It hug decreased,
perhaps, toRiodeJa10 eVery °ther prov‘
of

Trade in 1845.

the

was

Brig Kentucky,

built

NEURALGIA OF IHE
SMC NERVE

Br^iire“ed

decks are no longer
indispenThe water casks, stowed
level,
or

..®'av®

sable.

in

in one
size of

prospect.

mats

more tiers,
to the
the vessel, fore according
and aft, and rush

spread over them, is the last im-EARSFORT, November 22nd. The New provement of
fitting a slaver. And they
A Evangelist of August 14, 1845, con- can now ship—indeed, it is
proved under
Rio Janeiro under oath m this examination that it took the
a letter from
with
a
Montevideo,
a
swept hold, from but
of March, 1845, which gives
two to seven hours to
ship a cargo of 800
interesting account of the African slaves They have their
water pipes fillseveral
that
in
which
of
ed
and
buried in the sand of the beachtrade
day,
and
the
slaves, the farinha, the jerked
vican vessels were engaged. Among
beef, the provisions and stores, and the
was the brig Kentucky of 200 tons,
water are moved, at a moment's warnby the late Master John Carver in ing, in canoes and launches, to the vessel
ct, now Searsport, in 1833. Capt, waiting at the distance of a five minutes'
imin Carver was her first command- row from the shore.” —[Hon. Mr. Wise
to the Secretary of State.
iter she was commanded by Phineas
Having discharged their goods, the
ton, 2nd, and while under his cora- medium of barter, and taken on board

Is Sometimes Called Sciatic
Rheumatism.
One of the Most Painful Diseases
but It Can Be Cured as This
Maine Case Shows.
Sciatica is neuralgia of the sciatic
Its origin is generally rheumatic
is the direct result of taking cold.
ajid
For this reason the disease is commonly
known as “sciatic rheumatism.
Lack of blood is almost alw ays associated with neuralgia.
One medical
authority lias defined neuralgia as “the
nerve.

sold to Willis & Hart of

Literary News and Notes.
Mrs. Laura E. Richards has added
another to the list of pleasing and instructive books for young people.
She
has chosen “Florence Nightingale, the
Angel of the Crimea” to be the theme.
She tells of her heroine’s early life, of
her favorite pastime of nursing her dolls
through terrible imaginary illnesses, of
her childhood philanthropies and acts of
mercy, her training for her great life
work, and her labors among the soldiers
of the Crimea. The story is told in Mrs.
Richard’s best manner and the beautiful
life is given an added lustre by the charming way in which it is placed before us.
It is published by D. Appleton & Co.,
New York.

The
Food of

The Rev. Francis
Norman Duncan’s

Higgins, the hero of
book, “Higgins—A
Man’s Christian,” which the Harpers
have just published, has been preaching
“The lumber-jacks’ sky
in New York.
pilot,” the lumbermen of the Minnesota
forests call him affectionately, remembering that he travels, winter and sum-

Vim and

their closely-packed living cargoes, the
captain and crew, if they had
York, with Capt. George H. Doug- American
them, are shipped on board a brig that
Her New York owners
master.
has gone before to act as their tender,
cry of the nerves for better blood.’*
sold her to Manuel Pinto de Fonseca and a Brazilian or Portuguese
This is true because the nerves receive
captain
mer, from camp to camp, ministering to
nourishment through the blood,
their bodies no less than to their souls,
rtugal, who was engaged in the and crew are supplied, if they had them their
Build
In
the
the
one case, the tender
blood, the impoverished and fighting the vice of the lumber-towns
brig i nerves up
traffic. The Kentucky was finally not.
are fed and the neuralgic pains
returns to Rio Janeiro, either navigated
where the lumber-jack drifts into spend,red by a British man-of-war and
the
Americans
or
!
disappear.
Absolute
with
rest is tlie best aid
them
as
by
pasing his earnings in drink and dissipation.
to proper medical treatment. Rest and
fire. The letter begins with a sengers, and not unfrequently with some
n
Mr. Duncan’s book is an unusual account
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills will cure most
.'.ion from Daniel Webster’s Ply- branded slaves for Fonseca, in the same
of the preacher whose churches, although
cases.
as
For aught that
he is a regularly ordained minister of the
speech, in which he said of the capacity shepassengers.
Mrs.
Alfred
will have performed a lawStafford, of R. F. D. No. Presbyterian Church, are the forests of
appears,
traffic: “It is not fit that the land ful
became
afflicted
with
1,.Hart-land, Me.,
voyage, that is, having only waited
Minnesota.
Pilgrims should bear the shame upon the slavers with some goods for soiatica while in a run-down condition
Those who are accustomed to look on
overwork.
She
through
savs:
of
the
and
purchase money
slaves,
v.” and continues as follows:
got
the dark side of life in general and the
“From July, 1907, to March, 1908, I
them ready, and having then helped the
DEALER IN
American people in particular will do
was
recent call upon the American slavers to a Brazilian or
sciatica and from July
Portuguese to afflicted with
more
more
Hon. Henry A. Wise I
ter to Brazil,
September I never left my rooms. well to read the article in the November
crew, who, if taken by English cruisers,
ginia, furnishes material in facts 1 cannot be hung like Americans or sub- The pains were in my limbs, back, and 6th Saturday Evening Post, by Woods
same
“Better Americans
Hutchinson.
or
.el for reflection, which 1 feel disand were so great- that I was helpless
many
jects of Great Britain. The bloody slaver hip
to lay before the readers of the i then
during the greater part of my sickness. Worse.” They will be surprised to
her way through the horrors
speeds
or
no
dark
side
that
there
is
of
this
My limbs, especially at the ankles, were learn
..■list, or anybody else that has a of the ‘middle passage,’ slily lands her
swollen and lame.
1 found him in the fine | human
thereto.
question. He proves that nothing degenMOTHER’S OATS are different from other’s oats and different from
My stomach was erates
cargo, more dead than alive, at
in
the
is
a
weak
and bloated with gas.
America;
lion,
he has taken in the northwest part j
puma
I was so
Cape Frio, Mangaratiba, or other places nervous that
oatmeal.
an
the
the
fish-hawk
Y'ankee
a
ordinary
They are put up in sanitary sealed packages. But
a long ways out of town, in
eaglr,
the
along the coast of Brazil, and then boldly I wras unable least thing excited me. man. Contrary to the idea that our aniburb called Eugenevolho. It is runs into this
to get much sleep, had
there’s more to MOTHER’S OATS than the package; they are the
in ballast, and fits
port
slight palpitation of the heart and was cestors were taller, stronger and longeribly located for the quiet and again for the atrocious voyage.
best oats in the world, the best selection of the best crops.
Every batch
run down in flesh and
lived, the race is growing taller, our
of an interesting family of six
strength.
Wise has now in custody on board
Pas in a new line of the
2^Mr.
“I was treated for eiglu months
death rate is diminishing, our boys are
that
n, one of them a little babe, born the
comes
to
our
mills
is
screened
the
by
and
only
ripe, big grains are
frigate Raritan, two African lads doctors,who
and wiser.
Moreover we are not
me tonics, but without
bigger
./.ilian. They are busy enough in with Fonseca’s brand
gave
Corliss & Coon Collars for
that
upon them,
marketed.
They are not only sterilized, but steamed (to burst the
help. Then I began taking Dr. Wil- so wicked as we think we are and we are
and pastimes within the ample were
into port thus as pretended
brought
habit
of
liams’
not
so
much
in
the
to
the
Pink
Pills
and found relief after
going
men—2
aded limits of their enclosure, yet i
25 cents.
then rolled (to render the cooking easy), and after that,
proteid
passengers in an American brig, along
a short trial.
In short it is a good
insane asylums.
I took several boxes iu all
hut that the eider ones often sigh with Fonseca’s
agent, w-ho had been in
MOTHER’S OATS are crushed (to hasten their digestion)—easy work
and was cured. I regained
old world and it is getting better every
16
shades
of
and
of
Silk at
and
scenes
home,
my strength
society
the brig up and down the African coast
and weight and am as well as ever. I
day.
for the stove, easy work for the stomach and more work for the man.
themselves again there.
to contract for slaves, said American
the
out for
very
ough without a letter of introduc- j brig acting as tender to three or four would like to persuade every sufferer
The first magazine article of conseThere’s a coupon in every package of Mother’s Cereals. You can colfrom sciatica to give Dr. Williams’ Pink
: met with a courteous and affable others
in exportjig
and
for
immediately
employed
ever published about Mrs. Potter
Pills
quence
a
fair
trial.”
lect enough of them in a little while to own a Fireless Cooker for nothing.
Your
ion from Mr. Wise, and an imme- j
ing slaves. She was seized by the U. S.
Every nervous sufferer should have a Palmer of Chicago, appears in the New
eply to all my inquiries concerning brig Bainbridge, on the charge of being
There are a number of ways and all of
grocer will tell you how to get it free.
Idea Woman's Magazine for December.
of
the
new
edition
of
our
free
copy
bookive-trade in American bottoms,
them make it worth while to buy Mother’s Cereals: Mother’s Oats, Mother’s Com
engaged in the slave-trade, but after- let. “Diseases of the Nervous
It shows with striking clearness all of
He wards delivered
the object of my call.
System.” j her
and
1
up to the Brazilian auin liberal
Meal (white or yellow), Mother's Wheat Hearts (the cream of the wheat), Mother’s
Send for a copy today.
many sides and will appeal to all
an
in,-en vigorously
prosecuting
thorities for judgment, who have (if 1
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by < women who have ever given a passing
Mother’s
Coarse
Pearl
Flakes
Mother’s
Com
•v
,-ation into this infamous business am
Hominy
Hominy,
Grits,
(toasted),
rightly informed) released the master all druggists, or sent- by mail, postpaid, thought to “Chicago’s First Lady.”
1
nice he has been here, and it is his
j Two features
Mother’s Old Fashioned Steel Cut Oatmeal, Mother’s Old Fashioned Graham Flour.
vv isf
wcio
utfciiiu
uniters, wiiuiii mi.
on receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
especially appropriate for
j
aent, that no less than 64,000 slaves i sirous of sending for trial to the United boxes
Dress
for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams ! the holiday season are "Camping in the
;een imported from Africa during
States. The African lads and certain
Snow” and “The Problems of the VilMedicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
-t rear, and 5000 since Autrust last.
than
any
other
one
concern
Operating
more
Oatmeal
Mills
others have been retained, and are to be
Hostess.”
The former describes
Prints and Small
■rican bottoms. He grew eloquent, forwarded as witnesses to the United __ j lage
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
AKRON
BOSTON
NEW HAVEN
NEW YORK
how a family gained its health by spenALBANY
ST. LOUIS
PITTSBURG
initiating upon the prostitution of States.
Wear
too
the
in
tents
in
the
numerous
winter
to mention.
ding
open
nerican flag to the slave-trade, and
There is a tale of blood and horror conIn “The Problems of the Vilcountry.
is chief business while here had nected with this
brig, to be in due time
lage Hostess” Margaret Vandercook
o examine depositions and papers,
| unfolded. It was given on oath, a few
tells how women in small towns may enYou can save money by trading
ake inquisition into the recent cases | weeks
Established 1857.
Incorporated 1899.
tertain to advantage when difficulties
ago, by a seaman of another
ich American merchantmen had American
with him.
that
the
must be faced.
In fiction the magazine
brig, the Kentucky,
ngaged in this nefarious traffick, | first night after leaving the east coast of
is especially entertaining, and the De$50.r00
Capital.
ransmit the proofs to Washington; Africa with a
cember fashions are timely.
Much attencargo of 650 blacks, a part
SALE.
Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000
at he had never worked harder in j of them
tion is given midwinter furs and Christgot loose from their manacles,
‘V before.
He has a large folio voi- and rose on the crew. But
STATE OF MAINE.
J. W. MANSON, President,
mas wrappings.
being armed I
a good part of it closely written
GORDON DOBSON, Vice-President,
with muskets and cutlasses, the crewCOUNTY OF WALDO SS.
The Christmas McClure’s is an ideal
copies of the despatches on this soon drove them below again, and killed
H. P. LIBBY, Cashier,
Taken this fifth clay of November, A. D.
number—filled
with
seasonable
1909,
t to the Department of State, from a number
Holiday
by firing into them after they
on execution dated the twelfth
day of October!
beautiful
illustrations
and
interhe read extracts to show his views had cried for
fiction,
A. D. 1909, issued on a judgment rendered
quarter. A few days after,
by
esting and informing articles. Jessie
it, and to make me acquainted with others of the survivors were condemned
the Supreme Judicial Court, within and for the
Willcox Smith, whose pictures of child
mes and ownership of a number of to be
of
Waldo
and
State
to
the
of
then
hoisted
County
at
the
executed,
Maine,
up
life have become famous, contributes a
Organized October 15, 1889.
term thereof begun and held at Belfast, in said
from the United States, that have
foreyard-arm chained two together, and
Charter Extended for Twenty Years,
set of drawings depicting “A Child’s
County, on the third Tuesday of September, A.
and still are prosecuting this infer- shot dead.
When two were taken out of
D. 1909, to wit; on the second
■iffick.
October 15, 1909.
World,” which are reproduced in full
day of Oc tober,
the hold chained together, of whom only ;
A. D. 1909, in favor of George E. Hall,
color. The number is particularly rich
Jr., of
euments herewith transmitted will one was to die, to save the shackle and
in the County of Suffolk and State of
Boston,
in fiction.
There are Christmas stories
Transacts a General Banking
the nature, connections, and extent save
off their victim’s
time,
they
chopped
Massachusetts,
against Georgia E. Ruisseau of
African slave-trade as it is, and foot at the ancle, let the leg loose, then
by Mary Stewart Cutting, Gertrude Hall,
Northport, in the County of Waldo and State
Business
for some time been, unblushingly run him
of Maine, for four hundred twelve and 65.190
Margaret and Arthur E. McFarlane; and
up to the yard-arm, and finished
stories by Perceval Landon, J. 0. Cobb
dollars, debt or damage, and twenty-one and
d on by our citizens under our flag.
and offers to Depositors every accommohim.
In this manner were
j—
by
shooting
75.100 dollars, cost of suit, and will be sold at
and
Orr
dation consistent with sound banking
Kenyon. Foremost among the
grown so bold and so bad as no murdered forty-six men and one woman.
public auction at the office of Dunton & Morse
articles is “Divorce and Public Welfare,
r to wear a mask, even to those j
principles, together with courteous and
Thus the infernal business is carried on
in Belfast, in said County of Waldo, to the
liberal treatment.
reside here, and who are at all ac- eagerly and fatally as ever, and American
by George Elliott Howard, who says
Telephone Connection.
highest bidder, on the eighteenth day of Dethat bad marriage laws are mainly reted with the trade between Brazil merchants, knowingly or not, pander for
cember, A. I). 1909, at ten o’clock in the foreInterest on Deposits Subject to
David Soskice
frica. Upon information showing it and make what gain they can by such
sponsible for divorce.
noon, one undivided third of the follow ing dewrites of the atrocities committed in
scribed two parcels of real estate, and all the
han probable grounds, 1 hesitated detestable
Check
Mr. Wise has writpimping.
V. A. SIMMONS, President.
the SchlueS3elburg, Russia’s most teradvise our Consul, Mr. Gordon, to ten his legal
right, title and interest which the said Georgia
to Maxwell, Wright
opinion
2 per cent interest will be allowed on
E. Ruisseau has in and to the same, to wit:
rible political prison; Rudolf Cronau de- I
the arrest of the master, mates, & Co. on their
Balances subject to check, on all
part in the business which
Daily
First Parcel. A certain lot or parcel of land.
RALPH
D.
SOUTH
Treasurer.
WORTH,
scribes
“The
New
row of the brig Montevideo, and to
Germany;” Rufus
IR
the laws of his country have declared
accounts of $200 and more.
j Steele tells
with the buildings thereon, situated in Northhow wild horses are trapped;
them in custody on board of the
them and other Ameripiracy,
warning
port, in the County of Waldo and State of
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
and W. H. Rideing writes of “Two ExMAINE.
sloop-of-war until he could ex- can merchants against it, and declaring
■Maine, and bounded and described as follows,
and
a Literary Parson.”
into the case. The examination his fixed
plorers
In this Department we allow compound
| to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones on the
purpose to see to it that the
I easterly side of the County road leading from
roceeded to a great length, and 1 laws of his
interest at the rate of
country are enforced, and the
Belfast to Northport Campground, and on line
given to it my personal attention star-spangled banner cleansed from the
1 of
land now* or formerly of J. M. Stevens;
'tendance: and I must say, it has blood of this atrocious traffick, which in
thence
southeasterly on said road nine rods to
ied a combination of persons and fact it is made to shield, British cruisa stake and stones; thence nor* r,easterly
paral!
ns to carry on this infamous traf!Vlone.y deposited between the 1st and 10th
ers seldom daring
to overhaul a vesel with said Stevens line, sever.Leon and sevenFor
Infants
and
Children.
of any month will begin to draw interest
the utter disgrace of human na- sel under the American
ninths rods to a stake and stones; thence northAmerican
flag:
from the 1st day of that, month.
nd to the dishonor of our flag and citizens, and
easterly nine rods to a stake and st.om ,.;i said
they too generally from the
Stevens line: thence on said Steven.- a:
i-ree nations -England, Brazil, and North, not
sevenwe rent boxes
to employ their vesscrupling
teen and seven-ninths rods to place of begin
itedStates.’’ [American Minister sels where they can get the most pay.Bears the
one
for safe keeping of bonds, deeds, notes, g !
ning. containing
acre, more or less, and beSecretary of State.
May God bless these, I believe, honest
I HAVE A LARGE
OF
ing the same real estate conveyed to Emma E.
mortgages, policies, wills and other im- ? I Signature of
s
expresses the opinion, that if the and earnest efforts to suppress the slaveBatchelder m C. H. Havei er, gu< d
You cannot afford to go ^
papers.
portant
by
of the United States knew the trade, by a man who is himself a slavef45tf
guardian’ deed date •! < >etober
without such protection.
1890,
to which this worst of piracies is
ed in V.
Pittsfield Personals.
County Regi
holder, and who has stood in such an at224, Page 1*0; said above described pare-. ! bered under their flag, and by ves- titude to abolition, as makes the anomaly
ing subject to a mortgage g
.unched and owned in their free of his present position and warfare the
l.y .meld
Miss Edwina Garcelon of Troy is visiting Mrs.
S. and Emma E.
1
rn waters, a law would be passed
Florice Marden for a few days.
more remarkable. But of this more hereIn
the
latest
Also
B.
Havene*-.
dated October 29. 1S90,
Etrielyn
very next si -s un of Congress, after.
C.
and recorded in Waldo Registry of De.-ls. Book
Arthur Fisher of Winterport, M. C. I. ’09,
FOR
1
..ng all trade with the coast of
returned home Tuesday after a visit with
229. J 'age 2.
-The following are the names and places of
He says, moreover, that every I
Second Parcel. A certain iot or parcel of
friends in town.
I
•ntious American ship-owner may ownership of some of the American vessels
land, situated in Northport, in the County of
in
Mrs.
R.
B.
Hillman
to
her
home
returned
thus
at
the
as
furnishtime,
Waldo
and State of Maine, on the/ w-Oerly side
employed
present
o n to understand, that if he sends
ed me by the American Consul at Rio Janeiro,
Troy Monday after a visit with her daughter,
™
of the County road leading from Belfast to
and
ssel to this port, with instructions j
Mrs.
Ernest
Gordon:—
Mr.
Thompson.
Northport Campground, and bounded and demission to the captain to get her
is quickly absorbed.
Sold to Manuel Pinto da Fonseca.
scribed as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake
Mr. and Mrs. G. W, Varney of Winnecook,
and can fill your orders for fall
Gives Relief at Once.
red for the coast of Africa, she j
and
stones on the bank of Penobscot Bay at a
Brig Montevideo, J. L. Pendleton master; Alof
next
formerly
Palmyra, will leave
Monday
sure to be engaged directly, or inIt cleanses, soothes,
exander Riddel], owner, New-York.
corner of land of Stevens and Whitcher; thence
work very promptly.
for their winter home in Orange City. Florida.
a
either
as
the
John
H.
and
in
Hiram
heals
Brig
Agnes.
master;
slave-trade;
Gray
y,
protects
southwesterly thirty-six and one-third rods on
1
W. J. Getchell of Unity was in town Friday
line of said Stevens and Whitcher lan ! t-» corto other slavers, or herself to Price, owner, Wilmington, Del.
the diseased memat the old stand of
Call
Geo.
H.
\
his
Mrs.
John
H.
Mr.
Gilman.
ner of land formerly of Isaac H. rind Ethelyn
sister,
Brig Kentucky,
isiting
Douglass master; brane resulting from Catarrh and drive*
the dreadful cargo of miserable
j
Willis & Hart, owners, New York.
Getchell
is
for
the
B. Havener; thence at right angles to said
manager
Unity
Creamery
Mark
Wood
&
Restores
Phoenix
Son,
-ns.
American merchants here, to !
jway aCold in the Head quickly.
Stevens and Whitcher line and on line of said
George
Company.—Pittsfield Advertiser
the Senses of Taste and Smell.. Full size
the American captains consign, ; H.Brig Porpoise, Agnes Libby master;
on
Havener
or
at
the
Granite
Works
Richardson, owner.'Rrunswick, Me.--tender
land, nine rods to a stakes and stones;
Row,
Bridge Street,
;
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
aid and anet tne siave-traae,
thence at right angles to said Havener's line
,to the Kentucky, Hope, Garatilia and others.
cts.
75
in
atomizers
for
use
Balm
to
Cream
so
the
vessels
! southeasterly to bank of Penobscot Bay; thence
consigned
rtering
Brig Sea Eagle, Gilbert Smith master; B. C.
a
as the shore runs to the place of
for the coast of Africa, at a much Clark & Co. owners, Boston—tender to the
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
beginning,
stops the coutfh and heals longs
Montevideo and Agnes.
r rate per month than can be got if
|
containing two acres, more or less. Also right
jI
way two rods wide leading from said Counlse where: not, indeed, for anything
j of road
to the bank of Penobscot Bay and adty
MT. DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.
ppears on the face of the charter
line and line of land
j joining said Havener’s
to be engaged in the slave-trade,
| hereby conveyed; and being the same real est the less sure for that, on purpose
tate conveyed to Emma E. Batchelder by C. A.
Manset, November 15th. There are
secute the trade of blood,
j Lara, by deed dated August 11, 1896, recorded
several cases of typhoid fever here and
i in Book 249, Page 85 of Waldo Registry of
rican houses (I repeat it) are the the board of health is at a loss to trace
73 Main Street.
On and after October 4, 1909, trains connect- REDUCED WINTER FARES
BEDeeds.
—$2.25
or medium through which Amerithe cause, but is taking every precaution
Dated this fifth day of November, A. D. 1909
ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
TWEEN BELFAST AND BOSTON.
ligs and barques are chartered for to stamp out the disease. Only one case trains
Offering,
Large
ovv45
AMOS F. CARLE ION. Sheriff.
Portfrom
for
and
Bangor,
Waterville,
oast of Africa, to Manuel Pinto da has ended
j
Miss
Blanche
Doliver, land and Boston will run as follows :
fatally,
Favorable Opportunity
•a, the notorious great slave-merof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
Dolidaughter
Benj.
After making
of Rio de Janeiro.
FROM BELFAST.
ver, aged 17. Mr. Walter Newman has
NE W TURBINE STEEL STEAMERS
TO BUY.
profitable trips with slaves on the fever in a mild form.
P.M.
A.M.
P. M.
sold
to
Fonare
r. they
generally
I repair and remodel Furs.
12 15
3 20
Steamer Tremont came around here i Belfast, depart. 7 00
BELFAST AND
■r the slave-factors on the coast of
+3 25
+12 20
+7 05
Sunday and took in a quantity of dry I City point.
All Furs up-to-date.
at Cabinda and elsewhere, for fish from James Parker & Sons for Ban- Waldo .+7 15
+3 35
a.
tl2 30
Leave Belfast about 2.00 p. m. Mondays,
Goods sent anywhere on approval.
12 42
3 47
7 27
times the money they would bring
Brooks.
gor.
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for
112 54
3 59
+7 39
wful voyages. The American house ;
Highest cash prices for Raw Furs.
Rockland and Boston.
Mr. Elmer Stanley has bought the Knox.
Camden,
4 05
1 00
Thorndike. 7 45
2 1-2 per cent, commission on the house of Mr. Albert
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
See me when in want of Furs.
Torry and moved in, Unity.... 7 53
4 13
1 08
about 7.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamF. L. I !BBY,
r-money; then 2 1-2 per cent, more
Orrin Fernald, the barber, has moved Burnham, arrive. 8 15
4 35 Bangor
130
I. V. MILLER, FURRIER,
er from Boston, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fricent.
then
2
1-2
•-y guaranty it;
per
6 07
into the Bartlett cottage for the winter. Clinton. 8 39
1 54
and Saturdays.
-anddays
if employed to transmit the value j
6 16
Mrs. Leslie King has been advised by Benton. 8 48
73 Main Street,
Belfast, Maine.'
1
6 10
3 15
owners in the United States. The
RETURNING
43tf
to move back into the north- Bangor. 11 35
physicians
to
is
now.
NOW AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
6 22
2 12
8 54
,sh brokers’ house, Hobkirk, Wret- : ern
part of Maine for two years, for a Waterville.. 11 50
Steamers leave Boston Mondays, Tuesdays,
4 50
9 30
Portland.
& Co. through which they accom- ;
of climate.
and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
because
we can offer you unchange
Thursdays
8 00
Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
330
D.
i
E.
these negotiations, gets also 2 1 -2 |
Market. Oars leave Belfast every Mon Ihn ne oMr. Verne King, keeper of Saddle- Boston, v w D. 3 i5
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fri925
coal. Coal that | ing and Burnham Mond v no<m.
•nt. The vessels clear at the cus- back
Dover and Fox
and Saturdays at about 5.15 a. m., or on
is
home
for
a
visit.
days
light,
TO BELFAST
croft every Saturday
I solicit \<>ur
house for the coast of Africa, with
arrival of steamer from Boston.
Mr. Elmer Conary and wife have moved
has been
selected— consignment, promisingmorning.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
you prompt and slitisFRED
W.
POTE,
and
water-tanks
Agent,
-decks, shackles,
returns with the' party's name and adto Monhegan for the winter. They have
factory
9
7
00
00
|
D.
|E.
Belfast, Maine.
in view—to
r
with this
dress 1 sell your stock t«*.
Write for shipping
Boston,
appurtenances, and with a cargo employment there.
IN WALDO COUNTY.
g 45
^ w D.
directions and my weekly market letter, free.
r lent
spirits, powder, muskets, cotSchr. Carrie E. Look has loaded a carutmost satisfaction to our
the
We buy and sell.
Farms wanted.
7 00
12 55
goods, &c., and sometimes having go of stone at Somes Sound for New Portland. 10 35
an American and a Brazilian or York and sailed.
2a.m.
customers and to all other peoORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.
1
6
55
9
50
4
15
t'uguese captain and crew.
W. R. Keene has been in Rockland Waterville.
7
00
of discernment. Good clean
12
26
The only medium of exchange among and bought boat stock. He has several Bangor.
Second-hand
j
goods of every de- coal and honest
FOR SALE.
To close the Estate of the late Sarah
Africans is in the form of goods, orders for row boats and for a motor
7
02
56
422
+9
FurniBenton..
scription.
res and merchandise, by barter; and
boat for the yacht of Prof. Moore of Bos- Clinton. 7 13
car10 05
4 33
ture,
bedding,
wood
ever
the
best
for
sale
Harriman.
We have
kindling
time to
is now and
between the agents there and the ton, who spends his summers here.
pets, stoves, etc the
10 20
4 50
Burnham, depart. 8 35
offered to the citizens of Belfast. Dry blocks,
Antique furniture the
Six acres of land, (more or less) and builddealers in slaves, or in goods for
10 45
5 09
Capt. Wm. B. Stanley is very poorly Unity. 8 64
the thing for summer use. Price at the1
yi’f market
a specialty. If you
just
1100
ings thereon, situated in the town of Stockton.
9 02
5 17
in this country, is in the and has been
have anything tc
mill 15 cents per barrel, 25 cents for 2 barrels
obliged to remain indoors Thorndike. +910
Cash offers received until December 15. 1909.
til 10
"''a of bills on Brazil.
+5 25
sell drop me a
The very ivory since
25tf
and J5 cents for 6 barrels.
early summer with hardening of Knox.
H. W. HARRIMAN,
ar,‘
call.
9
25
11
30
5
will
receive
a
40
card
and
Brooks.
prompt
you
postal
AdmrsTher products of Africa for export, the arteries. His feet are in bad condiM. A. MARSHALL,
Waldo. t9 35
+1140
ar>
+5 50
WALTER H. COOMBS,
brought from the interior to the tion and are very painful at times. The Citypoint. +9 45 til 50
BROTHERS.
MATHEWS
R.
F.
DUNTON,
Belfast, Me. 3t45
Agent,
16 00
and Federal Streets, Belfast,
Cross
'■■■• on the heads of the
Corner
who
negroes,
doctors decided at one time to amputate Belfast, arrive. 9 50
1155
6 05
themselves to be shipped as slaves,
his leg at the knee but owing to his feetFlag station.
ft is said that there is not a merchant ble condition concluded not to.
|A|jl!|V£H REAL ESTATE OF
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
alr-r of any sort on this whole coast,
Herbert and Roland Stanley went to
EVERY DESCRIPTION
I
n Para to Rio Grande,
engaged in the Florida last week for the winter. They $5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
TO SELL. We have Agencies in all the large
r»'!e between Brazil and Africa, who
tickets to all points West and NorthThrdugh
there.
to
secure
employment
Write for our descripexpect
cities of the
i
I am prepared to do dressmaking andj tive letter country.
not, directly or indirectly, particiwest, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
showing our methods.
i
MIXER BLOCK, MAIN STREET.
'•■ in
the profit or loss of the foreign
Belfast.
a
work
Children
Agent,
work.
Children’s
Cry
MAINE REALTY BUREAU,
specialty.
fancy
All sizes and cut to order.
(■-trade. And there is very little loss
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
W. M. PENNELL, Manager,
■’■ that
SPECIALTY—Diseases of the
MORRIS MCDONALD,
MRS. INEZ CHASE,
trade. Nothing is lost if two out
FOR FLETCHER’S
First National Bank Bldg.,
Portland, Me
T five
Vice President and General Manager,
trips succeed. And that trade has
4w44
and
Streets.
•
Main
Corner
Bridge
and
26t,
Portland, Maine.
ate rather increased than diminished.
she

was

Energy

One plateful of MOTHER’S

OATS will produce

vigor and
vitality,

fish, fowl,

vim and

action—more

energy and

endurance, than

meat,

more

and

enthusiasm

bulk of
times the
cereals of lower food value.

Ory-FancyCoods,
BROOKS, MAINE,

(city,

popular
gentle-

for

cells);

Suesine
47!c.,
prettiest thing
plain Shirtwaists
evening
dresses.

■

Underwear

1

Rwas

Hosiery

quantities.

Outings, flannels, Blankets,
Goods, Ginghams,

The Great western Cereal Company

The

Pittsfield
National Bank

Belfast

j

Livery,

PIHSEIELD, MAINE.

SHERIFF’S

Livery Co.,

Sale and

Transient Stable.

Phoenix House Stable,

# *

High Street.

FIRST-CLASS TEAMS FURNISHED NIGHT AND DAY

BELFAST,

4 Per Cent.

CASTOR IA

Granite

■

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

Marble

and

—

I

VARIETY

j|

1

Nice New Marble

4 Bellas

|

designs.

GRANITES

Ely's

Cream Balm

designs

FOLEY$HONEY*">TAR

}::gly

Maine Centra! R R.

Belfast Me.

A. S. HEAL,

EiTefiWpl

FURS!
MILLER,

FURS!!

1

I

CAMDEN.

Burnham, Maine,

■

buy COAL

Real Estate

usually good
carefully
point

Kindling Wood

give

For Sale

ple

weight. Yes,
right
buy
right place, here, assuredly.

1

|

"MSSMAKliT

MR I kU

THE

Swan &

Sibley Co,

W indow Glass

Dr. John Stevens,

■

OASTORI A

A. A. HOWES & CO

Eye,

Ear, Throat

Nose.

larger attendance is expected next Sunday.
Miss E. C. Dyer returned home Saturday, apparently improved in health by her two weeks’
delightful visit with Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Stevens
in Belfast. On her return trip she visited Mr.
and Mrs% Benjamin Fogg in Unity, which she
greatly enjoyed... The High school, taught by
Miss Olive Gould of Albion, closes this week
Miss Gould is a teacher of unusual ability and
large experience and Troy is very fortunate in
securing her services. After a two weeks’

SEARSPORT.
Mrs. W. M. Thayer of Belfast
last week.

was

at

Royal Baking Powder is the
I greatest of time and labor
f.\ savers to the pastry cook,
W Economizes flour, butter
r and eggs and makes the

Mack's Point is nearly completed.
H. A. George of Boston, of the A. A. C. Co.,

was

in town

Monday on

business.

Mrs. A. T. Whittier left Saturday for North
Berwick for a month's visit wTith friends.
the
Rev. H. W. Norton of Patten occupied
the pulpit of the M. E. church last Sunday

food digestible and healthful

^

morning.

S

V
m

■

11

Jjj

Horn

E. M. Blanding, editor ol the Industrial
on
Journal of Bangor, was in town Monday
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Eames returned SaturA. E.
day from a ten day’s visit with Hon.
Mrs. Susan Towle, who has been visiting
Mrs. A. T. Shute on Water street, left Monday
for her home in Belfast.
was
Mrs. F.W. Flanders of Rockland, who
called hereby the illness of her father, F. W.
Porter, left for her home last week.

(

Makes most healthlm 100a a
No alum—no lime phosphates
The only baking powder made H
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

(kmim)

jj

jjl

pt

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church held
with Mrs.
regular weekly meeting Friday
C. H. Hines on Mt. Ephraim avenue.
Mrs. Hattie M. Lufkin, teacher in the public

its

BosMrs. Prudie M. Putnam left Monday for
where she has an engagement as a reader
in a concert company for the winter.

Mr. Albert M. Ames
business.

in

was

Bangor last week

The Rockland and Rockport Lime Co. barge
with
No. 1 arrived Thursday from Carteret
A.- C. Co. at
1,600 tons of fertilizer to the A.
Mack’s Point.

:

Grinnell arrived Saturday from
spend Thanksgiving with her

at the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Grinnell,
Searsport House.
the wharf of
J. F. Spellman and crew have
Point
the Hubbard Fertilizer Co. at Mack’s
well under way and the work on the buildings

^Consider Each

the Universalist church last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alley of Searsport
Capt. L. M. Partridge is somewhat improved, were in town Sunday calling on friends.Mr.
although not yet out of danger, in the opinion Edgar Thayer is in Massachusetts, called there
of his family and his physician, Dr.C. E. Britto. by the death of his niece, Miss Hattie Black.
week -A party of men were in this
place last
Mrs. Frank E. West spent two days last
Main week cutting Christmas trees and boarded at
with her mother, Mrs. David Berry, West
|
her home in W. S. York's.Ben Towle, who is boarding at
street, returning Thursday to
Raymond Ward's, fell from the piazza and disMilo.
Dr. Pattee of Searsport was
to located his arm.
fortune
the
had
good
Mr. Perry Sprague
in the up- called and Mr. Towle is getting along as well
bring down a deer November 17th
as can be expected-It was with sorrow’ we
He saw three in that
per portion of our town.
learned of the death of Miss Hattie Black,
vicinity.
which occurred November 11th at her
t;_1

and Marian Bullard of West
attend
Newton, Mass., arrived Wednesday to
the Nichols-Ross wedding and are the guests
street
of their aunt, Mrs. D. S. Beals, on Main
Misses Clara

home in

Mrs. Charles

Jtvneeianu

«>

in her

hand

suffering from erysipelas
Dr. J.
and arm, but remains extremely weak.
A. Peirce is her physician.
Little Miss Blanche Doe left last Thursday
she will
with Mrs. F. E. West for Milo, where
and
the winter with her maternal uncle

and
wedding of Mr. Robert P. Nichols
at the
Miss Martha J. Ross will take place
residence of the bride's parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Andrew M. Ross, Friday, November 26th.

from the

The

number of robins were seen Friday
stream,
morning on the banks of Opeechee
having delayed their departure for the sunny
south on account of the prevailing mild
a

spend

wife, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Treat.
and family to
^The removal of W. J. Creamer
M. P. Field to Cape
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Bangor
Jellison leaves the so-called, Edward LaFolley

weather.

The young people connected with the Conhouse on Church street vacant at present.
to
gregational Sunday school are requested
for
comThe
next
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Walker left Monday
Sunday.
bring in their books
a few days with his
mittee on new books want to know the present Portland; after spending
her home at
sister, Mrs. Warren Haskell, at
condition of the library.
Lowder Brook. Mr. W. is

Colcord, who went to San Francisco about two months ago to visit her husin a
band, Capt. Lincoln A. Colcord, who was
hospital with a fever, has returned home,
Capt. Colcord has fully recovered from his illness and resumed command of his steamer,
the Virginian of the American-Hawaiian line.
Mrs. L. A.

Our first flirt of

native of Stockton.

a

snow

came

morning, changing very soon
Pansies are still blooming in

ready, apparently,

for

last

into

Saturday

a warm ram.

some dooryards,
Thanksgiving day deco-

rations.
invited to meet
The Ladies’ Aid Society is
afternoon,
with Mrs. Alvah C. Treat Thursday
December 2nd, the notice of the previous
not having been generally heard by

Maurice Nickerson and Fred Curtis returned
Friday from Glenwood, where they had been or
They made then
a ten days’ hunting trip.
headquarters at Joseph Webber’s camp, where
were hospitably entertained, and the game

meeting

the members.
Julia (Staples) Treat took Monday’s
Newtonville,
boat for Boston, en route to
She was called to
Mass., her present home.
her sister, Mrs.
Stockton, by the decease of
Mrs.

they

in that section was very plentiful. They broughi
home four fine deer, which were on exhibitior
at Whitcomb’s express office all day Friday
Both Nickerson and Curtis are dead shots witl
a rifle.

Everett

Staples.

last SaturGeorge F. Hichborn arrived
a week with his
day from Portland to spend
Mr.

Church street.
sisters, the Misses Hichborn, on
for a few days in
He had been on his vacation
Boston and New Hampshire.
Mrs. M. J. Goodere and little daughter
visits with
Muriel returned last Friday from
Richard
relatives in Fort Fairfield. Master
in LimeGoodere came home from his visit
stone

■

few

days earlier,

of the
A whist party under the auspices
evenLadies’ Aid Society will be given Friday
Church street.
ing by Mrs. Frank L. Marston,
from
A fee of 5 cents each will be collected
those playing, as per bills.

i

ensuing year.

a

|

Miss

j

Marian

Kneeianu

wnveu

-_
She is feeling

Presque Isle early last week.
it
the journey considerably as
was but six weeks since her surgical operation.
normal physiWe trust rest may restore her to
the effects of

a widow and one daughter, Mis
j
Lucile; three brothers, Capt. Frank A. Curti
Everetl
of
Curtis
P.
of Searsport, Joseph
; cal conditions.
Mass, and Capt. Eben Curtis of San Franciscc
as follows:
P
Last week’s weather report was
Cal., and one sister, Miss Laura R. Curtis o
rain Wednesday,
and
Tuesday,
fine
Monday
this town.
snow and
high wind Thursday, clear Friday,
seaThe anniversary services held last Sunday ii 1 rain
Saturday, and unusually mild for the
that Dethe Methodist Episcopal church were very sue
One finds it difficult to realize
son.
cessful. The favorable weather brought ou
cember is near at hand.
a good congregation in the morning and th<
has been
The Staples’ house on Sylvan street
thi
the
filled
church,
congregation
evening
will reclosed since the decease of Mrs. S., and
thei
withdrawn
having
Congregationalists
on the
main so indefinitely. The fine residence
attend
with
the
of
them
pastor
service, many
indeed to all neighbors, the
looks
lonely
hill-top
W
hear
Rev.
H.
service
to
ing the anniversary
quiet and darkness continuously suggesting
Norton, who, during his term as Methodis
so
the departure of the active personality
pastor in this town had many friends amon| ;
the
of
place.
mistress
long
Mr. Norton1!
the people of the sister church.

He leaves

■

much enjoyed by all who heart 1
and his visit to the town will be pleasantl;
The music a ;
remembered for a long time.
both services was of a high order and man;
favorable comments were heard in referenci 1
to the musical features of the services. Thi
solos by Miss Inez Buker and Mr. R. N. Porte
ti
w'ere well rendered and were very suitable
sermons w'ere

Mr.

and Mrs. W. A. Scripps of Altadena,

California, who have been spending a fortnight
with Mrs. S.’s brother, Mr. Hayward Peirce, in
Frankfort since their return from a year’s
travel through Europe, Egypt and the Holy
Land, spent the day, November 16th,' with the
Misses Hichborn, Church street.

him

Mr. George Lathrop is somewhat more comfortable, although not recovered from his seMrs. L. is apparently
vere attack of shingles.
and Mrs.
failing; and their son and wife, Mr.
house on
Freeman Lathrop, have closed their
Church street, and gone to Tiis parent’s home,

occasion.
Financially, the results to thi
Methodist people were most encouraging. I
wouh
was hoped that the offerings for the day
the

than $200. Nearly that amoun
Thi
received in the morning service.
evening collection, and what has been paid ii
total not less
was

the former

Capt.

place—]ust across
Searsport—to care for the

Lancaster

Sunday, brought the total of the anniver
the' town line of
fund up to $240, with some who havi
aged invalids.
to hear from
contribute
to
yet
promised
Jellison
This fund is to be used for the reduction o:
Mr. M. P. Field, R. R. agent at Cape
the following
The liberality of the peopli !
the church debt.
piers, sends your correspondent
Novemis very gratifying to the pastor and officials o:
report of shipping, Monday evening;
a
the church, and they wish to thank all whe ber 17th, schooner Savannah arrived with
contributed, especially those public spiritei cargo of yellow pine from Jacksonville, Florida,
with fercitizens of the town, who, unsolicited, sent sub
and schooner William H. Davenport
November 20th,
stantial contributions to the treasurer of th< tilizer from Jersey City.
with a cargo
board of trustees.
steamer S. J. Luckenbach arrived
from Sabine, Texas, and the tug
of
sulphur
A Sorrowful Case.
boat Conistoga arrived for water and supur,
and
November 21st, schooner Samuel Hubsad
a
very
Times
plies.
Calais
reports
The
New
usual case in that city. On Saturday Owet bard arrived, light, to load lumber for
Johnson called at the residence of Mr. anc York. November 18th, schooner Carrie A.
whon
Mrs. John Hatt to inform Mr. Hatt, with
with lumber from the Clyde
he was employed at the wool factory, thal Bucknam sailed
hi
Johnson
of
Mrs.
Lumber Co. for New York, and the schooner
owing to the condition
would not, in all probability be at work or Harold L. Berry with lumber from the StetsondoorMonday. While he was standing in the
November
and died within « Cutler Lumber Co. for New York.
way he suddenly collapsed,
for Philareach
few minutes, before a physician could
29th, the tugboat Conistoga sailed
uim to render aid. At eleven o clock Monday delphia.
November 22nd, schooner Celia F.,
forenoon Mrs. Johnson died, leaving two young sailed with lumber from the St. John Lumber
children thus doubly bereft. Mr. Johnson wai
Co. for New York.
34 years of age and his wife was 33.^
since
sary

i

Dorchester, Mass., after a long illness of consumption. Miss Black alw’ays lived here until
The many friends here of Mr.
Mrs. Black and family extend to them
sincerest sympathy in their hour of sorrow.
tw’o years ago.

and

j

The meeting of the L. A. S. at
Capt. T. D.
Nickerson’s last Thursday evening was a most
enjoyable affair.Word was received here
last Thursday of the sudden illness and death
of Mrs. McTaggart of Brooks, grandmother of
Mrs. E. L. Cunningham of this place. Much
sympathy is felt for Mrs. Cunningham, her
grandmother being the only mother she ever
knew; her own mother having died when she
was a tiny infant,
leaving Jier to the grandmother’s loving care, and most faithfully did
the noble and devoted woman fulfill the trust.
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham attended the funeral
services in Brooks last Sunday.... Mrs. Albert
Cunningham is in Bangor assisting in the care
of Miss Carrie and Mr. Ralph
Cunningham,
who are ill at the home of their
aunt, Mrs.
Carrie Osgood.
Mr. E. B. Greeley is improving. His mother, Mrs. N. Smart, is about
ready to depart for California, where she will

class;and

Winslow, Portland, Me., and

spend

v.

|

hich

we

1
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shall be

pleased

1
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The

I

Largest and Richest Stock of

1

Silver, Cut Glass, China, Karnac Brass.

|

Jewelry, Diamonds, Watches

|

EVER

1

and Cloik> ;

CARRIED.

I
i

BELFAST

b

PRICE CURRENT.

3>

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

PAID

32a35 Mutton,
Butter,
6a8 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
Beef, fore quarters, 6' Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

f

16.00
9
9
60
8
48

3.00a3.25 Lamb Skins,

17
16
13
18
40

fl

NOTICE

I

We shall be unable to engrave goods purchased elsewhere on account of the amount of
engraving arising from our own sales.

fl
fl
fl

Straw,

Turkey,

■jj
t

45a50

to show

no

trouble

|-|
El*

goods.

I GrVC j£«

CA\

CC 3 UA

EU V IN

•

■

fl

fl

C

-b s*:*»+'«

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK

1

<

..

tne

I

No. 2642.

10

10.00 i
26a28 !

Tallow,
Veal,
Wool, unwashed,

Positively

3
9al0 1
At Soarsport, in the State of Maine, at the
28
close of business November 16, 1909.
Fowl,
14,Wood, hard, 4.00a4.50 1
RESOURCES.
3.00
Geese,
18Wood, soft,
Loans and Discounts. $125,425 92
I
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
60 69
! Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
11 Lime,
1.10 U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
50,oOO 00
Beef, Corned,
74,749 50
But';er Salt, 141b., 18a20 Oat Meal,
5 ; Bonds, securities, etc.
1
4,300 00
Banking house,furniture and fixtures
80 Onions,
3
Corn,
32 21
from National Banks (not reCracked Corn,
75 Oil, kerosene,
13al4 Due
serve agents).
Corn Meal,
5
75 Pollock,
Due from State and private banks
20 Pork,
15 ! and bankers. Trust Companies, and
Cheese,
825 38
Co-ton Seed,
1.90 Plaster,
1.13
Savings Banks.
Sa9 Rye Meal,
approved reserve agents.. 18,027;42
Codfish, dry,
3^ Due from
items
434 12
cash
other
and
Checks
10 Shorts,
1.45
Cranberries,
150 00
Notes of other National Banks
6
Clover Seed,
00 Sugar,
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
40
6.75a7.50 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
32 33
and cents..
Sweet Potatoes,
H, G. Seed,
Lawful money reserve in Bank, viz:
4
16
Wheat
Lard.
Meal,
50
00
17.014 50
Legal-tender notes
;. 5.500
S.
Treaswiili
U.
BOllN
fund
Redemption
2,600 00
urer ( 5 per cent of circulation)....

Eggs,

I

PRODUCER.

Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
2.75a3.00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E.,

1
fl

WE ADVISE THE EARLY PURCHASE OF ARTICLES REQUIRING MONOGRAMS AND OLD ENGLISH LETTERING

|
|

fl

1

SHOW TO EVERYONE

I

built at Bath

was

1

in 1891.

..

winter with her son John_Mr.
E. Greeley of Bar Harbor was the guest
i
The schools in town began last week. Mr. Henry
of his brother Elbridge the first of last week.
Frederick P. Jecuses of Bates college teaches
-The Swanville Union Sunday school will
the upper grade village, Mrs. Frank Hall the
have a Christmas tree and entertainment at
primary and Mrs. Everett Clements of Waldo
the church Christmas eve_Elisha Parsons
teaches No. 3.... Rev. A. M. Cox, Harold Daghas just passed his 95th birthday. The burden
gett and Roy Paul are hunting in Northern
Somerset county... Mr. Joseph Pearson from of so many winters is bearing heavily upon
Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pearson from him and he is barely able to walk about the
San Francisco, Cal., were guests of Dr. T. N. house by the aid of two canes.Mr. and Mrs.
Pearson for two days last week_Mr. and Loomis Eames, who have been spending a few
Mrs. Harry Simmons and Edrnond Simmons are days with Hon. A. E. Nickerson during the
absence of his wife, returned to their home in
visiting their mother, Mrs. Annie Simmons_
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blake and son from Mal- Searsport last Saturday.Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Nickerson of Portland are receiving
den, Mass., are visiting relatives in town...
Mr. Arthur Leonard completed a term of school congratulations on the birth of a baby girl.
in Center Montville last week_Dr. T. N. Miss Shirley Dow of Camden was with Mrs.
Pearson was able to resume his duties in the Nickerson, but has been called home by the
Sunday school and church services last Sunday. illness of her younger sister, Bessie_ Mr.
-Rev. Jonah W. Vaughan of Citypoint oc- Albert Cunningham has had Mr. Lauriston
of Belfast repairing his chimneys the
cupied the pulpit here last Sunday in the ab- Nichols
sence of Rev. A. M. Cox.
He gave a Thanks- past week.Mrs. Luella Nickerson and Mr.
giving discourse-Rev. A. E. Luce will preach Clarence Curtis were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Libbey in West Winterport, Sunhere next Sunday at 3 p. m.
day.... .'Mrs. H. M. Chase has been afflicted
CENTER MONTVILLE.
with rheumatism in her shoulder, but is imMiss Lilia Foy of China is a guest at W. N.
proving. She and Mr. Chase visited friends in
Foy’s—George A. Choate returned Friday Waldo last Sunday.The L. A. S. will hold a
from a trip to Burnham and Norridgewock_
business meeting with the president, Mrs.
Mrs. Sarah Thompson reached her 80th birthMary F. Nickerson, on the afternoon of
November
16th. She received over 125
day
Wednesday, December 1st. All are' requested
birthday cards and letters from relatives and to attend, as there is important business to
friends-Dr. O. S. Vickery of Belfast called come before this
meeting.There is to be a
on T. S. Erskine and other friends Sunday_
rehearsal of Christmas music at Mr. W. E.
Daniel Hustus of Burnham was a recent guest Damm’s next
Sunday evening.
of his sister, Mrs. G. A. Choate_A. R. Dyer
had a telephone on the Knox and Montville line The Youth’s Companion Calendar for 1910.
put in last Saturday_C. A. and J. L. Boynton
The publishers of The Youth’s Companion
were packing apples last week on Ayer’s
ridge. will, as always at this season, present to every
-Union Harvest sewing circle will meet with subscriber whose subscription ($1.75) is paid
Mrs. F. A. Cushman December 2nd_E: L. for 1910 a beautiful Calendar for the new year,
The picture panel which suggests the title,
Bennett is in Belfast packing apples for Mrs. j
“Venetian,” for the Calendar was painted by
James Cunningham... Cora A. Goodwin re- the famous marine artist, Thomas Moran. His
turned home from Belfast Monday, having Venetian scene, reproduced in the Calendar by
thirteen-color lithography, will be found well
passed ten days with relatives and friends worth
preserving, long after 1910 is gone by.
there... .West Jones caught another mink last
The Shoe Situation.
Friday. This is the second one he has caught
this fall-Llewellyn Keller slaughtered his
Trade in shoes steadily expands, and the
large pig Monday.George Gove .ost his
market is very firm, with buyers obliged to
horse last, week.The ladies had a dance
meet the advance. Calf leather shoes are
Monday night at the grange hall.. .The schools especially high. The entire leather market is
in a decidedly strong position and stocks of
in town began last week.
about all varieties are closely sold up. There
is
a constantly stiffening tendency on all varieFRANKFORT.
Hon. and Mrs. Albert Pierce were in Bangoi ties, and prices are materially higher than they
were two months ago.—Dun’s Review, Novemlast Sunday to attend the funeral of M. C. ber 20th.
Pierce, Jr... Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Averill and
mere is more i^atarrn in tms section oi the
daughters, Maud and Alice, have left for
than all other diseases put together, and
Providence, R. I., where they will make theii country
until the last few years was supposed to be inhome in the future.... Mr. and Mrs. Mandel C. curable. For a
great many years doctors proSmith and two sons of Winterport made a nounced it a local disease and prescribed local
week-end visit with friends in town,...Miss remedies, and by constantly failing to cure
with local treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Ada C. Williamson, who has spent the past
Science has proven catarrh to be a constituyear traveling in Europe, has returned and tional disease and therefore requires constituwill spend Thanksgiving at the home of her tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
sister, Mrs. Albert Pierce.... Mr. and Mrs. is the
only constitutional cure on the market.
Charles Crossman are receiving congratula- It is taken internally in doses from 10 drops to
tions on the birth of a son, Friday, November a teaspoonfnl. It acts directly on the blood
19th....A grand ball will be given by the and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars for any case it fails to
Knights of Pythias in their hall Thanksgiving cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
night. Music will be furnished by Batcheld- ! Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
4w44
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
er's full orchestra and a very pleasant time is
Take Hall’s Family Pills for
anticipated... .Freeman W. Batchelder has
closed his blacksmith shop and accepted emSHIP NEWS.
ployment with the Mt. Waldo Granite Works
as tool sharpener.G. Albert Pierce of New
AMERICAN FORTS.
York city, Donald Cutler of Brookline, Mass., !
New York, November 16. Sld, sch. Frank
Boston
called
on
of
friends
Robert
and
i Brainerd, Philadelphia; ar, sch. Northland,
McKay
here one day this week, making the trip from ! Stockton; 17, ar, sch. Annie Ainslie, Long
Cove; 18, ar, sch. Frances Hyde, Stonington;
Bangor by automobile.
20, ar, sch. F. G. French, Raritan River for
!
Bangor; sld, sch. Nat Ayer, Bangor; 21, ar, sch.
TROY.
Telumah, Stockton; sld, sch. Nortland, Stockton
Mr. Wm. Coffin of Burnham and Miss Maggie
Springs; 23, ar, schs. Damietta and Joanna,
Fernald of Troy were married in Bangor last Vinalhaven; Carrie E. Look, Somes Sound;
week. They will reside in Burnham....Mell Herbert May, Frankfort; Mary B. Wellington,
Sullivan.
Ferguson of Troy has sold his farm to George
Boston, November 18. Ar, schs. George W.
has
closed
her
M.
Leathers
F.
Gray_Mrs.
Wells, Baltimore; Edward B. Winslow, Newwinter
with
the
to
her
port News; 19, ar, schs. Mary E. Lynch, Stonhouse and gone
spend
ington, Me.; Mary Ann McCann, Bangor (latdaughter in Billerica, Mass.... Mrs. Allison ter at Hull).
Berry is seriously ill with pneumonia and Mrs.
Philadelphia, November 16. Ar, sch. NoromHannah Bowden, a neighbor, is quite ill and bega, St. Johns, N. B.; cld, sch. F. C. Pendleton,
sch. Maude Palmer, Mayport.
threatened with pneumonia.. .Reuben Rhoades Salem; 19, cld,
Baltimore, November 20. Ar, sch. Jacob M.
had four of his cows tested recently. Two Haskell, Boston.
were condemned and slaughtered....Mr. and
Norfolk, November 16. Cld, sch. Mertie B.
Crowley, Providence; 18, ar, schs. Frank M.
Mrs. Reuben Morse of Detroit called on old
Low, Stockton; Wm. B. Palmer, Bangor; 21,
neighbors at the Center Sunday.... As the Sun- sld, sch. Lewiston, Boston.
an
closed
Port Tampa, November 15. Ar, sch. Edward
day school at the church recently
interesting session was held at the home of H. Cole, Knights Key,
S. C.,-November 17. Sailed, sch.
Charleston,
Miss Millie Stevens Sunday afternoon, Novem- Pendleton
Satisfaction, Boston; 19, ar, sch. Edber 21st. Eighteen were present, forming two ward H. Blake, New York.
Port Reading, November 18. Cld, sch. S. G.
classes. Miss Olive Gould taught the Bible
Mrs. Juan Goodale the children. A Haskell, Savannah.
MORRILL.

^.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*In

Rockland, Maine.
Wilmington, N. C., November 18. The fourmasted schooner previously reported ashore on
Frying Pen shoals proved today to be the
Eleazer W. Clark, 849 tons, Capt. F. W. Wyman, New York to Savannah, with asphalt
paving blocks. Both vessel and cargo are a
complete loss. Capt. Wyman and crew of seven men left the vessel at 8 o’clock last night in
two yawl boats as she began to go to pieces.
They are being cared for at the Seamen’s home
here. They relate a story of great hardships,
having been practically without food or sleep !
60 hours.
The schooner was owned by J. S. ;

SWANVILLE.

^

Day An^

A

Woods Hole. The Arcularius was loaded with
iron oxide. She is of 94 tons net register and
was built in Maine in 1851.
Her home port is

....

in

a
The Methodists are preparing to give
which
those
to
similar
service
and
Song
Story
Furhave proved so successful in the past.
ther particulars will be given later.

Dr, Liubeus Curtis, who died m nepzioan
th.
Ga., November 16th, was the second son of
late Capt. and Mrs. Lebbeus Curtis of thi
He had beei
town and was born here in 1849.
in poor health and for the past seven week
was confined to his bed and a great sufferei

(HAS
-^OPENING
|

Chase, New York.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

times... .Mrs. Albert Nickerson of Swanville
visited her sister, Mrs. C. H. Libby, Sunday...
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York and Mr. and Mrs. R.
L. Clements were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
White Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements
have returned from a visit with their daughter, Mrs. George English, in Forest Hills, Mass.
There is some talk among the leading
orchardists in this vicinity of a corporation to
manufacture apple barrels. The plant will be
located at White’s Corner.

WEST FRANKFORT.

is being rushed forward rapidly.

the

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. 0. M. Perkins of

....

BEGUN.

Siasconset, Mass., November 16. Abandoning
vicinity was the
husking” at C. W. their
stranded vessel and making for port in a
Nealey’s Tuesday evening. One hundred bush- small boat, the crew of the schooner E. Arcula
els of corn was husked in 40 minutes, after rius reached Cuttyhunk today in their little
which a bountiful supper was enjoyed by 95 craft. They left the Arcularius bilged and full
of water on the Sow and Pigs shoals, where she
persons, young and old. Games and dancing struck last
night. The wreck was discovered
were indulged in until the wee sma’ hours and
today by the revenue cutter Acushnet, which
all pronounced this one of the best of good will take the crew of the wrecked vessel to

Penobscot visited Mrs.
Emma Luke November 19th... Miss Cora PerMiss Faustina Davis suffered an illness last
She kins visited her uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs.
week due to a bad abscess on the throat.
O. M. Perkins of Penobscot last week-A
is now improving.
little boy weighing 10 lbs. arrived at the home
came from Bangor MonJ.
F.
Mr.
Spellman
£
of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Harriman November
the
sulphur-lader.
to
discharge
day 1 morning
16th. Little Roger Alan and his mother are
Jellison.
at
steamer
Cape
both doing well... Mrs. M. C. Procter, who
the middle
Capt. Horace Staples came home
has been stopping w'ith her sister, Mrs. George
to
of last week from a week’s business trip
Avery, the past six weeks, returned to her
Boston and Somerville, Mass.
home in Dorchester, Mass., last week Mrs.
last
Mr. H. L. Hopkins went to Camden
Avery is slowly improving_Miss Faustina
interHarding, who has been on the sick list, is very
Thursday to look after some business
much better... Mrs. G. W. Silver visited
ests and returned Saturday.
recovered friends in Bangor several days last week.
Mr. S. A. Rendell was sufficiently
from his ill turn to be at his accustomed place

on

a
Welcome G. Young, traveling salesman for
on
Boston house, was in town Friday calling
street.
his brother, B. F. Young, on Bay View
is
Sch. American Team, Capt. Israel Closson,
tons of chestdue from Perth Amboy with 300
Coal Co.
nut and stove coal for the Searsport

Friday evening the annual meeting of th(
Ladies’ Guild of the Congregational churcl
The reports of the committee foi
was held.
the year showed receipts from all sources o:
about $800. The new committee for next yeai
consists of Mrs. C. H. McElhiney, Mrs. N. F
Gilkey, Mrs. Fred Swift, Mrs. F. A. Nye, Mrs
A. G. Closson and Mrs. A. T. W’hitticr. On
member has been added to the committee fo:

M. V. B.

T-
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Shopping I

Strawbridge, Philadelphia.
Frankfort, Me., November 19. In port, sch.
Herbert May, for Newr York.
Halls Quarry, Me., Novembar 18. Sld, sch.

Charles and Cecil Holmes have been at their
farm in Glenburn for a'few days_W. A.
! Thompson left on Mo day’s boat and will
spend the winter in Boston and Washington...
The pleasantest occasion for a long time in

VOiLUHJl

AT LOCKE’S
}i Christmas

...

County Correspondence.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

ton,

Quite

"""

this

schools of Franklin, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Mary V. Dodge, on Main street.

Miss Sara L.
Kent's Hill to

“How are your bowels?” This is generally the first
question the doctor asks. He knows what a
sluggish liver
means.
He knows what a long list of
distressing complaints result from constipation. He knows that headaches,
bilious attacks, indigestion, impure blood, and
generai
debility are often promptly relieved by a good liver pin
We wish you would talk with your own doctor
about
this subject. Ask him at the same time if he
approves
of_Ayer’s Pills. Do as he says.
T.C:AverCo..L^3Tm
j

..

tUKkNeP0Wbcg|

Nickerson in Swanville.

The Doctor’s First Question!

New York.

Georgetown, S. C., November 19. Ar, sch.
John Bossert, New York.
Morgan City, La., November 21. Sld, sch.
Emma S. Lord, New York.
Salem, Mass., November 21. Ar, sch. Jessie
Lena, Port Reading.
Jacksonville, Fla., November 29. Sld, sch.
Brina P. Pendleton, Boston.
Bangor, November 17. Ar, schs. Charlotte
T. Sibley, Salem; Charleston, Belfast; sld, schs.
Lizzie Griffin, Bay of Islands, Nfld.; Charles
vacation she will return for the winter term.
Davenport, Newport News; Pochasset, New
York; Wiliie L. Swift, Boston; 18, ar, schs.
Wm. Bisbee, Newark; Mary E. Morse, IslesWIN TER POUT.
boro;
sld, sch. Lizzie D. Small, New York; 19,
The Methodist pulpit was filled last Sunday
ar, schs A. F. Kindberg, Scituate; R. L. Tay,
morning by Edward H. Emery, Field Secretary Boothbay; New Boxer, Southwest Harbor; 21,
of the Christian Civic League, who gave a very sld, schs. Susie P. Oliver, New York; John B.
able and interesting discourse on the duties of Carrington, Bridgeport; 23, ar, schs. Clarence
H. Venner, Newport News; Nat Ayer, Port
citizenship. In the evening he gave an illus- Chester;
Kit Carson, Greenwich.
trated lecture to a large and appreciative auStockton, November 17. Ar, sch. Savannah,
dience. -Mrs. Albertie George has returned Jacksonville; 18, ar, sch. Wm. H. Davenport,
from Portland, leaving her daughter, Mrs. Elizabethport; sld, schs. Carrie A. Bucknam,
New York; Harold L. Berry, do.; 20, ar, stmr.
Mrs. Horace F. J.
Kelly, much improved in health
Luckenbach, Sabine, Texas; 21, ar, sch.
Kneeland has returned from the Eastern Maine Samuel B. Hubbard,-; sld, sch. Celia F.,
Hospital and is recovering as rapidly as could New York.
Searsport, November 18. Arrived, sch. Mary j
be expected... Mrs. Charles Durgin and son
Brewer, Boston; 19, ar, barge R. & R. L. Co.
Ned of Dixmont were guests of her sister, No. 1, Carteret; sld, sch. Mary Brewer, Belfast. !
Mrs. C. W. Nealey, Tuesday and Wednesday...
Portland, Me., November 19. Cld, sch. J. C.

in town

The schools in town closed Wednesday for a
three week’s vacation.
The new boarding house of the A. A. C. Co.

Brunswick, Ga., November 19. Ar, sch. Josesch. Mary A. Hall,

phine, Charleston; 17, sld,

•••
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Specie.$11,614

that

m

all the financial transactions

s. but f> % is done with currency. 11
°!c being done by means of clu-ck* «;
drafts? It you do not already keep
ing account start. one now and \ou w
from its convenience ami safety why ,i
true. If you are not familiar\y i'll o

temcome

to

and

us

we

will show

j
j

v>

will give your business, whether
small, careful attention.

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE

—

Bennett. In Orland, November 10, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest L. Bennett, a daughter.
Chaples. In Belfast, November 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Drew H. L. Chaples, a son.
Dunbar. In Orland, November 8, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry E. Dunbar, a daughter.
Gray. In Brooksville, November 6, to M r.
and Mrs. Leonard Gray, a daughter.
Guptill. In West Ellsworth, November 13,
to Mr. and Mrs. Albion K. Guptill, a daughter,
Leonia.
Jackson. In Belfast, November 22,. to Mr
and Mrs. Alphonso Jackson, a son.
Jones. In Union, November 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Jones, a daughter.
In Belfast, November 13, to
Philbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Philbrook, a son.
Rolerson. In Islesfcoro, November 14, to
Mr. and Mrs. George Rolerson, a daughter.
Tapley. In West Brooksville, November 10,
to Mr. and Mrs. C. Roy Tapley, a daughter.
Wescott. In Brooksville, October 29, to Mr
and Mrs. Lester C. Wescott, a daughter, Hazel

May.

!

Waterman. lr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred

Appleton,
Waterman,

November
a

Total.$293,651 97
1I

97

I

15, to

daughter.

FORECLOSURE NOTICE

In

Vrrey

Curtis. In Belfast, November 20, Levi L.
Curtis, aged 75 years and 9 months.
Churchill. In Camden, November 11, John
Churchill of Rockport, aged 82 years,
Dyer. In Belfast, November 22nd, Mrs.
Lura B. Dyer, aged 27 years,
Grindal.
In Sargentville, November 12,
Israel P. Grindal, aged 73 years.
Hall. In Thomaston, November 16, Sophia
F. (Farrand), widow of Capt. J. Brainard Hall,
aged 74 years, 10 months and 16 days.
Hull. In Augusta, November 15, Frank E.
Hull, formerly of Warren, aged 45 years and 3

days.

;

j

NOBODY SPARED
Kidney Troubles Attack Belfast Men and
Women, Old and Young.
Kidney ills seize young and old.
quickly with little warning.
Children suffer in their early years
£ Can’t control the kidney secretions.
Girls are languid, nervous, suffer pain.
Women worry, can’t do daily work.
Men have lame and aching backs.
Come

The

cure

Is to

for man, woman or child,
the cause—the kidneys.

cure

Doan’s Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys—
Cure all forms of kidney suffering.
Belfast testimony prove it.
Benjamin Robinson, 6 Waldo avenue, Belfast,
Me.: says: “In 1907 I recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills through the Belfast papers, simply to
let the public know what a valuable remedy it’isI had been annoyed for a long time by pains
through my back and kidneys. Any over-exertion or the contraction of a cold caused me
added discomfort. After Doan’s Kidney Pills
cured me, my strength returned and I could do
I
my work without any ill effect whatever.
never let an opportunity pass to recommend
Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.
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deed dated March 4, A. D. 1865, which deed is
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
in Book No. 132, Page 167, and said deed and
record are hereby referred to for a full description of said premises, the same then being the
homestead of said Grey, containing one hundred and seventy acres of land, more or less,
and whereas the said Daniel Weymouth has
since deceased, testate, and the undersigned,
Harry Weymouth and George Weymouth, have
been duly appointed executors of the last will
and testament of said Daniel Weymouth, deceased, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof we
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of November, A.
HARRY WEYMOUTH,
D. 1909.

DIED

Littlefield. In Penobscot, November 10,
Miss Hattie E. Littlefield, aged 49 years, 1
month and 22 days.
McInnis. In Waltham, Mass., November 8,
Mrs. Sarah McInnis, formerly of Bucksport,
aged 55 years.
Shute. In Boston, November 11, Helen Hopkins, wife of Arthur Shute of Ellsworth, aged
41 years.

!
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1

wood of Hope.

I

VACUUM
CLEANING

MAINE. COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
I have bought of Spencer, F.at
I, A. It. Nichols, Cashier of the above-named only vacuum house-cleaner i;. tin
bank, do solemnly swear that the above state- have been operating it for
\«• r.
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and iiethe work of houseed
a. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
j lightens
lief.
1
the
work
All
thoroughly.
Subscribed and sv orn to before me flits 23rd
at 27 High street, or telephoned
dav of November, 1909.
line 56— will be promptly attends
CHARLES E ADAMS, Notary Public.
Direct—Att-st:
)
I I PENDLETON,
WILLIS B. FLETCE
;s. F
OLCORD,
J Directors.
Belfast, November 18, 1909.
M m. t. PENDLETON,)

of
Robbins-Norwood. In Hope, November 13,
Robie Robbins of Appleton and Margaret Nor-

j

j

"liliAM/MI 1X81.

STATE OF

WHEREAS, Franklin A. Grey of Morrill, in
Rockland, November 13.
and State of Maine, by
Charles Leroy Blake and Flora French, both the County of Waldo
his mortgage deed dated the twenty-third day
of Rockland.
D.
1872, and recorded in the
Coffin-Fernald. In Bangor, November IS, of November, A.
of Deeds, Book 160,
William I. Coffin of Burnham and Miss Mar- Waldo County Registry
Page 81, conveyed to Daniel Weymouth of
garet W. Fernald of Troy.
of
Waldo and State of
in
the
County
Lf.e-Ellis. In Bucksport, November 13; Morrill,
of land, with the buildJohn J. Lee and Mrs. Evelyn M. Ellis, both of Maine, a certain parcel
ings on the same, said land being situate partly
Bucksport.
and partly in Montville, in said
Ripley-Dunton. In Appleton, November in said Morrill
of Waldo, and described as follows,
County
15, John D. Ripley of Appleton and Miss Carrie
viz: It being the same place conveyed to said
Dunton
Vassalboro.

|

FROM

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000 OC

—

Total.$293,561

SAFE

CAPITAL $50,000.00.

ABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in. $ 60,000 00
25,00000
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses and
19,270 30
taxes paid.
49,400 00
National Banknotes outstanding—
and
to
Trust
Due
Savings
Companies
5,114 SO
Banks...
340 00
Dividends unpaid.
lndivi'tiiHl deposits, subject to check 3 44,355 36
71 ; 1
Cashier's checks outstanding.

MARRIED
Blake-French.

ABSOLUTELY

Executors

GEORGE WEYMOUTH,
of the will of Daniel Weymouth,

deceased.

3w47

FORECLOSURE NOTICE
WHEREAS, Franklin A. Grey of Morrill, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the twenty-second
day of April, A. D. 1889, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 222, Page 58, conveyed to Daniel Weymouth of Morrill, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, a certain
parcel of land, with the buildings on the same,
said land being situate partly in said Morrill
and partly in Montville, in said County of Waldo, and described as follows, viz: It being the
same place conveyed to said Grey by John W,
Cushman, by his warranty dee^ duiod March 4,
A. D. 1865, which deed is recorded in Waldo
! County Registry of Deeds, in Book No. 132,
Page 167; and said deed and record are hereby
referred to for a full description of said prem1
ises, the same then being the homestead of
said Grey, containing one hundred and seventy
j acres of land, more or less; and whereas the
said Daniel Weymouth has since deceased,
j testate, and the undersigned, Harry Weymouth
■ and
George Weymouth, have been duly ap! pointed executors of the last will and testament of said Daniel Weymouth, deceased, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
I been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
1 breach of the condition
thereof, we claim a

j

foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of November, A.
HARRY WEYMOUTH,
D. 1909.
GEORGE WEYMOUTH,
Executors of the will of Daniel Weymouth,
3w47
deceased.

Thanksgivi*
GOODS.

Nuts, Dates and
New Broken Candy and Peanu
D. F. STEPHENSON
Belfast. October 2S, 1909.—43tf

FOR SALE
bargain, a restaurant ami
doing a good business; best locatioi
good chance for the right part \.
for selling, 1 have business in Flor
winter. Apply early to
At

a

j

M. R. KNOW
Restaurant, No. 99 Hig
October
1909.— 42tf
21,
Belfast,
At the

NOTH E.
scriber lu-reby gives n dice th*
duly appointed administrator of tin*
HKNKY A. ROLAN, late ot \\
in the c ounty of Waldo, decease

ADMINISTRATOR’S

bonds as the law directs. Ail personmands against the estate «>t said d
desired to present the same tor >• r
all indebted thereto are requested n
ment immediately.
ELLERY r
Winterport, November 9. loot*.

■

>

T7X ECU TOR’S NOTICE.

The sul-

Jj
by gives notice that be lias
pointed executor ot the last wii!

■

of

MARY A. THOMPSON, late of M
in the County of Waldo, d«
Ai. p
bonds as the. law directs
demands against the estate oi s.ei
desired to present the sam« in
all indebted thereto are requesti
ment immediately.
H !!. 1.'
Freedom. August 10, 1909.—3\v4V
\

1)MIN IsTK\

t

KIN’S NO l h

I

A er hereby gives notice that 'b
duly appointed administratrix of
ERNEST B. IllRSCH, late of Pln the County Of Waiclo. t'eceas.--:.
bonds as the law directs All per>.
minds against the estate of said <b
desired to present the same foi
all indebted thereto are requested ?<
-•

ment

lhimediately.

Belfast. November

MARGIE M

HU:

9. 1909.

MCCLURE’S MAGAZINE wants a
energetic man or woman
and vicinity to attend to its subscript
ble and
ests.
eral

Experience unnecessary.
guaranteed compensation.

The:
A ]

permanent business without capital

HALLET & DAVIS

PIANOS
-AT-

LORD’S
High Street, Belfast

no

CASH

OR

INSTALMENTS._

established among friends and acqtia
Whole or spare time. This is the be
start. Complete outfit and instruct: e
Write now. McClure’s Magazine, 9 1
Street, New York City.
1
FREE, to Boys and Girls. Flex
“The sled that steers.” The best sh
with
world. You can easily secure one
w<">
days by doing a little pleasant in
>oU'
have in a few hours. Be the first
A
post;,
Write today, stating your age.
will do. W. I. Davis, 155 East 24th
3w4,
York City.
■-

